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Zusammenfassung
Alters-Perioden-Kohorten (APK) Modelle werden zur Analyse von altersspezifischen Krankheits-
oder Sterberaten verwendet, die u¨ber mehrere Kalenderperioden erfasst wurden. Die Daten
werden im Hinblick auf drei Zeitskalen analysiert: Alter, Periode (Infektions- oder Todeszeit-
punkt) und Kohorte (Geburtszeitpunkt). Ha¨ufig liegen mehrere solcher Datentabellen vor, da
die Daten anhand einer weiteren Stratifizierungsvariable archiviert wurden, so dass fu¨r jede
Auspra¨gung (Schicht) dieser Variable ein Datensatz existiert. Beispielsweise ko¨nnten Raten fu¨r
Ma¨nner und Frauen oder fu¨r mehrere geographische Regionen verfu¨gbar sein. Jeder einzelne
dieser Datensa¨tze ko¨nnte separat mit einem univariaten APK Modell analysiert werden. Jedoch
ko¨nnte es auf Grund von a¨hnlichen Risikofaktoren von Vorteil sein, alle Datensa¨tze gemeinsam
zu analysieren, wobei manche Zeiteffektgruppen als gemeinsam u¨ber die Schichten behandelt
werden ko¨nnen. Diese Dissertation hat zum Ziel, die Methodik fu¨r die statistische Inferenz von
multivariaten APK Modellen weiterzuentwickeln.
Zuna¨chst zeigen wir, dass Differenzen von schichtspezifischen Zeiteffekten in multivariaten APK
Modellen identifizierbar sind, so dass das fu¨r univariate APK Modelle bekannte Identifizierbar-
keitsproblem vermieden wird. Wir entwickeln ein multivariates Bayesianisches Modell basierend
auf Gla¨ttungsprioris, um heterogene Zeittrends zu analysieren. Dieser Ansatz repra¨sentiert eine
attraktive Alternative zu Maximum Likelihood (ML) basierten Ansa¨tzen, wenn Altersgruppen
und Perioden fu¨r die gleichen Zeitintervallbreiten erfasst wurden, und vermeidet die Artefakte,
z.B. unechte zyklische Muster, die im Fall von ungleichen Zeitintervallbreiten auftreten.
Anschliessend pra¨sentieren wir einen bedingten Ansatz zur Inferenz in multivariaten APK Mo-
dellen. Im Gegensatz zum unbedingten Ansatz, der viele Nuisance-Parameter entha¨lt, modelliert
der bedingte Ansatz direkt die relevanten Parameter, na¨mlich die Differenzen von schichtspezi-
fischen Zeiteffekten. Daru¨ber hinaus erweitern wir diesen Ansatz, um Datensa¨tze mit multiplen
Stratifizierungsfaktoren zu analysieren. Die Scha¨tzung mittels ML basiert auf Standardsoftware
fu¨r multinomiale logistische Regression. Die Verwendung von kubischen Gla¨ttungssplines wird
vorgeschlagen, um unechte zyklische Muster im Fall von unterschiedlich weiten Zeitintervallen
von Alter und Periode zu vermeiden.
Zuletzt schlagen wir die Verwendung von korrelierten Gla¨ttungsprioris und korrelierten U¨berdis-
persionsparametern vor, um die eventuelle Abha¨ngigkeit zwischen multiplen Datensa¨tzen zu
erfassen. Mittels Fallstudien zeigen wir, dass korrelierte multivariate APK Modelle nu¨tzlich
sind, um die Pra¨zision von gescha¨tzten relativen Risiken zu verbessern und fehlende Daten zu
extrapolieren. Wir implementieren die Methodik mit Markov-Ketten-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) und
der ku¨rzlich vorgeschlagenen integrierten genesteten Laplace Approximation (INLA). Mit INLA
ist es mo¨glich, eine Vielzahl an weiteren latenten Gauß Modellen zu korrelieren, z.B. bedingte
autoregressive Modelle oder saisonale Modelle.
In einer Anwendung auf Schweizer Selbstmorddaten von 1950 bis 2007 analysieren wir ge-
schlechtsspezifische Unterschiede mittels einfachen und korrelierten multivariaten APK Model-
len. Die Ergebnisse deuten an, dass Ma¨nner das ca. dreifache Risiko von Frauen haben, Selbst-
mord zu begehen. A¨ltere Ma¨nner und 15 − 24 Ja¨hrige sind besonders gefa¨hrdet. Des Weiteren
benutzen wir uni- und multivariate APK Modelle, um zu untersuchen, ob erkla¨rende Variablen
mit Bezug zu Familienintegration geschlechtsspezifische Unterschiede erkla¨ren ko¨nnen.

Abstract
Age-period-cohort (APC) models are used to analyse age-specific disease or mortality rates pro-
vided for several periods in time with respect to three time scales: age, period (calendar period
during which the incidence or mortality rates were observed) and cohort (time of birth). Fre-
quently, several sets of such age-specific rates are observed because data were recorded according
to one further stratification variable resulting in one set of rates for each stratum of this variable.
For example, rates might be available for males and females or for several geographical regions.
Each set of rates could be analysed separately by means of an univariate APC model. However,
because of similar relevant risk factors it might be beneficial to analyse all sets of rates jointly
treating some sets of time effects as common across strata. Multivariate APC models share sets
of time effects, for example the age effects, while the remaining parameters can be different.
This dissertation aims at improving the methodology for statistical inference in multivariate
APC models.
We first show that differences of stratum-specific time effects in multivariate APC models are
identifiable, so that the well known identifiability problem for univariate APC models is avoided.
We develop a multivariate Bayesian APC model based on smoothing priors to analyse hetero-
geneous time trends. This approach represents an attractive alternative to maximum likelihood
(ML) based approaches when age groups and periods are given for the same time-interval widths
and avoids the artefacts, e.g. artificial cyclical patterns, which occur in the case of unequal time-
interval widths.
Subsequently, we present a conditional approach for inference in multivariate APC models. In
contrast to the unconditional approach which includes many nuisance parameters, the condi-
tional approach directly models the parameters of interest, namely the differences of stratum-
specific time effects. Furthermore, we extend this approach to analyse datasets with multiple
stratification factors. ML estimation is performed using software for multinomial logistic regres-
sion. The use of cubic smoothing splines is proposed to avoid artificial cyclical patterns in the
case of unequally spaced time-intervals of age and period.
Finally, we propose the use of correlated smoothing priors and correlated overdispersion param-
eters to capture the potential dependence present between multiple health outcomes. By means
of case studies we demonstrate that correlated multivariate APC models are useful to improve
the precision of relative risk estimates and to extrapolate missing data. We implement the
methodology using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and the recently proposed integrated
nested Laplace approximation (INLA). With INLA it is possible to correlate a wide range of
other latent Gaussian models, e.g. conditionally autoregressive models or seasonal models.
In an application to Swiss suicide data from 1950 to 2007, we analyse gender-specific differences
using both ordinary and correlated multivariate Bayesian APC models. Results indicate that
males have approximately three times the risk of committing suicide as women. Elderly men and
those between 15 − 24 are especially at risk. Furthermore, we use univariate and multivariate
APC models to investigate whether explanatory variables related to family integration can
explain gender-specific suicide trends.
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Introduction: Age-period-cohort models
Age-period-cohort (APC) models are used to describe and predict time series of disease or
mortality rates using three different time scales: age, period (calendar period during which the
incidence or mortality rates were observed) and cohort (longitudinally observed group of people
born within specific periods). In the following an introduction to the main aspects of APC
analysis will be given.
1 The Lexis diagram
Most developed countries have national health care registers collecting data on mortality and
disease rates. For new cases typically diagnosis, gender, age, date of diagnosis, etc. are recorded.
To represent such tabulated records graphically the Lexis diagram, named after Wilhelm Lexis
(Lexis, 1875), is frequently used (Keiding, 1990). The Lexis diagram is a two-dimensional
coordinate system. Calendar time (period) is represented on the horizontal axis, while age is
represented on the vertical axis. Both axes are divided into intervals which partition the diagram
into squared compartments. Every compartment refers to a group of persons that belongs to a
specific age group at a specific period. Figure 1 shows the Lexis diagram for an example. The
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Figure 1: Lexis diagram for a toy example.
numbers of deaths or diseases (and analogously the number of persons under risk) stratified
by age and period can be written into the corresponding compartments of the diagram. For
instance, in Figure 1 there were 32 cases between 1980 and 1985 for persons aged between 50
and 55. A third time scale, namely the birth cohort, is clearly determined by the age group
and calendar period. Drawing a line from the upper left corner and the lower right corner of a
compartment to the horizontal axis with an angle of 45◦ determines the beginning and the end
- 1 -
of the birth cohort the compartment belongs to. For instance, in Figure 1 the red shaded area
represents the data of the cohort beginning in 1925 and ending in 1935. As can be seen the
cohorts overlap. If periods and age groups are defined on the same time grid drawing a line from
the lower left corner of a data square to the abscissa with an angle of 45◦ leads to the centre of
a cohort.
The three time scales age, period and birth cohort are often regarded to be linked to death
caused by disease. However, Berzuini and Clayton (1994) emphasised that time itself does
not cause disease events and that it is only a scale on which other factors operate. Time is
a surrogate or proxy for other causal factors that are unknown or difficult to measure. For
example, in chronic degenerative diseases, age is related to cumulative factors that increase
the risk of contracting the disease. Factors that explain changes in rates across different age
groups are called age effects. Factors that apply to all persons at a particular calendar time
independent of their age are called period effects, for instance medical advances in treatment
or environmental changes. Cohort effects seek to explain changes across different birth cohorts,
for example generation-specific habits. To analyse registry data regarding the three time scales
age, period and cohort, the use of APC models was proposed in the fields of demography,
epidemiology and also sociology, see for example Fienberg and Mason (1979); Holford (1983);
Clayton and Schifflers (1987b).
2 The univariate APC model
Let nij denote the number of persons at risk in age group i (i = 1, . . . , I) during period j
(j = 1, . . . , J). We assume that the number of cases yij in age group i at period j follows a
Poisson distribution with rate nij×λij and that the likelihood for the whole data is given by the
product of the corresponding Poisson terms. The classical APC model (Clayton and Schifflers,
1987b) decomposes the linear predictor log λij additively into an overall level (intercept) µ and
age effect θi, period effect ϕj and cohort effect ψk, so that
ηij = log λij = µ+ θi + ϕj + ψk.
Here k = 1, . . . ,K refers to the birth cohort index and depends directly on the age index i and
the period index j. In the case of equal interval widths for age group and period k = (I − i) + j
and K = (I − 1) + J . In the context of the Lexis diagram (Figure 1) index i represents the row
index, index j the column index and k the diagonal bands from the lower left to the upper right.
However, if age group and period are defined on different time grids, a slightly different definition
of k has to be used. Holford (1983) consider the case in which the period intervals are M times
wider than the age group intervals. Holford (2006) analyse data with five-year intervals for age
and three-year intervals for period with a total of I = 11 age groups and J = 16 periods. They
indexed the age effects with i = 0, 5, 10, . . . , 50 and the periods with j = 0, 3, 6, . . . , 45. The
corresponding cohort index is then derived using the standard definition k = (I − i) + j, but
setting I to the maximum age index of 50. In this work we consider the case in which the
interval width of the age groups is M times wider than the interval width of the periods and use
the definition of k proposed by Heuer (1997). Suppose age is given in M -year intervals, while
period is given on an annual basis. Then k = M × (I − i) + j and K = M × (I − 1) + J . The
grid factor M is generally defined as the ratio of the width of age group and period intervals.
To ensure identifiability of the intercept µ additional constraints must be made. One popular
approach is to apply sum-to-zero constraints, also termed the “usual constraints”,
∑
i θi =
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∑
j ϕj =
∑
k ψk = 0 (Holford, 2005). However, a second identifiability problem remains due to
the exact linear relationship of the three time scales which makes it impossible to identify the
separate contributions of the individual time effects, i.e. age, period and cohort effects (Holford,
2005).
3 The identifiability problem
The exact linear dependence of age, period and cohort can be viewed as a special case of
collinear regressors. Since there are infinitely many linear transformations leading all to the same
estimated incidence or mortality rate, it is impossible to estimate a unique set of parameters.
(Davison, 2003, p. 398; Yang et al., 2008). In the following we illustrate the identifiability
problem for both equally and unequally spaced data, and discuss potential solutions.
3.1 Equally spaced data
Let the interval widths for age and period be equal. Then for an arbitrary a ∈ R the linear
transformations
θi 7→ θi + a ·
(
i− I + 1
2
)
; ϕj 7→ ϕj − a ·
(
j − J + 1
2
)
; ψk 7→ ψk + a ·
(
k − K + 1
2
)
(1)
will maintain the sum-to-zero constraints and leave the linear predictor ηij unchanged.
Proof. First, we show that the linear predictor is invariant to transformations of the form (1).
Since the linear predictor can be written as
ηij = µ+ θi + ϕj + ψk + a ·
(
i− I + 1
2
− j + J + 1
2
+ k − K + 1
2
)
,
we only need to show that the term in brackets is equal to zero:
i− I + 1
2
− j + J + 1
2
+ k − K + 1
2
=
2i− I − 1− 2j + J + 1 + 2 · (I − i+ j)− I − J)
2
= 0.
Next we show that the sum-to-zero constraints are fulfilled. For the age effects θi, i = 1, . . . , I,
we obtain:
I∑
i=1
(
θi + a ·
(
i− I + 1
2
))
=
I∑
i=1
θi + a
I∑
i=1
i− aI(I + 1)
2
= 0 + a
I(I + 1)
2
− aI(I + 1)
2
= 0.
The fulfilment of the sum-to-zero constraints for the period effects ϕj , j = 1, . . . , J , and cohort
effects ψk, k = 1, . . . ,K, follows analogously.
Thus, the rate λij can be identified, but age, period and cohort effects cannot. An example to
illustrate this invariance is shown in Figure 2. Note that we can rotate the period effects without
affecting the model fit, because rotating the period effects in a clockwise direction results in a
corresponding rotation of age and cohort effects in a counter-clockwise direction. Thus, the
choice of a particular set of parameter estimates is necessarily arbitrary and expert knowledge
is required to justify the choice (Holford, 2005). Only non-linear trends, e.g. change points or
second differences, are interpretable (Clayton and Schifflers, 1987b). For example in Figure 2
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Figure 2: Age, period and cohort effects for different values of a when the interval widths for age and
period are equal.
the change points are not affected by the linear transformations, e.g. the change point at period
index 5 is always present.
To identify the time effects, i.e. effects for age, period and cohort, a further constraint has
to be imposed in addition to the sum-to-zero constraints (Holford, 1983, 1991; Robertson et
al., 1999). Over the last decades several proposals have been made to solve the identifiability
problem, see for example Fienberg and Mason (1979); Osmond and Gardner (1982); Holford
(1983); Robertson and Boyle (1986); Clayton and Schifflers (1987b); Holford (1992); Fu (2000);
Kuang et al. (2008); Yang et al. (2008). One possibility is to limit the attention to two time
scales, so that the collinearity present between the three time scales is avoided. However, in
applications, two-factor models are frequently not appropriate to fit the data well. Alternatively,
one set of parameter effects could be replaced by a more direct measure. For example when
analysing lung cancer the period effects could be replaced with a regression variable related to
the number of cigarettes sold (Rodgers, 1982; Brown and Kessler, 1988; Knorr-Held and Rainer,
2001). However, to solve the identifiability problem, the covariate should be either included in
a parametric fashion or without depending on the time scale for which it was introduced. For
example, the identifiability problem remains when using a time-varying non-parametric effect.
Suppose we replace the period effects ϕj , j = 1, . . . , J , with smooth time-varying effects βj for
covariate xj , j = 1, . . . , J :
ηij = log λij = µ+ θi + βjxj + ψk.
For xj = c, c ∈ R, for all j = 1, . . . , J the standard identifiability problem results. For all
other covariate vectors the linear predictor is unchanged for transformations of the form (1),
but replacing the transformation of the period effects by:
βjxj 7→ βjxj − a
(
j − J + 1
2
)
=
[
βj − a
(
j − (J + 1)/2
xj
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
β˜j
xj . (2)
(The proof is analogous to the case without covariates.)
Provided that not all xj , j = 1, . . . , J , take the same value, the parameters are “weakly identifi-
able” within a Bayesian setting because the transformation (2) may change the prior distribution
of βj , which could be for example a random walk of first or second order. By imposing a stochas-
tic constraint the identifiability problem is solved. For instance a random walk of second order
will prefer, among all transformations (2), the one where the quadratic second differences are
- 4 -
minimal. In other words, the smooth time-varying effects βj are kept as linear as possible. Pa-
per IV by Riebler et al. (2010b) illustrates the introduction of covariate information on social
integration in an APC analysis of Swiss suicide data.
Another approach to solve the identifiability problem is to equate two effects for one of the time
scales (Fienberg and Mason, 1979). However, sufficient expert knowledge is required to justify
the choice of the parameter pair as the resulting set of parameter estimates is extremely sensitive
to it. Osmond and Gardner (1982) impose an additional mathematical constraint to the APC
model in which a penalty function is minimised. The function measures the Euclidean distance
between the parameters of the two-factor models and those of the full APC model. Then, the
solution is given by the parameter estimates that minimise this distance. This approach has
been criticised to lack of a theoretical justification (Holford, 1991, 2005). Robertson and Boyle
(1986) propose to use more detailed data, namely individual records. They determine the exact
date of birth from the exact age and the exact date of death. Subsequently, they divide the
compartments of the Lexis diagram into an upper and lower triangular, known as older and
younger cohorts respectively, to which the data can be clearly assigned by knowing the date of
birth. Since there are now two cohorts associated with each age group i and period j, the exact
linear dependence has been solved (Robertson et al., 1999). However, this approach has been
controversially discussed as well, see Osmond and Gardner (1989) or Holford (1991).
The adoption of arbitrary constraints can be avoided by inspecting only estimable functions
of age, period and cohort effects. Estimable functions are those which do not depend on the
constraint imposed to obtain a particular set of parameter estimates. Examples are the linear
predictor and, thus, also forecasts, or second differences of time effects (Holford, 2005). Based
on the idea of estimable functions, the intrinsic estimator has recently been proposed (Fu, 2000;
Yang et al., 2004, 2008). This estimator is a special form of the principal component regression
which removes the influence of the null space of the design matrix on the parameter estimates
(Yang et al., 2008).
3.2 Unequally spaced data
The identifiability problem described for equally spaced data continues when the age group
interval is not equal to the period interval. Transformations of the form
θi 7→ θi +M × a ·
(
i− I + 1
2
)
; ϕj 7→ ϕj − a ·
(
j − J + 1
2
)
; ψk 7→ ψk + a ·
(
k − K + 1
2
)
,
(3)
will maintain the sum-to-zero constraints but the linear predictor is unchanged. Here, M repre-
sents the grid factor defined as the ratio of age group and period interval length, see Section 2.
The proof is analogous to the case of equally spaced data, but using K = M × (I − 1) + J and
k = M × (I − i) + j. Figure 3 shows possible sets of parameter estimates for different values of
a that all result in the same linear predictor and fulfil the sum-to-zero constraints.
However, when age and period do not have the same interval width, further identifiability
problems arise, see Holford (1983, 2006). For example, let (J mod M) = 0 and (K mod M) = 0.
For any value of b1, . . . , bM ∈ R subject to
∑M
m=1 bm = 0 the transformations
ϕj = ϕj + b1+(j−1) modM (4)
ψk = ψk − b1+(k−1) modM (5)
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Figure 3: Age, period and cohort effects for different values of a when the interval widths for age and
period are not equal.
leave the linear predictor ηij unchanged and will maintain the sum-to-zero constraints for period
and cohort effects.
Proof. For M = 1 the results follow immediately, since then b1 = 0. Thus let M > 1. We first
show that the linear predictor ηij is invariant to the transformations (4) and (5).
Since the intercept and the age effects are not affected by the transformations (4) and (5) we
only need to show that:
b1+(j−1) modM = b1+(k−1) modM .
Thus it has to be proven that the indices on both sides are the same. Since k = M × (I − i) + j
it follows that
1 + (k − 1) mod M = 1 + (M · (I − i) + j − 1) mod M
= 1 + (M · (I − i) + j − 1)−
⌊
M × (I − i) + j − 1
M
⌋
·M
= M · I −M · i+ j −
⌊
M · I −M · i+ j − 1
M
⌋
·M
= j −
⌊
j − 1
M
⌋
·M = 1 + (j − 1) mod M.
For the fulfilment of the sum-to-zero constraint, the assumptions (J mod M) = 0 and (K mod
M) = 0 are essential:
J∑
j=1
ϕj + b1+(j−1) modM =
J∑
j=1
ϕj +
J∑
j=1
b1+(j−1) modM =
J
M
M∑
j=1
b1+(j−1) modM =
J
M
M∑
j=1
bj = 0,
K∑
k=1
ψk + b1+(k−1) modM =
K∑
k=1
ψk +
K∑
k=1
b1+(k−1) modM =
K
M
M∑
k=1
b1+(k−1) modM =
K
M
M∑
k=1
bk = 0.
Figure 4 shows possible sets of parameter estimates for M = 5. The dark-grey curve is obtained
from the light-grey curve by transformation (3) using a = 0.8. The red curve is derived from
the dark-grey curve by applying transformation (4) and (5). Note the five-year periodicity in
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Figure 4: Sets of age, period and cohort effects obtained for an example dataset with M = 5 after
applying different transformations. All sets result in the same linear predictor and fulfil the sum-to-
zero constraints.
the period and cohort estimates of the red curve. The cyclical pattern can lead to extremely
misleading conclusions. Cycles that appear in data with unequal intervals must be carefully
analysed, especially if they show a periodicity equal to the least common multiple of the interval
width of period and cohort (Holford, 2006). Note, however, that Holford (2006) also observed
cyclical patterns in an example with I = 11, J = 16, and where age groups are provided in
five-year intervals and period in three-year intervals. Thus, the appearance of cyclical patterns
is not specific for datasets with (J mod M) = 0 and (K mod M) = 0.
By applying smoothing functions, such as second-order random walks or penalised splines, many
of the problems arising for unequally spaced data can be solved. However, the identifiability
problem known for equally spaced data remains (Holford, 2006).
4 The multivariate age-period-cohort model
When several registry datasets are available, for example mortality rates for males and females
or for different geographical regions, each dataset could be analysed separately by applying
univariate APC models. However, depending on the context it might be beneficial to analyse all
datasets jointly. Multivariate APC models are used to capture heterogeneous time trends across
different strata, for example geographical regions (Hansell et al., 2003; Hansell, 2004; Jacobsen
et al., 2004; Riebler and Held, 2010). For comparable strata, it seems plausible that similar
factors act on the time scales, so that the time effects corresponding to those time scales may be
common. A potentially useful model in many applications would, for example, assume common
age effects:
yijr|ηijr ∼ Po(nijrλijr), ηijr = log λijr = µr + θi + ϕjr + ψkr. (6)
Here, µr is the outcome-specific intercept for stratum r = 1, . . . , R, θi is the common age
effect, and ϕir and ψkr are outcome-specific period and cohort effects, respectively. As in the
univariate case, sum-to-zero constraints are imposed to ensure identifiability of the stratum-
specific intercepts:
∑
i θi = 0,
∑
j ϕjr =
∑
k ψkr = 0 for all r = 1, . . . , R. It is straightforward
to adapt model formulation (6) to different assumptions, for instance unequal period effects but
equal cohort effects. The multivariate APC model inherits all identifiability problems from the
univariate APC model. However, differences of stratum-specific time effects are identifiable and
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can be interpreted as log relative risks, provided not all time effects vary across strata.
5 Likelihood inference in age-period-cohort models
APC models are usually fitted within a frequentist framework. Age, period and cohort effects
are treated as factors and standard Poisson regression is applied (Hansell, 2004; Jacobsen et al.,
2004). However, due to the identifiability problems described in Section 3, the columns of the
design matrix are linearly dependent, so that the design matrix is not of full rank. Hence, no
unique solution exists. At least one additional constraint needs to be imposed (Holford, 1983;
Yang et al., 2008). Furthermore, classical maximum likelihood methods will overfit cohorts for
which only a single observation exists. For the case in which age group and period intervals are
equally spaced, this corresponds to 2 × R cells of the Lexis diagram (Besag et al., 1995). In
the unequal case a perfect fit has to be provided to even more cells, namely 2 ×M × R cells.
Moreover, problems with zero counts will typically increase since the number of observations on
a cohort decreases with increasing grid factor M . A more serious problem noticed in univariate
and multivariate APC models is that maximum likelihood estimates tend to be very unstable
resulting in artificial cyclical patterns if the widths of age group and period intervals are unequal.
However, this problem can be avoided by means of smoothing functions (Holford, 1983, 2006;
Riebler and Held, 2010).
In applications, the Poisson assumption may be too restrictive because of greater variability
than that of the Poisson distribution. To adjust for such overdispersion, a quasi-likelihood
approach is often used (Zheng et al., 1996; Holford, 2006). Here, an overdispersion parameter
φ equal to the Pearson’s χ2 statistic divided by the residual degrees of freedom is estimated
from the regression output to inflate the variances of the regression estimates (Breslow, 1984;
McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). An alternative approach replaces the Poisson likelihood with
a negative binomial likelihood (Breslow, 1984; Hilbe, 2007). This approach is very similar to
the use of random effects which is the usual adjustment for overdispersion within a Bayesian
framework. Indeed, if the random effects were log-gamma distributed, they could be integrated
out to a negative binomial model leaving only one additional parameter, namely the random
effects variance, in the model.
To compare nested models (for example, the age-only model, the age-period model, the age-
cohort model and the full APC model) a deviance analysis can be carried out, see for example
Clayton and Schifflers (1987a); Thygesen et al. (2005). Jacobsen et al. (2004) analysed overall
mortality of Swedish, Danish and Norwegian women and compared the deviances of three sep-
arate univariate APC models with the deviance of the multivariate APC model. Alternatively,
or for models that are not nested, the well-known Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) can be
computed for model choice (Akaike, 1973). It is defined as
AIC = −2 logL+ 2p,
where L is the value of the maximised likelihood function and p is the number of parameters. In
applications one computes the AIC value for all candidate models. The model with the lowest
AIC value is regarded as the best. Thus, differences in AIC values, rather than absolute AIC
values, are important (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). The QAIC criterion represents a modi-
fication of AIC derived by principles of quasi-likelihood and is used to adjust for overdispersion
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). QAIC is defined as
QAIC = −2 logL/φ+ 2p,
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where φ is the estimated overdispersion parameter. If φ > 1, i.e. overdispersion is present, one
additional parameter must be added to p.
In Paper II, Held and Riebler (2010) propose a conditional approach for inference in multi-
variate APC models. This approach results in a multinomial logistic regression model which is
estimated based on maximum likelihood inference. Parameters of interest, namely differences of
stratum-specific effects, are directly modelled and smoothed, if appropriate. If necessary, quasi-
likelihood adjustments for overdispersion based on Pearson’s χ2 statistic for multinomial data
are performed (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989, Section 5.5). QAIC is used to compare different
multivariate APC models.
6 Bayesian inference in age-period-cohort models
Bayesian APC models incorporate uncertainty about hyperparameters and avoid difficulties
arising from the collinearity present in the APC model by the application of mildly informative
prior distributions (Besag et al., 1995). In addition, it is straightforward to account for unstruc-
tured heterogeneity. Bayesian versions are very popular to project mortality rates, since they
do not rely on strong parametric assumptions for future values of period and cohort effects. For
example, Osmond (1985) assumed in a frequentist analysis constant age effects and projected
period and cohort effects using a linear regression applied to chosen numbers of the most recent
period and cohort effects. Bray (2002) provides a discussion of some classical approaches for the
projection of mortality or incidence data, and gives a comparison to Bayesian APC models. For
applications and discussions on Bayesian APC models we refer to Berzuini and Clayton (1994);
Besag et al. (1995); Knorr-Held and Rainer (2001); Bray et al. (2001); Bray (2002); Baker and
Bray (2005); Schmid and Held (2007).
In a Bayesian context, the (multivariate) APC model is a hierarchical model with three stages.
The first stage are the data to which a Poisson likelihood is assigned. The second stage is the
latent field, here the time effects, i.e. age, period and cohort effects. The third stage are the
hyperparameters, typically precisions or correlations.
6.1 Prior assumptions
First, we assign prior distributions to the latent field. Subsequently, prior distributions for the
hyperparameters are presented.
Latent Gaussian Markov random field
We start by introducing Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs), which will be used through-
out this work. A GMRF is a random vector following a multivariate Gaussian distribution with
Markov properties. Thus the vector x = (x1, . . . , xn)> ∈ Rn is called a GMRF with mean µ
and positive definite precision (inverse covariance) matrix Q if its density has the form:
pi(x) = (2pi)−n/2|Q|1/2 exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)>Q(x− µ)
)
.
The Markov properties are encoded in the precision matrix Q: Qij = 0, if and only if xi and
xj are conditionally independent given x−ij = (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn)>. In
most cases only few elements of Q are nonzero, and Q is said to be sparse. For further details
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see Rue and Held (2005).
The canonical representation of a GMRF x is given by
pi(x) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
x>Qx+ b>x
)
, (7)
with canonical parameters b and positive definite precision matrix Q. The mean is µ = Q−1b.
The canonical parametrisation is denoted as x ∼ NC(b,Q). It is related to the normal distri-
bution via N (µ,Q−1) = NC(Qµ,Q), see Rue and Held (2005, p.27).
In applications, e.g. time series analysis, so called intrinsic GMRFs are of particular interest.
Intrinsic GMRFs are always improper, i.e. their precision matrices are not of full rank and they
do not have any mean µ. They are used intensively as prior distributions (Rue and Held, 2005,
see Chapter 3) and are of the general form
pi(x) = (2pi)−(n−k)/2(|Q|?)1/2 exp
(
−1
2
x>Qx
)
.
Here, Q is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix with rank n − k and |Q|? denotes the
generalised determinant of Q, defined as the product of the n − k non-zero eigenvalues. Note
that Q no longer represents the precision, since formally the precision does not exist. However,
for convenience we will continue to use this terminology. For a general treatment of intrinsic
GMRFs we refer to Ku¨nsch (1987) and Rue and Held (2005).
In APC models it seems plausible that effects adjacent in time are similar, so that Gaussian
priors with mean zero are frequently used for pairwise differences (Besag et al., 1995). For
example, for the age effects θ = (θ1, . . . , θI)>, a prior based on first-order differences is given by
f(θ|κθ) ∝ κ(I−1)/2θ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=2
(θi − θi−1)2
)
= κ(I−1)/2θ exp
(
−1
2
θ>R(1)θ θ
)
.
Here, R(1)θ is a precision matrix defined as
R(1)θ = κθ

1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . . . . . . . .
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 1

where κθ is the precision parameter that determines the degree of smoothing. The higher the
precision, the smoother the estimated parameter vector. Note that non-given entries in R(1)θ are
zero. This prior corresponds to the directed formulation as a random walk of first order (RW1)
θi|θi−1, . . . , θ1 ∼ N (θi−1, κ−1θ ), i = 2, . . . , I using a flat prior for θ1.
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Similarly, a prior based on second-order differences is given by
f(θ|κθ) ∝ κ(I−2)/2θ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=3
((θi − θi−1)− (θi−1 − θi−2))2
)
= κ(I−2)/2θ exp
(
−1
2
θ>R(2)θ θ
)
with
R(2)θ = κθ

1 −2 1
−2 5 −4 1
1 −4 6 −4 1
1 −4 6 −4 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 −4 6 −4 1
1 −4 5 −2
1 −2 1

. (8)
The equivalent directed formulation is a random walk of second order (RW2) θi|θi−1, . . . , θ1 ∼
N (2θi−1 − θi−2, κ−1θ ), i = 3, . . . , I using independent uniform priors both for θ1 and θ2. While
RW1 penalises deviations from a constant, RW2 penalises deviations from a linear trend θi =
2θi−1− θi−2, i = 3, . . . , I. Random walks are closely related to smoothing splines. For instance,
the RW2 represents a discrete-time analogue of a cubic smoothing spline (Fahrmeir and Tutz,
2001). Since the RW2 penalises the second differences which are identifiable in APC models this
prior is particularly attractive in our context. Both RW1 and RW2 are prominent examples of
intrinsic GMRFs.
In the context of structured additive regression, smoothing priors may be applied to all time
effects of the (multivariate) APC model and the estimated latent parameters may be analysed
directly (Fahrmeir and Lang, 2001; Fahrmeir and Tutz, 2001). However, due to the implicit
identifiability problem present in APC models, this procedure is not applicable unless additional
constraints are imposed. The use of a RW1 for all time effects would solve the identifiability
problem. However, this is only due to a constraint, not deterministic but stochastic. Most
importantly, if the main objects of interest are identifiable, latent parameters need not be iden-
tifiable in a Bayesian setting (Besag et al., 1995, rejoinder). In the case of multivariate APC
models, the parameters of interest are the identifiable differences of stratum-specific effects.
Applying separate random walk priors to stratum-specific time effects cannot capture a potential
dependence between them. Since the time scales might be subject to the same environmental
influence it seems plausible to link them. In Paper III, Riebler et al. (2010a) propose the use
of correlated GMRF priors instead of independent smoothing priors. In multiple time series
analysis multivariate random walk priors are frequently used (Harvey, 1990). However, up to
now they have not been applied in the context of multivariate APC models. Riebler et al. (2010a)
propose a Kronecker product precision matrix C−1⊗R(2) where C is a uniform correlation matrix
with 1s on the diagonal and unknown correlation parameter ρ on all remaining entries, and R(2)
is the precision matrix of the univariate RW2 given in (8). This formulation corresponds to a
multivariate RW2 with correlated increments.
To account for additional “unstructured” heterogeneity which can be explained by neither age,
period nor cohort effects, we include additional outcome-specific random parameters zijr into the
linear predictor (6). Typically these parameters are assumed to be independent and normally
distributed with mean zero and unknown variance κ−1z (Besag et al., 1995). However, to account
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for extra-Poisson variation induced by correlated unobserved factors a correlated formulation
across all strata seems plausible, so that zij = (zij1, . . . , zijR)> ∼ N (0, κ−1z Cz), where Cz
represents a uniform correlation matrix.
The introduction of the additional overdispersion parameters zijr has the advantage that the
model can be reparameterised following Besag et al. (1995). Thus, the full conditional distribu-
tions of all latent parameters are standard distributions and Gibbs sampling can be applied.
For the intercepts independent flat priors p(µr) ∝ const. will be used.
Hyperparameters
In a fully Bayesian analysis, all hyperparameters are treated as unknown and will be estimated
simultaneously in the model. Thus hyperpriors for the precisions and for the correlation pa-
rameters (if present) need to be assigned. Note, that the precisions of the time effects can be
stratum-dependent or stratum-independent. In Paper I, we chose stratum-dependent precision
parameters, while in Paper III and IV stratum-independent precision parameters were used.
We assign to all precision parameters weakly informative but proper gamma distributions
Ga(a, b) to avoid problems with improper hyperpriors. Problems caused by improper hyper-
priors are for example discussed in Hobert and Casella (1996). The gamma distribution Ga(a, b)
is defined as in Bernardo and Smith (1994) with density function:
f(x) =
ba
Γ(a)
xa−1 exp(−bx), with x > 0 and a, b > 0.
Gamma hyperpriors for the precisions are computationally convenient since the implied full
conditional distribution is again a gamma distribution. As suggested by Knorr-Held and Rainer
(2001) we use a = 1, b = 0.000 05 for the precisions of the time effects and a = 1, b = 0.005 for
precision κz of the overdispersion, as we expect a slightly larger variation in the overdispersion
parameters.
Correlation parameters ρ are reparameterised using the general Fisher’s z-transformation (Fisher,
1958, page 219):
ρ =
exp(ρ?)− 1
exp(ρ?) +R− 1 ρ
? = log
(
1 + ρ · (R− 1)
1− ρ
)
, (9)
where ρ? can take values over the whole real line. We assign a normal prior with mean zero
and fixed precision κρ? to ρ?. Note that the general Fisher’s z-transformation (9) ensures that
ρ only takes values within (−1/(R− 1), 1), since
lim
ρ?→−∞
exp(ρ?)− 1
exp(ρ?) +R− 1 = −
1
R− 1 ,
lim
ρ?→∞
exp(ρ?)− 1
exp(ρ?) +R− 1 = limρ?→∞
1− 1exp(ρ?)
1 + Rexp(ρ?) − 1exp(ρ?)
= 1.
Thus, the correlation matrix C is ensured to be positive definite. The prior probability that ρ
is larger than 0 is 0.5 independent of R, which is convenient for testing a posteriori whether ρ
is larger than 0.
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6.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo
Within a Bayesian hierarchical framework, the standard method for parameter estimation is
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). When accounting for unstructured heterogeneity, the
(multivariate) APC model can be reparameterised as proposed by Besag et al. (1995). Then
the full conditional distributions for all parameters (except the correlations) are standard dis-
tributions, so that Gibbs sampling can be applied, see Appendix II. Each set of time effects
θ(r) = (θ1(r), . . . , θI(r))>, ϕ(r) = (ϕ1(r), . . . , ϕJ(r))> and ψ(r) = (ψ1(r), . . . , ψK(r))>, r = 1, . . . , R,
is updated as a block with correct incorporation of the sum-to-zero constraint instead of so
called “centring on-the-fly”.
The full conditional of the linear predictor is a non-standard distribution. To sample from this
full conditional distribution we consider two approaches: 1) A Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
using an appropriate proposal distribution based on a GMRF approximation (Rue and Held,
2005, Section 4.4), and 2) improved auxiliary mixture sampling (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter et al.,
2009).
GMRF approximation
Uncorrelated overdispersion parameters
In the case of multivariate APC models, e.g. (6), with uncorrelated overdispersion parameters
we approximate the log full conditional of the linear predictor using a second-order Taylor
approximation. Given
yijr ∼ Po(nijrλijr), ξijr = log(λijr) = µr + θi + ϕjr + ψkr︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηijr
+zijr,
it follows that ξijr ∼ N (ηijr, κ−1z ), so that the full conditional of the linear predictor is
pi(ξijr|·) ∝ exp
(
−κz
2
(ξijr − ηijr)2 + yijr(log(nijr) + ξijr)− nijr exp(ξijr)
)
= exp(f(ξijr)). (10)
In order to approximate f(ξijr) it is common to use the second-order Taylor expansion of the
(unnormalised) log full conditional distribution around a suitable value ξ(0)ijr ,
f(ξijr) ≈ f(ξ(0)ijr) + f ′(ξ(0)ijr)(ξijr − ξ(0)ijr) +
1
2
f ′′(ξ(0)ijr)(ξijr − ξ(0)ijr)2
= a+ b ξijr − 12c ξ
2
ijr,
(11)
where b = f ′(ξ(0)ijr)− f ′′(ξ(0)ijr)ξ(0)ijr and c = −f ′′(ξ(0)ijr). The value of a is not relevant as it does not
depend on ξijr, but only on ξ
(0)
ijr . The full conditional distribution can now be approximated by
p˜i(ξijr|·) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
c ξ2ijr + b ξijr
)
, (12)
where p˜i(·|·) is an approximated (conditional) density of its arguments. Equation (12) corre-
sponds to the canonical representation NC(b, c), see (7), of a normal distribution with mean b/c
and variance c−1. Figure 5 shows the Taylor approximation for yijr = 3, ηijr = 0 and κz = 0.01.
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Figure 5: Normal approximation (dashed line) of the full conditional distribution (10) of the linear
predictor (solid line) for yijr = 3, ηijr = 0 and κz = 0.01 based on a second-order Taylor expansion
around ξ(0)ijr = 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 (upper left to lower right). The value of ξ
(0)
ijr is indicated by a • and
the mode of the full conditional by a  in each plot.
As seen in the plots, the approximation is better, the closer the expansion point ξ(0)ijr is to the
mode of the full conditional distribution pi(ξijr|·) (Rue and Held, 2005). Now, this normal distri-
bution can be used as a proposal distribution p˜i(ξ?ijr|ξ(0)ijr) in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(Gilks et al., 1996). For ξ(0)ijr the current value of the Markov chain can be used. The acceptance
probability of a new value ξ?ijr is
α = min
{
1,
pi(ξ?ijr|·)
pi(ξ(0)ijr |·)
p˜i(ξ(0)ijr |ξ?ijr)
p˜i(ξ?ijr|ξ(0)ijr)
}
.
Note, that for the calculation of the acceptance probability, not only the computation of p˜i(ξ?ijr|ξ(0)ijr),
but also the computation of p˜i(ξ(0)ijr |ξ?ijr) is needed. Hence a second Taylor approximation around
the expansion point ξ?ijr has to be computed and evaluated at the value ξ
(0)
ijr . In total there are
2×R× I × J second-order Taylor expansions needed per MCMC iteration.
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Correlated overdispersion parameters
In the case of multivariate APC models with correlated overdispersion parameters the full con-
ditional of the linear predictor ξij = (ξij1, . . . , ξijR)> is given by:
pi(ξij |·) ∝ exp
−12(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij) +
R∑
r=1
[yijr(log(nijr) + ξijr)− nijr exp(ξijr)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(ξijr)

where ηij = (ηij1, . . . , ηijR)>. In this context, it is useful to approximate the log likelihood
using a second-order Taylor expansion and to use this GMRF approximation as a Metropolis-
Hastings proposal in the MCMC algorithm. We approximate each f(ξijr), r = 1, . . . , R, using
a quadratic Taylor expansion (11) and use these approximations to construct a suitable GMRF
proposal density p˜i(ξij |·) for pi(ξij |·):
p˜i(ξij |·) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
ξ>ij{κzC−1z }ξij + η>ij{κzC−1z }ξij +
R∑
r=1
(ar + br ξijr − 12cr ξ
2
ijr)
)
∝ exp
(
−1
2
ξ>ij{κzC−1z + diag(c)}ξij + (κzC−1z ηij + b)>ξij
)
.
The canonical representation is
NC(κzC−1z ηij + b, κzC−1z + diag(c)).
This GMRF can be used, analogously to the uncorrelated case, as a proposal distribution in the
Metropolis-Hastings update of ξij .
The sampling scheme:
1. For ξ(0)ijr , r = 1, . . . , R take the values ξij1, . . . , ξijR of the current vector ξij of the sim-
ulated Markov chain. Calculate a second-order Taylor approximation around each value
ξ
(0)
ij1, . . . , ξ
(0)
ijR.
2. Propose a new vector ξ?ij drawn from the proposal distribution:
NC(κzC−1z ηij + b0, κzC−1z + diag(c0)) (13)
3. Determine the density of (13) at the vector ξ?ij to evaluate p˜i(ξ
?
ij |ξ(0)ij ).
4. Construct a univariate Taylor expansion around each value ξ?ij1, . . . , ξ
?
ijR.
5. Determine the density of the resulting multivariate normal distribution at the current
vector ξ(0)ij to evaluate p˜i(ξ
(0)
ij |ξ?ij).
6. Accept the proposal with:
α = min
{
1,
pi(ξ?ij |·)
pi(ξ(0)ij |·)
p˜i(ξ(0)ij |ξ?ij)
p˜i(ξ?ij |ξ(0)ij )
}
.
This procedure has to be performed for each vector ξij , i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J . Hence,
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2 × R × I × J second-order Taylor expansions need to be calculated in total. Per iteration
2× I × J different R-variate GMRFs are used.
In our applications the acceptance rates were very high. Hence, it was not necessary to apply
the Taylor approximation iteratively or to use line search algorithms in order to locate the mode
of the log likelihood. For more details on these methods, we refer to Gamerman (1997) and Rue
and Held (2005, Section 4.4.1).
Auxiliary mixture sampling
Alternatively to the GMRF approximation, in Paper I Riebler and Held (2010) applied the
improved auxiliary mixture sampling approach proposed by Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter et al. (2009) to
estimate multivariate (uncorrelated) APC models. This estimation method assures that all full
conditional distributions including f(ξijr|·) are standard distributions, so that Gibbs sampling
can be applied (Gilks et al., 1996). In the case of Poisson data the approach induces at most two
auxiliary variables for each observation. The expectation of these latent parameters is a linear
function of the unknown parameters and their error distributions are approximated through a
finite number of Gaussian mixture components.
Consider again (6), say, so that
yijr ∼ Po(nijrλijr︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ′ijr
), ξ′ijr = log(λ
′
ijr) = log(nijr) + µr + θi + ϕjr + ψkr︸ ︷︷ ︸
η′ijr
+zijr.
Note that we included the number of persons at risk nijr as offset log(nijr) into the linear
predictor.
Following Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter et al. (2009) the distribution of yijr|λ′ijr can be regarded as the
distribution of the number of jumps of an unobserved Poisson process with intensity λ′ijr, having
occurred in the unit time interval (0, 1) (Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001, Section 6.8). The first
step of data augmentation introduces for each observation yijr > 0 the arrival time of the last
jump before 1 denoted by t?ijr,2 and the inter-arrival time between the last jump before and the
first jump after 1 denoted by t?ijr,1. Figure 6 illustrates the Poisson process.
It is known that t?ijr,2 follows a Ga(yijr, λ
′
ijr) distribution
t?ijr,2 =
δijr,2
λ′ijr
, δijr,2 ∼ Ga(yijr, 1) (14)
and t?ijr,1 an exponential distribution
t?ijr,1 =
δijr,1
λ′ijr
, δijr,1 ∼ Exp(1). (15)
We can reformulate equations (15) and (14) into
− log t?ijr,1 = ξ′ijr + ijr,1 (16)
− log t?ijr,2 = ξ′ijr + ijr,2 (17)
where ijr,1 = − log δijr,1 with δijr,1 ∼ Exp(1) = Ga(1, 1) and ijr,2 = − log δijr,2 with δijr,2 ∼
Ga(yij , 1). For nonzero observations we introduce the bivariate latent variable tijr = (t?ijr,1, t
?
ijr,2)
while for zero observations only the single latent variable tijr = t?ijr,1 is needed.
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Figure 6: Poisson process. The arrival times are denoted by t1, . . . , t6 and the inter-arrival times by
τ1, . . . , τ6. The two auxiliary mixture variables are t?2 and t
?
1.
In the second step of data augmentation, the distributions of ijr,1 and ijr,2 in (16) and (17)
are approximated by a (finite) mixture of normal distributions.
The error term ijr,1 in equation (16) follows the negative of a log Exp(1) distribution, whose
density is independent of any unknown model parameters and can be written as
p(ijr,1) = exp(−ijr,1 − exp(−ijr,1)), ijr,1 ∈ R.
To obtain a model that is conditionally Gaussian, this non-normal density is approximated by
a mixture of U normal components with mean mu and variance s2u for the u-th component with
u = 1, . . . , U :
p(ijr,1) = exp(−ijr,1 − exp(−ijr,1)) ≈
U∑
u=1
wuN (ijr,1;mu, s2u), (18)
where N (ijr,1;mu, s2u) denotes the Gaussian density. Each normal component u is weighted
by a specific weight wu. By minimising the Kullback-Leibler distance between the true density
distribution and the mixture approximation, the appropriate parameters (wu,mu, s2u) were de-
termined numerically for U = 2, . . . , 10, see Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter and Fru¨hwirth (2007).
The error term ijr,2 in (17) follows a negative log gamma distribution with integer shape pa-
rameter ν equal to yijr. A Gaussian mixture approximation for arbitrary ν is given by
p(ijr,2, ν) =
exp(−νijr,2 − exp(ijr,2))
Γ(ν)
≈
U(ν)∑
u=1
wu(ν)N (ijr,2;mu(ν), s2u(ν)),
where the number of necessary components U(ν), the weights wu(ν), the mean values mu(ν)
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and the variances s2u(ν) depend on ν. For ν = 1 the same mixture approximation as in equation
(18) is obtained.
By introducing and conditioning on the bivariate latent variable tijr, and the latent component
indicators uijr = (uijr,1, uijr,2) for each observation yijr the model reduces to a linear Gaussian
model
− log t?ijr,1 = ξ′ijr +muijr,1(1) + ijr,1, ijr,1|uijr,1 ∼ N (0, s2uijr,1(1)),
− log t?ijr,2 = ξ′ijr +muijr,2(yijr) + ijr,2, ijr,2|uijr,2 ∼ N (0, s2uijr,2(yijr)).
For yijr = 0 only the first equation is necessary.
The full conditional distribution for the linear predictor ξ′ijr can now be expressed as
f(ξ′ijr|·) ∝ f(ξ′ijr|η′ijr, κz)f(− log t?ijr,1|ξ′ijr,muijr,1(1), s2uijr,1(1))
· f(− log t?ijr,2|ξ′ijr,muijr,2(yijr), s2uijr,2(yijr))1(yijr>0)
∝ exp
(
−κz
2
(ξ′ijr − η′ijr)2 −
(s2uijr,1(1))
−1
2
[− log t?ijr,1 − (ξ′ijr +muijr,1(1))]2
−
{(s2uijr,2(yijr))−1
2
[− log t?ijr,2 − (ξ′ijr +muijr,2(yijr))]2} · 1(yijr > 0)
)
= exp
(
−κz
2
(ξ′ijr − η′ijr)2 −
(s2uijr,1(1))
−1
2
[
ξ′ijr − (− log t?ijr,1 −muijr,1(1))
]2
−
{(s2uijr,2(yijr))−1
2
[
ξ′ijr − (− log t?ijr,2 −muijr,2(yijr))
]2} · 1(yijr > 0))
so that ξ′ijr|· ∼ N (C−1ξ cξ, C−1ξ ) where
Cξ = κz + (s2uijr,1(1))
−1 + (s2uijr,2(yijr))
−1 · 1(yijr > 0)
cξ = κzη′ijr + (s
2
uijr,1(1))
−1(− log t?ijr,1 −muijr,1(1))
+ (s2uijr,2(yijr))
−1(− log t?ijr,2 −muijr,2(yijr)) · 1(yijr > 0)
with 1(yijr > 0) specifying the indicator function, which takes the value 1 for yijr > 0 and the
value 0 for yijr = 0.
The sampling scheme:
Let us consider model (6), say. Select starting values for all precisions, for t = (t111, . . . , tI11,
t121, . . . , tI21, . . . , tIJ1, , t112, . . . , tIJR)> and u = (u111, . . . , uI11, u121, . . . , uI21, . . . , uIJ1, , u112,
. . . , uIJR)> and for the main effects θ = (θ1, . . . , θI)>, ϕ˜ = (ϕ11, . . . , ϕJ1, ϕ12, . . . , ϕJ2, . . . , ϕJR)>,
ψ˜ = (ψ11, . . . , ψK1, ψ12, . . . , ψK2, . . . , ψKR)>.
Repeat the following steps:
1. Sample ξ′ = (ξ′111, . . . , ξ′I11, ξ
′
121, . . . , ξ
′
I21, . . . , ξ
′
IJ1, ξ
′
112, . . . , ξ
′
IJR)
> conditional on t,u,µ =
(µ1, . . . , µr)>,θ, ϕ˜, ψ˜, κz and y = (y111, . . . , yI11, y121, . . . , yI21, . . . , yIJ1, y112, . . . , yIJR)>.
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2. Sample the inter-arrival times t and the component indicators u conditional on ξ′,µ,θ, ϕ˜, ψ˜
and y by running the following steps for i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J, r = 1, . . . , R:
a) Sample δijr ∼ Exp(λ′ijr). If yijr = 0, set t?ijr,1 = 1 + δijr. If yijr > 0, sample t?ijr,2
from a Be(yijr, 1)-distribution and set t?ijr,1 = 1− t?ijr,2 + δijr.
b) Sample the component indicator uijr,1 from the following discrete distribution where
g = 1, . . . , U(1):
P (uijr,1 = g|t?ijr,1, ξ′ijr) ∝
wg(1)
sg(1)
exp
−12
(
− log t?ijr,1 − ξ′ijr −mg(1)
sg(1)
)2 .
If yijr > 0, sample the component indicators uijr,2 from the following discrete distri-
bution where g = 1, . . . , U(yijr):
P (uijr,2 = g|t?ijr,2, ξ′ijr, yijr) ∝
wg(yijr)
sg(yijr)
exp
−12
(
− log t?ijr,2 − ξ′ijr −mg(yijr)
sg(yijr)
)2 .
c) Update µ,θ, ϕ˜, ψ˜ and the precisions using Gibbs sampling.
Starting values for t and u are obtained using the following procedure. The component indica-
tor uijr,1 is drawn uniformly from 1 to U(1), and, if yijr > 0, the component indicator uijr,2 is
drawn uniformly from 1 to U(yijr). To obtain a starting value for t?ijr,2, we sample t
?
ijr,2 from a
Be(yijr, 1)-distribution. For t?ijr,1 = δijr,1/λ
′
ijr, we sample δijr,1 from Exp(λ
′
ijr) with λ
′
ijr = yijr,
if yijr > 0. If yijr = 0, λ′ijr is set to a small value; we use λ
′
ijr = 0.1.
Implementation
All MCMC programs were implemented in the low-level programming language C with proper in-
corporation of all sum-to-zero constraints. The library GMRFLib (Rue and Held, 2005, Appendix)
was used in all programs. This library provides efficient numerical routines for sparse matrices to
sample quickly from GMRFs. For uncorrelated multivariate APC models, both approaches, im-
proved auxiliary mixture sampling (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter et al., 2009) and a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm with a proposal for the linear predictor constructed using a second-order Taylor expan-
sion of the log full conditional distribution, were used. For correlated multivariate APC models,
the log likelihood was approximated using a second-order Taylor expansion and the resulting
GMRF was used as a proposal in a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for the linear predictor.
6.3 Integrated nested Laplace approximations
An alternative approach to MCMC for fully Bayesian inference in the class of latent Gaussian
models has recently been proposed by Rue et al. (2009). Integrated nested Laplace approx-
imations (INLA) are a deterministic technique which make MCMC sampling redundant by
calculating exact approximations to the posterior marginal distributions. It has been shown
that the quality of the approximations is very high for a wide range of applications (Rue et al.,
2009), see for example Martino et al. (2008) for the estimation of stochastic volatility models,
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Martino et al. (2010) for survival analysis and Paul et al. (2010) for bivariate meta-analysis of
diagnostic test studies. Rue et al. (2009) provide freely available software written in C which
is easy to use under Linux, Windows and Macintosh via an R-Interface (R Development Core
Team, 2010). The software can be downloaded from www.r-inla.org. We used INLA to analyse
correlated multivariate APC models and APC models with covariates (Paper III and Paper IV).
In the following we briefly present the main ideas of INLA.
A latent Gaussian model is a hierarchical model where the observations are non-Gaussian,
but the latent field is Gaussian and only controlled by a few hyperparameters. In model (6)
the latent field is x = (µ>,θ>, ϕ˜>, ψ˜>, z>)>, with z = (z111, . . . , zI11, z121, . . . , zI21, . . . , zIJ1,
z112, . . . , zIJR)> and dim(x) = R + I + J × R + K × R + I × J × R. Assuming uncorrelated
smoothing priors, uncorrelated overdispersion parameters and stratum-independent precision
parameters, there are four hyperparameters θ? = (κθ, κϕ, κψ, κz)>. Note, the notation conflict
since the vector of hyperparameters in Rue et al. (2009) is denoted by θ, but we use θ to denote
the age effects. Hence we use θ? to denote the vector of hyperparameters in INLA.
Assuming that the observations yijr, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J , r = 1, . . . , R are conditionally
independent the posterior distribution is given by
pi(x,θ?|y) ∝ pi(θ?)pi(x|θ?)
∏
ijr
pi(yijr|xijr,θ?).
Hence, the posterior marginals for each component xijr, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J , r = 1, . . . , R,
of the latent field are given by
pi(xijr|y) =
∫
θ?
∫
x−ijr
pi(x,θ?|y)dx−ijr︸ ︷︷ ︸
pi(xijr,θ?|y)=pi(xijr|θ?,y)pi(θ?|y)
dθ?,
where x−ijr denotes the vector x without component xijr. Since analytical integration of
pi(x,θ?|y) is usually not possible, MCMC techniques are the standard tool of choice. Instead of
sampling, INLA directly approximates the posterior marginals with
p˜i(xijr|y) =
∫
θ?
p˜i(xijr|θ?,y)p˜i(θ?|y)dθ?
≈
∑
u
p˜i(xijr|θ?u,y)× p˜i(θ?u|y)×∆u.
Here, the approximation of pi(θ?|y) is a Laplace approximation, while for pi(xijr|θ?,y) three
different choices are possible: a Gaussian, a Laplace and a simplified Laplace approximation.
The default approximation is the simplified Laplace approximation, which is less time consuming
than the full Laplace approximation and only slightly worse in terms of accuracy. In the last
step posterior marginals for pi(xijr|y) are computed via numerical integration with area weights
∆u. Posterior marginals for each precision parameter are computed in a similar way. For a
detailed description of the approximations we refer to Rue et al. (2009).
6.4 Model choice
Usually the marginal likelihood is used for Bayesian model comparison. However, this requires
that all prior distributions are proper because there is no unique scaling in the case of im-
proper priors (Robert, 2001). Hence, we cannot use the marginal likelihood to compare different
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uncorrelated multivariate APC models. However, if the models have the same second-stage-
structure (for example joint age effects but stratum-specific period and cohort effects), and only
differ by the choice of correlation structure for the priors, the marginal likelihood may be used
(J.O. Berger, 2010, personal communication). In Paper III and IV we use the marginal likelihood
computed by INLA to compare different correlated models.
Another frequently used model choice criterion is the deviance information criterion (DIC)
(Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). However, the use of DIC for models with many random effects
has recently been criticised as complex models may be underpenalised (Plummer, 2008). Alter-
natively, proper scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007) could be used: among them, mean
ranked probability score, mean Dawid Sebastiani score (both available from MCMC) and the log
score (from INLA). We used the mean ranked probability score and the mean Dawid Sebastiani
score in Paper I, and their multivariate analogues in Paper III + IV. In Paper IV we addition-
ally use the log score. The log score is computed as 1/(IJR)
∑
i,j,r log(CPOijr) where CPOijr
denotes the conditional predictive ordinate (Pettit, 1990). In both applications of Paper III a
large number of CPO values, returned by INLA, are classified as unreliable. INLA indicates
such failures, so that the desired leave-one-out quantities could be computed “manually” (Held
et al., 2010). However, due to the large number of failures we decided not to compute the log
score for these applications.
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Thesis Summary
This thesis consists of four papers, presented in chronological order. We first briefly summarise
the contents of each paper:
Paper I
In Paper I, The analysis of heterogeneous time trends in multivariate age-period-
cohort models by Andrea Riebler and Leonhard Held, a novel Bayesian approach to estimate
relative risk in multivariate APC models is proposed. Model choice is performed using cross-
validation and proper scoring rules (Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2003; Gneiting and Raftery,
2007; Czado et al., 2009). The methodology is applied to data on COPD mortality of males in
England and Wales (Hansell et al., 2003; Hansell, 2004) and on overall mortality rates of women
in Denmark and Norway (Jacobsen et al., 2004). A comparison between Bayesian estimates and
those obtained from a classical maximum-likelihood analysis is given.
This work was inspired by the PhD thesis of Hansell (2004) which was partly supervised by
L. Held. As part of this supervision, L. Held implemented an R-function for the analysis of mul-
tivariate APC models using classical maximum-likelihood inference which was the starting point
for this paper. Together, we extended the Bayesian univariate APC model to the multivariate
case. I implemented the MCMC routines in the low level programming language C using the
GMRFLib library (Rue and Held, 2005, Appendix) for fast and exact simulation from GMRFs.
Two different approaches were considered: Auxiliary mixture sampling (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter et
al., 2009) and a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a proposal constructed using a second-order
Taylor expansion of the log likelihood (Rue and Held, 2005). A first draft of the methodology
was written by L. Held. I commented on this original draft, conducted all analyses and wrote a
first draft of the application sections. Together, we finalised the paper.
The main contribution of the paper is on tackling the well-known non-identifiability problems
in APC models (Clayton and Schifflers, 1987b; Besag et al., 1995). Moreover, an additional
non-identifiability problem for data not observed on equal time intervals (Holford, 2006) could
be avoided through the use of smoothing priors.
Paper II
In Paper II, A conditional approach for inference in multivariate age-period-cohort
models by Leonhard Held and Andrea Riebler, an alternative frequentist approach for inference
in multivariate APC models is derived. Within a conditional framework, differences in stratum-
specific time effects are modelled directly, while ignoring a number of nuisance parameters
present in the original formulation. A polychotomous regression approach is proposed based on
a multinomial logistic regression model. The usage of smoothing splines is suggested to stabilise
estimates of relative time trends, if necessary.
This work is based on Paper I. L. Held proposed and developed the conditional multinomial
model formulation and wrote a first draft. I extended the theoretical part and compared soft-
ware for the analysis of multinomial logistic regression models that additionally provides the
possibility for parameter smoothing and adjustments for overdispersion. Using the R-package
VGAM (Yee, 2009) I performed all analyses including the exact computation of point-wise confi-
dence intervals for the relative risk parameters. Together, we finalised the paper.
The main contribution of the paper is that the suggested conditional approach simplifies the
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analysis and interpretation of multivariate APC models. Parameters of interest, namely the
relative risks, are directly modelled and standard software for multinomial logistic regression can
be used for model estimation. Furthermore, the approach can be used to analyse age-specific
rates that are stratified by more than one variable. Additionally, unmeasured confounding can
be handled to some extent, so that relative risks may be estimated with higher precision.
Paper III
In Paper III, Correlated multivariate age-period-cohort models by Andrea Riebler, Leon-
hard Held and H˚avard Rue, an extended Bayesian approach for correlated multivariate APC
models is presented. The use of correlated smoothing priors and correlated overdispersion pa-
rameters is proposed to capture the dependence that may exist between multiple outcomes.
Algorithmic routines are implemented using MCMC and INLA (Rue et al., 2009) based on a
uniform correlation structure. Two applications are presented. The results obtained by an
ordinary multivariate APC model are compared with those obtained by the correlated model
formulation using DIC (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002), proper scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery,
2007) and the log marginal likelihood.
This work extends Paper I. L. Held proposed the use of correlated smoothing priors and corre-
lated overdispersion parameters within multivariate APC models. After discussion of the general
formulation with L. Held, I worked out most of the details of the correlated multivariate APC
model. During a research visit in the group of H. Rue in Trondheim, funded by the Research
Council of Norway, I assisted H. Rue in integrating the uniform correlation structure into INLA.
In addition, I implemented the MCMC routines in the low level programming language C using
the GMRFLib library (Rue and Held, 2005, Appendix). I wrote a draft of the manuscript. All
authors then commented on the draft, which I finalised.
The main contribution of the paper is that the correlated formulation can improve the precision
of relative risks and is useful for projection, as exemplified in the two applications of the paper.
The correlated approach involves a Kronecker product precision matrix. As consequence of
integrating this structure into INLA a wide range of latent GMRF models can be correlated as
components of more general structured additive regression models.
Appendix I presents an early version of Paper III as it will appear in the proceedings of the
25th International Workshop on Statistical Modelling in Glasgow 5− 9th July 2010. Results on
projecting incidence or mortality rates are not included in this version.
Appendix II presents the full conditional distributions derived for the ordinary and correlated
multivariate APC model.
Appendix III presents a program description for the MCMC program. With this program,
ordinary and different formulations of correlated multivariate APC models can be analysed. In
addition, sets of parameters can be excluded from the analysis, leading to e.g. an age-cohort
model if period effects are excluded.
Paper IV
In Paper IV, Suicide mortality in Switzerland: Gender-specific differences and the
impact of family integration by Andrea Riebler, Leonhard Held, H˚avard Rue and Matthias
Bopp, ordinary and correlated multivariate APC models are applied to suicide mortality of
males and females in Switzerland. First, heterogeneous time trends between males and females
are analysed. A model with correlated gender-specific age and cohort effects and correlated
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overdispersion parameters is classified as the best model. Elderly and young men are observed
to have a three-fold higher risk to commit suicide than their female peers in the same age
group. Further the impact of family integration on suicide mortality is investigated. Amongst
other model formulations, the joint period effects are replaced by correlated covariate effects.
We found that a high family integration has a decreasing effect on suicide risk for both sexes.
However, in terms of model choice criteria, the effect of the covariate is not strong enough
to completely replace the general period effects, so that a correlated multivariate APC model
without covariates is still preferred.
This work applies the methodology developed in Paper I and III and strongly depends on the
integration of the uniform correlation structure into INLA performed during a research visit to
the group of H. Rue. M. Bopp proposed analysing gender-specific suicide rates in Switzerland
with multivariate APC models and provided all data. I performed an extensive literature search
on the impact of different covariates on suicide risk. The effect of marital status and family
integration are widely discussed. Hence, I proposed examining their effect on Swiss suicide
data in the context of APC models. After discussion with L. Held, I conducted all analyses in
the paper as well as the writing of the manuscript. M. Bopp and L. Held commented on the
manuscript.
The main contribution of this paper is to illustrate the use and applicability of (correlated)
multivariate APC models. The analysis revealed strong gender-specific differences in suicide
mortality. Similar risk factors may act on age and overdispersion whereas we found no strong
correlation between cohort effects. Further, we found an impact of family integration on Swiss
suicide risk. In contrast to standard time-series models, the models we proposed for integrating
covariate information keep the age-specific structure of the data, so that more information can
be gained.
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SUMMARY
Age–period–cohort (APC) models are frequently used to analyze mortality or morbidity rates stratified by
age group and period. For the case in which rates are given in different strata, multivariate APC models
have been considered only recently. Such models share a set of parameters, for example, the age effects,
while the other parameters may vary across strata. We show that differences of strata-specific effects
are identifiable. We then propose a Bayesian approach based on smoothing priors to estimate multivariate
APC models. This provides an alternative to maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of relative risk in the
case of equal intervals and gives useful results even in the case of unequal intervals, where ML estimates
have severe artifacts. This is illustrated with data on female mortality in Denmark and Norway and data on
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease mortality of males in England and Wales, stratified by 3 different
areas: Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London, and nonconurbation areas.
Keywords: Heterogeneous time trends; Identifiability; Multivariate age–period–cohort model; Overdispersion;
Relative risk; Smoothing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Age–period–cohort (APC) models are frequently used to analyze mortality or morbidity rates stratified
by age group and period (Holford, 1983, 1998; Clayton and Schifflers, 1987). Bayesian versions of the
APC model have been proposed in Berzuini and others (1993), Berzuini and Clayton (1994), and Besag
and others (1995). Bayesian formulations assume some sort of smoothness of age, period, and cohort
effects and are particularly useful for predicting future rates (Knorr-Held and Rainer, 2001; Bray, 2002)
as the prior models on period and cohort effects can be stochastically extrapolated to future values. Addi-
tional adjustments for overdispersion are easily incorporated.
Multivariate APC models to capture heterogeneous time trends in different strata have been consid-
ered only recently (Hansell and others, 2003; Hansell, 2004; Jacobsen and others, 2004). Such models
share a set of parameters, for example, the age effects, while the remaining parameters can be different
across strata. Multivariate APC models can be used to analyze heterogeneous time trends in different ge-
ographical areas, for different diseases, or simply by gender. Despite the well-known nonidentifiability of
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
c© The Author 2009. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org.
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linear time trends in APC models, we show that differences of period or cohort effects between strata are
identifiable and can be interpreted as log relative risks.
Up to now, statistical inference has used Poisson regression models, but this can lead to unstable max-
imum likelihood (ML) estimates. In this paper, we propose a Bayesian approach to estimate multivariate
APC models based on smoothing priors. This provides an alternative to ML estimates of relative risk in the
case of equal intervals and enables us to estimate relative risks even in the case of unequal intervals, where
the cyclical pattern of unregularized ML estimates causes severe artifacts in the relative risk estimates.
In Section 2, we describe our approach in the case of equal intervals, with some specific details on
statistical inference via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes how
model assessment is performed. Section 2.5 compares the Bayesian estimates with those obtained from a
classical ML analysis for the model considered best in an analysis of mortality for women in Norway and
Denmark aged 0–84 years during the period 1960–1999 (Jacobsen and others, 2004). In Section 3, we turn
to the case of unequal intervals, where Bayesian smoothing priors enable us to estimate relative risks even
in cases where this is impossible with ML. Problems with ML estimates in the univariate case have been
recognized recently (Holford, 2006) and extend to the multivariate case, as outlined in Section 3.1. We
provide a detailed analysis of yearly data on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) mortality in
England and Wales, 1950–1999. Data were obtained by 10-year age bands and are stratified by 3 different
areas: Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London, and nonconurbation areas in Section 3.2.
We end with some discussion in Section 4.
2. MULTIVARIATE APC MODELS WITH EQUAL TIME INTERVALS
2.1 The univariate APC model
To begin, let ni j denote the number of persons at risk in age group i (i = 1, . . . , I ) and period j ( j =
1, . . . , J ). We assume that the number of cases yi j in age group i during period j has a Poisson distribution
with rate ni jλi j and that the likelihood for the entire data is the corresponding product of the Poisson terms.
If the age group intervals are of the same width as the period intervals, the standard APC model (e.g.
Clayton and Schifflers, 1987) could be adopted. This decomposes the log relative rate ηi j = log{λi j }
additively into an overall level µ, age effects θi , period effects ϕ j , and cohort effects ψk :
ηi j = µ + θi + ϕ j + ψk, (2.1)
where the cohort index k = 1, . . . , K is given by k = I − i + j . To assure identifiability, 2 types of
additional constraints are necessary. First, restrictions have to be imposed on each block of parameters
θ , ϕ , and ψ to make the overall mean µ identifiable. A typical choice is
∑
i θi = 0,
∑
j ϕ j = 0, and∑
k ψk = 0. The second redundancy is due to the linear dependence of the cohort index k on i and j
since, for any value of a, the linear transformations
θi → θi + a
(
i − I + 1
2
)
, ϕ j → ϕ j − a
(
j − J + 1
2
)
, and ψk → ψk + a
(
k − K + 1
2
)
will still fulfil
∑
i θi = 0,
∑
j ϕ j = 0, and
∑
k ψk = 0 but leave ηi j unchanged for all i and j . Hence,
only nonlinear trends of the age, period, or cohort blocks are interpretable but linear trends are not. This
problem is well known and thoroughly discussed in the literature (Holford, 1983; Clayton and Schifflers,
1987; Berzuini and others, 1993).
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2.2 The multivariate APC model
Suppose now that the data are stratified further, for example, by different geographical areas, different
causes of mortality, or simply by gender. Let yi jr denote the count in age group i , period j , and stratum
r = 1, . . . , R with associated population count ni jr . Again assume that the yi jr are Poisson with mean
ni jrλi jr . A specific multivariate APC model, potentially useful in many applications, assumes that the age
effects are equal, whereas period and cohort effects may differ across strata. The overall level may vary
across strata, which defines the linear predictor ηi jr = log{λi jr } as
ηi jr = µr + θi + ϕ jr + ψkr . (2.2)
It is obvious how to modify this model in the case of unequal period but equal cohort effects or vice versa.
Similarly, the age effects may vary across strata but the period effects may be fixed.
As before, sum-to-zero constraints have to be imposed:
∑
i θi = 0,
∑
j ϕ jr = 0 for all r = 1, . . . , R,
and
∑
k ψkr = 0 for all r = 1, . . . , R. However, the additional nonidentifiability due to the linear de-
pendence between age, period, and cohort effects is still present. Indeed, for any value of a, the linear
transformations
θi → θi + a
(
i − I + 1
2
)
,
ϕ jr → ϕ jr − a
(
j − J + 1
2
)
for r = 1, . . . , R, and (2.3)
ψkr → ψkr + a
(
k − K + 1
2
)
for r = 1, . . . , R
will still fulfil all sum-to-zero constraints and leave the linear predictor ηi jr unchanged for all i , j , and r .
Consider now the difference  j = ϕ j,r1 −ϕ j,r2 of 2 period effects for 2 arbitrary strata r1 and r2. From
(2.3) it is easy to see that  j is left unchanged for any value of a. Therefore, despite the nonidentifiability
of the period effects, differences between period effects are identifiable, as long as the strata share the
same age effects. Differences k = ψk,r1 − ψk,r2 of 2 cohort effects are also identifiable. However, the
differences are not identifiable if all 3 effects are allowed to vary as a will then depend on stratum r .
Let µ = µr1 − µr2 . In the case where only the period effects differ across strata, the adjusted
difference ˜ j = µ +  j can be interpreted as the “log relative risk” in period j and stratum r1, relative
to stratum r2. Note that the age effects and cohort effects are no longer present. Since they are assumed
to be the same across strata, they cancel out in the difference of the log relative rates of strata r1 and r2.
Similarly, if the cohort effects differ across strata, ˜k = µ + k is the log relative risk of cohort k in
stratum r1, relative to stratum r2. If both period and cohort effects are allowed to vary across strata, the
log relative risk ˜ jk = µ +  j + k depends both on period j and on cohort k. In this case,
˜ j = 1K
∑
k
˜ jk and ˜k = 1J
∑
j
˜ jk
can be interpreted as “average log relative risk” due to
∑
k k = 0 and
∑
j  j = 0, respectively. There-
fore, exp(˜ j ) is the geometrically averaged relative risk in period j and likewise exp(˜k) in cohort k.
We now describe 2 options for statistical inference. A standard approach would treat all age, period,
and cohort effects as factors and would employ standard Poisson regression procedures for estimating the
unknown parameters by ML (Jacobsen and others, 2004). The nonidentifiability problem (2.3) is usually
dealt with setting an additional parameter equal to zero.
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However, certain complications arise. In particular, the fit in the cells (i = 1, j = J, r = 1, . . . , R)
must be perfect since the cohort parameters ψK ,r , r = 1, . . . , R, enter in one and only one of these cells.
The same holds for the cells (i = I, j = 1, r = 1, . . . , R) and the cohort parameters ψ1,r , r = 1, . . . , R.
The residuals in these cells will therefore always be zero. Further problems arise if the number of cases
associated with certain cohort parameters are zero, in which case the iterative algorithms to compute the
ML estimates will diverge. It is best to remove such parameters in advance.
A Bayesian approach avoids these problems through employing smoothing priors on age, period, and
cohort effects, as described in detail in Besag and others (1995) and Knorr-Held and Rainer (2001). For
example, consider the period effects ϕr = (ϕ1,r , . . . , ϕJ,r ) for a specific stratum r . A smoothing prior
based on second differences can be written as
p(ϕr |κr ) ∝ exp
⎛
⎝−κr
2
J∑
j=3
(ϕ j,r − 2ϕ j−1,r + ϕ j−2,r )2
⎞
⎠ , (2.4)
where the precision parameter κr , which determines the amount of smoothing, is treated as unknown
and also estimated from the data. The equivalent directed formulation is called a “second-order random
walk” (RW2) defined by ϕ j,r ∼ N (2ϕ j−1,r − ϕ j−2,r , κ−1r ), j = 3, . . . , J, with (improper) independent
uniform priors for both ϕ1,r and ϕ2,r . This model is the discrete-time analog of a cubic smoothing spline
(Fahrmeir and Knorr-Held, 2000; Rue and Held, 2005). The same prior is used for θ = (θ1, . . . , θI ) and
ψ r = (ψ1,r , . . . , ψK ,r ) in (2.2).
This prior is a natural choice as it penalizes deviations from a linear trend but does not resolve
the nonidentifiability problem described earlier. However, in a Bayesian framework it is not crucial to
ensure identifiability of latent parameters as long as the linear predictors ηi jr are identifiable; for details
see the discussion following Besag and others (1995). We therefore use no additional constraint except
the standard sum-to-zero restrictions.
Adjustments for overdispersion can be incorporated directly in the model by introducing additional
independent Gaussian variables zi jr ∼ N (0, δ−1) in the linear predictor (2.2):
ηi jr = µr + θi + ϕ jr + ψkr + zi jr . (2.5)
In the same way as for the other hyperparameters, we assign a gamma prior to the hyperparameter δ.
Alternatively, independent random effects may be added for each cohort k and stratum r , as a referee has
suggested.
2.3 Inference by MCMC
Following Besag and others (1995), we reparameterized the model from zi jr to ηi jr to obtain multivariate
Normal full conditional distributions for θ , ϕr , and ψ r , r = 1, . . . , R. Block updating of these main
effects allows proper incorporation of sum-to-zero restrictions as described in Knorr-Held and Rue (2002);
see also Rue and Held (2005) for algorithmic details. The intercepts µr and all hyperparameters can also
be updated by Gibbs sampling.
We considered 2 possibilities to update the linear predictor ηi jr , which has a nonstandard full con-
ditional distribution. The first uses univariate Metropolis–Hastings updates with a Gaussian proposal
distribution based on a second-order Taylor expansion of the log full conditional distribution (Rue and
Held, 2005, Section 4.4). The second applies the auxiliary mixture sampling approach proposed by
Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter and Wagner (2006) and further developed by Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter and others (2009).
This method introduces 4 additional auxiliary variables for each observation yi jr to obtain a Gaussian
full conditional distribution for each ηi jr , so that Gibbs sampling becomes possible. While the 2 methods
yield identical results, the Metropolis–Hastings update turned out to be more efficient in terms of the
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relative effective sample size (ESS) (Kass and others, 1998). We therefore chose this option in the fol-
lowing. Both algorithms have been implemented in C using the library GMRFLib (Rue and Held, 2005,
Appendix B). Both the source code and the executable of the Metropolis–Hastings program, accompanied
by a program description and the data set analyzed in Section 2.5, can be found as supplementary material,
available at Biostatistics online (http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org).
As in Knorr-Held and Rainer (2001), we use highly dispersed prior distributions, namely
Ga(1, 0.000, 05), for all hyperparameters associated with smoothing priors of the form (2.4) and a
Ga(1, 0.005) prior distribution for δ. Locally uniform priors are assumed for the intercepts µr , r =
1, . . . , R. All results presented are based on N = 5000 samples, collected by saving every 20th
iteration after a burn-in interval of 20 000 iterations.
Both pointwise and simultaneous credible bands (Besag and others, 1995, p. 30) have been computed
for the relative risks. Simultaneous credible bands allow for an additional check whether a constant relative
risk is plausible. The computation of confidence intervals in the ML approach is not as obvious due to
the additional constraints implied by (2.3). For example, Jacobsen and others (2004) only report point
estimates of relative risk.
We have routinely examined convergence and mixing diagnostics. We have calculated the ESS and
visually checked the corresponding trace plots. Nearly all ηi jr turned out to be virtually independent with
ESS very close to the nominal sample size in the following application. Because of the nonidentifiability
(2.3), convergence diagnostics cannot be applied to the age, period, or cohort effects.
2.4 Model choice
For Bayesian model comparison, a frequently used method is the deviance information criterion (DIC)
(Spiegelhalter and others, 2002). However, in hierarchical models with many random effects, such as
model (2.5), DIC tends to underpenalize complex models. Cross-validatory predictive checks might be
more appropriate in this case. Unfortunately, full leave-one-out cross-validatory approaches can be very
time-consuming in MCMC as the full analysis has to be repeated removing each data point in turn
(Plummer, 2008).
Alternatives are based on running a single MCMC analysis. Importance sampling methods, for ex-
ample, replicate the output in a way that theoretically removes the influence of a single observation. In
posterior predictive model checking, the random effects are estimated from the full data and a new repli-
cate observation is generated from its conditional distribution. However, in this case the random effects
depend directly on the observed data so that the actually observed data point has strong influence on its
replicate. The consequence is that they will tend to agree too well. Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2003) pro-
pose to lessen the influence of the observed data point by replicating both random effects and data at each
iteration without repeatedly refitting the model with individual observations removed. This is particularly
attractive in our setting, where we have a random effect ηi jr for each observation yi jr . For example, in
model (2.5) we generate a new replicate ηrepi jr fromN (µr + θi +ϕ jr +ψkr , δ−1) followed by a simulation
of yrepi jr from a Poisson distribution with mean ni jr exp(η
rep
i jr ). Here, the conservatism introduced is moder-
ate since yi jr only influences ηrepi jr indirectly through µr , θi , ϕ jr , ψkr , and δ−1. Marshall and Spiegelhalter
(2003) showed that this approach provides a better approximation to cross-validation than either impor-
tance sampling or posterior predictive alternatives.
The replicated data points can then be used to provide sound model choice criteria based on proper
scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007). For count data, Czado and others (2009) proposed the mean
ranked probability score
RPS = 1
I · J · R
∑
i, j,r
⎛
⎝ 1
N
N∑
n=1
∣∣∣yrepi jr (n) − yi jr
∣∣∣− 1N
N/2∑
n=1
∣∣∣yrepi jr (n) − yrepi jr (n+N/2)
∣∣∣
⎞
⎠ ,
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where | · | denotes the absolute value and yrepi jr (n) the nth replicate for observation yi jr , or the mean Dawid–
Sebastiani score
DSS = 1
I · J · R
∑
i, j,r
⎡
⎢⎣
⎛
⎝ yi jr − y
rep
i jr
σyrepi jr
⎞
⎠
2
+ 2 log σyrepi jr
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
where yrepi jr and σyrepi jr denote mean and standard deviation of the replicates y
rep
i jr (n) , n = 1, . . . , N . Smaller
values of either score are to be preferred.
In the following, uppercase letters for age (A), period (P), or cohort (C) denote a model where the
corresponding effect is assumed to be the same over the different strata, while lowercase letters (a, p, or c)
denote a model where the effect is allowed to differ across strata.
2.5 Application: mortality of Danish and Norwegian women
We reanalyzed data on overall mortality, aggregated to 5-year age group and period intervals, for all
Danish and Norwegian women aged 0–84 years during the period 1960–1999 (Jacobsen and others, 2004).
Following Baker and Bray (2005), we also include data on the younger age groups from 0 to 39 years. The
analysis of mortality in Danish women was put up for lively discussion in the press when Kesteloot (2001)
speculated that the increase in mortality could be linked to a role model effect of Queen Margrethe II of
Denmark, who has been a known cigarette smoker. If there is a link, we would expect a pronounced period
effect around her ascension to the throne in 1972.
However, according to our model choice criteria, a model with separate age and cohort effects but
joint period effects (model aPc) was preferred, compare Table 1. Quite remarkably, the mean scores RPS
and DSS were even smaller than those in the apc model, which does not allow estimation of relative
risks. This indicates that there is no evidence of different period effects as suspected by Kesteloot (2001).
Relative risk estimates of Danish compared to Norwegian women based on ML and the Bayesian approach
from the aPc model are displayed in Figure 1. As indicated by small tick marks on the x-axis, the ML
approach did not provide estimates for all cohorts. When computing the average relative risk exp(˜i ), the
missing values had to be linearly extrapolated to provide results comparable with the Bayesian approach.
Otherwise, the 2 methods give fairly similar estimates.
The estimated overdispersion parameters obtained from the ML analysis range from 4.83 to 64.26,
depending on the chosen model, reflecting substantial overdispersion. Adjustments for overdispersion are
obviously necessary.
Note that Jacobsen and others (2004) have assumed joint age effects, whereas our analysis has identi-
fied clear evidence for separate age effects. This may be caused by the inclusion of the age groups below
40 years (see Figure 1). However, note that the average relative risk of Danish compared to Norwegian
women not only increases in younger age groups but also decreases in older age groups. This may be
due to different causes of death in the 2 countries, with Denmark having a larger proportion of can-
cer deaths (Helweg-Larsen and others, 1998) where most cases occur in the mid-age groups (40–65/70)
Table 1. Mean Dawid–Sebastiani score DSS and mean ranked probability score RPS for the mortality
data of Danish and Norwegian women
APC aPC ApC APc apC aPc Apc apc
RPS 231.73 134.85 226.14 122.00 120.14 86.81 134.50 89.08
DSS 11.09 10.34 11.08 10.29 10.27 9.91 10.30 9.93
The smallest value for each score is indicated in bold.
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Fig. 1. Average relative risk of death for Danish compared with Norwegian women analyzed by a classical (upper
panels) and Bayesian (lower panels) aPc model. Missing ML estimates are indicated by tick marks on the x-axis.
For the Bayesian model, the posterior median (solid line) within 95% pointwise (dashed) and simultaneous (dotted)
credible bands is shown.
(Niederlaender, 2006). Further details on this analysis can be found in the supplementary material, avail-
able at Biostatistics online (http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org).
3. MULTIVARIATE APC MODELS WITH UNEQUAL TIME INTERVALS
The approach described above is not applicable when age group and period do not have the same interval
lengths, a very common feature of registry data. However, a slightly different definition of the cohorts as
proposed in Heuer (1997) can be used to address this problem (see also Knorr-Held and Rainer, 2001).
To be more specific, suppose that age is given in M-year intervals, whereas period is given on an annual
basis. Cohort indices are then defined by k = M ×(I − i)+ j . Therefore, a cohort index k can only appear
every M th period. This is illustrated in Table 2 for M = 10, which corresponds to the data analyzed in
Section 3.2. For example, all cohort parameters with index k = 1, 11, 21, . . . , 101 only appear in the
years 1950, 1960, . . . , 1990. This particular feature of the APC model with unequal time trends induces
additional identifiability problems, as discussed in Section 3.1.
Apart from this additional issue, the multivariate analysis of APC models proceeds as in the case of
equal interval lengths. For a Bayesian analysis, we use sum-to-zero constraints on all main effects and do
not incorporate any further restrictions. However, only the Bayesian approach based on smoothing priors
is now capable to provide sound estimates of relative risk. This is illustrated in the application considered
in Section 3.2.
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Table 2. Illustration of the definition of cohort indices for age groups and periods of different interval
lengths (I = 7, J = 50, K = 110, M = 10)
Period (years)
Age group 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 . . . 1999
75–84 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 . . . 50
65–74 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 . . . 60
55–64 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 . . . 70
45–54 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 . . . 80
35–44 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 . . . 90
25–34 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 . . . 100
15–24 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 . . . 110
3.1 Identifiability problems of ML estimates
We first note that in the unequal case, an ML analysis will provide a perfect fit in 2×M×R cells. Problems
with zero counts will typically increase as the number of observations per cohort parameter decreases with
increasing M . The cohort parameters will tend to be unstable if the underlying data are sparse.
A more serious problem arises in the case of unequal time intervals, which is described in length in
Holford (2006). We illustrate the problem in the example described in Table 2 where M = 10 (I = 7,
J = 50, K = 110). Suppose we want to fit the univariate model (2.1) to data available on this resolution.
In addition to the unidentifiabilities described earlier, 9 more parameters have to be set to zero, even if
there are no problems with zero counts. Indeed, the transformation
ϕ j = ϕ j + b1+( j−1) mod 10,
ψk = ψk − b1+(k−1) mod 10
for any real numbers b1, . . . , b10 subject to b1+· · ·+b10 = 0 will leave the linear predictor ηi j unchanged
and will maintain the sum-to-zero constraints for period and cohort effects mentioned earlier.
This additional identifiability problem induces artificial cyclical patterns in the period and cohort
estimates, which makes the interpretation of ML estimates very difficult. As noted by Holford (2006),
the cyclical nature of the additional identifiability problem can give rise to results that can be especially
misleading. Cycles that appear in the analysis of data in which the interval widths are unequal must be
very carefully analyzed, especially if the periodicity is equal to M . In the multivariate Apc model, these
problems further increase with (M − 1) × R additional period or cohort parameters which have to be set
to zero. The remaining ML estimates of period and cohort effects will typically show strong periodicities
which makes ML estimates of relative risk impossible to interpret. Note that these problems do not arise
when only one set of parameters (period or cohort effects) varies across strata.
3.2 Application: COPD mortality in England and Wales
We now analyze annual data on COPD mortality of males in England and Wales, 1950–1999, stratified
by R = 3 different areas: Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London, and nonconurbations.
Data were obtained by 10-year age bands 15–24, 25–34, . . . , 75+, resulting in I = 7 age groups, J = 50
periods, and K = 110 birth cohorts per region (Hansell and others, 2003; Hansell, 2004). COPD is a
serious lung disease making it difficult to breathe as a consequence of limited airflow. The major risk factor
is smoking, which is known to exert mainly long-term effects. A lag period of about 20–30 years between
changes in smoking behavior and changes in COPD mortality is suggested (Kazerouni and others, 2004).
However, smoking trends have not fully explained the higher COPD rates either in UK cities or in more
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northern versus more southern areas of England (Reid and Fletcher, 1971; Law and Morris, 1998). Aside
of smoking, further risk factors involved in COPD development include air pollution and exposure to dust,
gas, or chemical fumes. Air pollution can initiate both long-term (period or cohort) effects and short-term
(period) effects (Sunyer, 2001; Dockery and Pope, 1994). Since we are interested in the relation of marked
changes in UK air pollution over the last years and changes in COPD mortality, we focus on short-term
effects in this application.
Note that an analysis of equal time intervals would either require the aggregation of the yearly data to
10 years resulting in 5 rather than 50 distinct period parameters (and 11 rather than 110 cohort parameters)
or the split of the 10-year age groups to 1-year age groups. The first approach severely limits the ability
to investigate the timing of period or cohort change points, while the second is expected to introduce only
random noise.
Table 3 gives DSS and RPS estimates for all possible models. The apc model is regarded as the best
model. However, in the apc model relative risks are not identifiable, compare Section 2.2. Additionally,
the use of varying age effects might be questionable because of some specific assumptions in the data
generation process. In particular, some data for younger age groups were published only in 20-year age
bands between 1950 and 1962. These data were partitioned into 10-year age bands assuming that age
breakdowns are the same in all 3 strata (Hansell, 2004). The Apc model is only slightly worse in terms of
DSS and RPS and is therefore discussed in the following.
All results are presented relative to nonconurbations as these areas were thought to have had the lowest
exposure of factors involved in COPD mortality. Migration is not taken into account, that is, we assumed
that people have experienced lifetime air pollution in the region they died. The estimated overdispersion
parameters obtained by the ML analysis range from 1.91 to 33.30 for the different models indicating
substantial overdispersion. ML and MCMC estimates of average relative risk are shown in Figure 2. In
the upper panels, period and cohort estimates obtained from the ML analysis are shown. For both we
see extremely large values and artificial cyclical patterns every 10 years. As discussed in Section 3.1, the
results are not interpretable.
In contrast to the ML, the Bayesian analysis with smoothing priors provides identifiable and inter-
pretable results as shown in the lower panels of Figure 2. The observed higher average relative risk
exp(˜ j ) of conurbations compared to Greater London might be due to the fact that conurbations are
mainly situated in northern England, where the former predominance of heavy industries resulted in espe-
cially high levels of air pollution. The colder climate in the north might also be a reason for the differences
(Law and Morris, 1998; Hansell, 2004). There is substantial year-to-year variation in the estimated aver-
age relative risk exp(˜ j ) from 1950 ( j = 1) to 1999 ( j = 50) with higher values in years of known
air pollution episodes. For example, the increased average relative risk in 1952 is probably related to the
1952 “Great Smog” in London. Since influenza can exacerbate COPD, the increased average relative risk
in 1976 might be caused by the severe influenza epidemic in the same year (Hansell, 2004; Wedzicha,
2004). From the end of the 1970s until 1999, there are almost no changes in average relative risk for
conurbations and Greater London.
The average relative risk of cohort effects differs between Greater London and conurbations. For
cohorts centers between 1870 and 1880, an increased average relative risk is apparent for Greater London.
Table 3. Mean Dawid–Sebastiani score DSS and mean ranked probability score RPS for COPD mortality
among males in England and Wales
APC aPC ApC APc apC aPc Apc apc
RPS 51.52 39.37 50.42 41.26 30.74 27.45 21.23 20.13
DSS 7.19 6.82 7.14 7.01 6.56 6.56 6.30 6.18
The smallest value for each score is indicated in bold.
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Fig. 2. Average relative risk of death for Greater London and conurbations excluding Greater London compared with
nonconurbations analyzed by a classical and Bayesian Apc model. Missing ML estimates are indicated by tick marks
on the upper (for Greater London) and lower (for conurbations excluding Greater London) x-axis. For the Bayesian
analysis, same quantities as in Figure 1 are shown.
However, with successive cohorts the average risk of Greater London falls from being almost twice as
high compared to nonconurbations for the oldest cohorts to being very similar for the youngest cohorts.
For conurbations, the average relative risk increases with successive cohorts reaching a maximum for
cohorts born around 1940. Possible reasons for the shifted occurrence of pronounced estimates could be
different smoking behavior in Greater London and other conurbations.
4. DISCUSSION
In this work, we proposed a Bayesian approach to estimate multivariate APC models. We first illustrated
the Bayesian methodology on data of female mortality in Denmark and Norway where age groups and pe-
riods are defined on the same time intervals. In this example, the statistical analysis by Poisson regression
and the Bayesian approach lead to similar estimates.
In a second application on male COPD mortality in England and Wales where the widths of age
and period intervals are unequal, problems using ML became obvious. Especially in the case where both
period and cohort effects were allowed to vary across strata, we noticed a cyclical pattern also reported
by Holford (2006) for univariate applications on an unequal time grid. The periodicity was equal to the
ratio M = 10 of the widths of the age group and period intervals making it impossible to disentangle the
identifiability problem from what may or may not be a real cyclical pattern. This identifiability problem
was resolved through the use of smoothing priors in a Bayesian framework. An alternative approach may
be to use splines (Holford, 2006). However, the arbitrariness where to place the knots makes this approach
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less attractive in the multivariate case. Penalized splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996) avoid this problem and
provide data-driven estimates of smoothing parameters using a mixed-model formulation. However, the
number of smoothing parameters in model (2.2) remains a challenge for a larger number of strata.
Somewhat similar in spirit are spatial extensions of Bayesian APC models, which introduce additional
spatial effects and possibly space–time interactions to model regional variations of mortality or morbidity
rates (Lagazio and others, 2003; Schmid and Held, 2004). The spatial effects can be seen as surrogates for
factors that influence people living in the same area. The interaction between period and space, or cohort
and space, is modeled via suitable prior distributions inducing only temporal (Type II) or spatiotemporal
(Type IV) dependence (Knorr-Held, 2000). Our formulation (2.2) can perhaps be seen as a spatial APC
model with a Type II interaction prior based on RW2 for both period × space and cohort × space but
without the main period and cohort effects. In our applications, a meaningful Type IV interaction prior
is not possible due to the small number of regions. In contrast, Lagazio and others (2003) considered
a problem with many regions and used the Type IV prior, which requires a large number of additional
sum-to-zero constraints to ensure identifiability. They used RW1 rather than RW2 for the main effects
and the associated interaction priors to ensure parameter identifiability. However, the suitability of RW1
for smoothing APC models is not universally accepted as they penalize the first (rather than the second)
differences which are not identifiable from the likelihood. Schmid and Held (2004) used both RW1 and
RW2 priors but considered only space–period or space–cohort interactions but not both. To summarize,
spatial APC models are in fact more complex than our proposed formulation, due to additional adjustments
necessary for spatial and spatiotemporal dependence. On the other hand, no emphasis is given on time
trends in relative risk or on comparing the results with those obtained by ML.
Although we have analyzed data stratified by geographical region, multivariate APC models can be
used in a wider range of applications. For example, different causes of mortality could be analyzed relative
to total mortality or male disease rates relative to female disease rates. Of further interest is the analysis
of rates stratified by more than one variable. For example, we might be interested to analyze COPD mor-
tality data from men and women in the 3 regions Greater London, conurbations, and nonconurbations. A
potentially useful model would allow age effects to be different across gender, while period and cohort
effects will be different across regions. Such a nested formulation will detect not only regional differences
but also gender-specific variations. We also plan to integrate Bayesian model selection and model aver-
aging in our approach. Using reversible jump MCMC, the appropriate multivariate APC model could be
detected for data given in many strata, for example, many small geographical areas. This will allow the
analysis to investigate which regions have identical and which have separate effects.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is available at http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org.
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Mortality of Danish and Norwegian women
A lively discussion in the press was aroused when Kesteloot (2001) speculated
that the low life expectancy of Danish women could be related to the role model
effect of Queen Margrethe II, who has been a known cigarette smoker. Here, we
re-analyse overall mortality data of Danish and Norwegian women in the years
1960-1999 to search for clues for the low life expectancy of women in Denmark
(Jacobsen and others, 2004). If the queen’s role model effect is indeed linked with
the high mortality of Danish women we would expect a pronounced period effect
after her ascension to the throne in 1972.
Data are aggregated into 5-year intervals, resulting in I = 17 age groups (0-4,
5-9, . . . , 80-84), J = 8 periods (1960-1964, 1965-1969, . . . , 1995-1999) andK = 24
cohorts (1875-1884, 1880-1889, 1885-1894, . . . 1990-1999) each spanning 10 years
whereby two adjacent cohorts overlap by 5 years. In the following uppercases let-
ters for age (A), period (P) or cohort (C) denote a model where the corresponding
effect is assumed to be the same for the two strata Denmark and Norway, while
1
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lowercase letters (a, p or c) denote a model where the effect is allowed to differ
across strata. We will first present the results of the classical multivariate age-
period-cohort analysis using standard Poisson regression and then the results of
the Bayesian approach.
Relative risks of death for Danish women compared with Norwegian women
obtained through a ML analysis are shown in Figure 1. The (average) relative
risk exp(∆˜j) in 1960-1964 (j = 1), . . . , 1995-1999 (j = 8) is roughly linear for
the ApC, apC and Apc model. However, it increases slowly with time in the ApC
and apC model while it decreases in the Apc model. In accordance with Jacobsen
and others (2004) the APc and Apc model both detected a substantially increased
(average) relative risk exp(∆˜k) for Danish women born around 1930. In the aPc
model the pattern of the average relative risk exp(∆˜k) differs slightly as it does
not decrease for cohorts born after 1940. Turning to the (average) relative risks
exp(∆˜i), the aPC, aPc and apC model show a similar pattern, namely an increase
of the (average) relative risk for women aged between 40 and 65/70 years.
The estimated overdispersion parameters obtained from the ML analysis are
between 4.83 and 64.26 reflecting substantial overdispersion. Adjustments for
overdispersion are obviously necessary.
As indicated by small tickmarks on the x-axis of Figure 1 the ML approach did
not provide estimates for all periods and cohorts. When computing the average
relative risks exp(∆˜i) in the case of the apC and aPc model, or exp(∆˜j) in the case
of the Apc model, the missing values had to be linearly extrapolated to provide
results comparable with the Bayesian approach discussed below.
Turning to the Bayesian analysis we compared the models using the mean
Dawid-Sabastiani score DDS and the mean ranked probability score RPS. For
2
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Figure 1: (Average) relative risk of death for Danish compared with Norwegian
women based on ML estimates. Missing values are indicated by tickmarks at the
corresponding time points on the x-axis.
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APC aPC ApC APc apC aPc Apc apc
RPS 231.73 134.85 226.14 122.00 120.14 86.81 134.50 89.08
DSS 11.09 10.34 11.08 10.29 10.27 9.91 10.30 9.93
Table 1: Mean Dawid-Sabastiani score DDS and mean ranked probability score
RPS for the mortality data of Danish and Norwegian women.
both scores smaller values are to be preferred. Table 1 shows these quantities for
all possible models.
If allowing one of age, period and cohort to vary, allowing cohort to vary across
strata was selected as the best model. When two effects are allowed to vary the
model with separate age effects and cohort effects, but joint period effects (model
aPc) was assessed to be the best. Quite remarkably, the mean scores RPS and
DSS of the aPc model were even smaller than in the most complex model, the apc
model, which does not allow to estimate relative risks.
Figure 2 displays posterior median and 95% pointwise and simultaneous credi-
ble regions for all models. The 95% simultaneous credible band for the ApC model
allows to fit a horizontal line at any relative risk between 1.22 and 1.27. Thus a
time-constant relative risk seems to be not unreasonable and this agrees with
the only slightly lower RPS and DSS values of the ApC model in comparison to
the APC model in Table 1. In none of the models, ApC, apC or Apc we could
see evidence for time-changing relative risks in the calendar time scale, which
would support the speculations of Kesteloot (2001) regarding the role model ef-
fect of Queen Margrethe II of Denmark inducing an increase of mortality in Danish
women. In the case of the Apc model a horizontal line fits at any average relative
4
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risk between 1.16 and 1.21.
However, as in the ML analysis there are strong non-linear time trends in the
age and cohort time scale. The (average) relative risk is particularly increased for
women aged between 40 and 65/70 years as well as for women born after 1925.
The difference in age effects might be caused by a different composition of major
causes of death in the two countries. The curve progression of exp(∆˜i) reminds
of the proportion of deaths due to cancer stratified by age groups in the EU
(Niederlaender, 2006). Over the years 1955 to 1989 the mortality rates from all
cancer diseases over the age from 35 to 64 years were clearly higher (with a ratio of
1.3) in Denmark compared to Norway (Helweg-Larsen and others, 1998). Juel and
others (2000) compared the life expectancy of Danish women aged 35-75 years with
Norwegian women in the same age for the years 1991-1993. The difference in life
expectancy is 27 months, where all cancer diseases are responsible for 12 months,
heart diseases for 6 months and COPD for 3 months. A possible explanation for
the striking difference in age effects might therefore be a higher proportion of
deaths from cancer in the relevant age groups between 40 and 65/70 years for
women in Denmark.
In the case of the (average) relative risk exp(∆˜k) the APc and Apc model show
decreasing relative risks for women born after 1940. In contrast, the simultaneous
credible regions of the aPc model which was assessed best indicate that a time-
constant cohort effect might be plausible for women born after 1940. To explain the
difference in cohort effects of the Apc model, Jacobsen and others (2004) compared
the percentage of smokers among Danish and Norwegian women by birth cohort.
The overall smoking level of Danish women was higher over all birth cohorts
considered. In addition, the cumulative smoking prevalence for Danish women
5
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born 1920-1929 was higher than for the other cohorts. Smoking might therefore
be the main causal factor of the observed relative cohort effect around 1930. Since
smoking is a risk factor for cancer, heart diseases and COPD, the difference in age-
effects might be also related to the much higher smoking prevalence in Denmark,
e.g. Danish women are more exposed to risk factors leading to death.
It may also be of interest to investigate the relative risks exp(∆˜ik) in the aPc
model. One possibility to visualise those are contour plots, see Figure 3. Here, the
mixture of age and cohort effects is apparent. For age groups below the age of 20
there is a horizontal pattern with very low relative risks. The increased relative age
effect is not yet apparent and the cohort effect has also not yet started. After the
age of 30 there is a horizontal shift visible indicating higher risk for the successive
age groups. In addition, a diagonal pattern reflecting the cohort effect for women
born after 1925 appears. This effect decreases and after the age of 70 a horizontal
pattern reflecting the decreasing relative age effect dominates.
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Figure 2: (Average) relative risk of death for Danish compared with Norwegian
women analysed by a Bayesian model. Posterior median (solid line) within 95%
pointwise (dashed) and simultaneous (dotted) credible bands.
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Program manual
This is a short description of the program “mapc” for the analysis of multivari-
ate age-period-cohort models. The program was developed under Kubuntu 8.04
(Hardy Heron) on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T7200 processor
2.0GHz. The program was written in C and uses the GNU Scientific Library
(Galassi and others, 2009), a numerical library for C and C++, and GMRFLib
(Rue and Held, 2005, Appendix B), a library in C for fast and exact simulation
from Gaussian Markov random fields. Both a precompiled static binary for Linux
and the source code of the mapc program are provided. The direct use of the binary
version, compiled with the provided Makefile, does not require the installation of
external libraries.
After downloading or installing the program the components of the model are
to be specified in an ini-file. Then start the program by typing
./mapc ini-file
in the terminal.
Format of the input files
For each stratum r two input files are necessary:
 One file that includes the number of persons at risk nijr in age group i
(i = 1, . . . , I) and period j (j = 1, . . . , J).
 One file that includes the number of cases yijr in age group i (i = 1, . . . , I)
and period j (j = 1, . . . , J).
The data must be provided in form of a matrix with I rows and J columns.
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Structure of the ini-file
The ini-file specifies all parameters for the algorithm. It is divided in seven
sections. Each section starts with a tag written in squared brackets ([ tag ]). The
following sections are to be specified:
The mcmc section
This section specifies the general settings of the MCMC algorithm. It consists of
the following fields:
seed: The seed used for the random number generator.
Default: 1234
burn in: The number of burn-in iterations.
Default: 20 000
post burn in: The number of iterations after the burn-in.
Default: 100 000
thinning: The thinning interval.
Default: 20
The data section
This section specifies parameters of the data to be analysed. The following fields
need to be specified:
number of strata: The number of strata R.
number of age groups: The number of age groups I. (Note: All strata must have
the same number of age groups.)
number of periods: The number of periods J . (Note: All strata must have the
same number of periods.)
periods per age groups : The number of periods per age group, namely the grid-
factor M . For example, M = 1 for the case in which age group and period
have equally spaced intervals. (Note: The data of all strata must have the
same intervals.)
counts stratum r: The name of the input file which contains the number of cases
yijr for stratum r, where r is an integer with values r = 1, . . . , R. To be more
precise, the field counts stratum 1 has to be specified for the first stratum,
the field counts stratum 2 for the second stratum, etc.
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population stratum r : The name of the input file which contains the number of
persons at risk nijr for stratum r, where r is an integer with values r =
1, . . . , R. For specification compare counts stratum r.
outputfolder : The name of the sub-directory where the results are stored.
The random walk section
order: Order of the random walk (1 or 2) used for age, period and cohort effects.
The age effects section
In this section options for the age effects are specified.
separate : A boolean variable indicating whether the age effects should be the
same or should vary across strata. Strings starting with ”y”, ”Y”, ”t”, ”T” or
”1” can be used to specify true values (return 1), strings starting with ”n”,
”N”, ”f”, ”F”, ”0” represent false values (return 0).
initial : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 10.0
parameter a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameter b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
The period effects section
In this section options for the period effects are specified.
separate : A boolean variable indicating whether the period effects should be
the same or should vary across strata. For details on specification see also
age effects section.
initial : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 200.0
parameter a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameter b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
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The cohort effects section
In this section options for the cohort effects are specified.
separate : A boolean variable indicating whether the cohort effects should be
the same or should vary across strata. For details on specification see also
age effects section.
initial : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 200.0
parameter a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameter b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
The overdispersion section
In this section options for the overdispersion are specified.
initial : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 100.0
parameter a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameter b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.005
Output files
The MCMC algorithm samples from the posterior distributions and stores the
generated samples of length N = post burn in/thinning in the outputfolder . Each
output file has N rows. The following output files are generated:
 prec_overdis_1.txt: Contains the samples of the precision of the overdis-
persion.
 age_1.txt: Contains the samples of the age effects in I columns, where
each column refers to a different age effect.
 period_1.txt: Contains the samples of the period effects in J columns.
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 cohort_1.txt: Contains the samples of the cohort effects in K = M × (I −
1) + J columns.
 prec_age_1.txt: Contains the samples of the precision of the age effects.
 prec_period_1.txt: Contains the samples of the precision of the period
effects.
 prec_cohort_1.txt: Contains the samples of the precision of the cohort
effects.
For the case in which the option separate in the age, period or cohort effects sec-
tion was set to true, there are also the corresponding precision and effect files for
strata r = 2, . . . , R. (Note: There is no separate precision for the overdispersion.)
For each stratum r, there are the output files:
 mu_r.txt: Contains the samples of the intercept of stratum r.
 eta_r.txt: Contains the samples of the linear predictor ηijr (including the
offset log(nijr)) in I × J columns:
η11r η12r . . . η1Jr η21r η22r . . . η2Jr η31r . . . ηIJr
 z_r.txt: Contains the samples of the overdispersion zijr of stratum r in
I × J columns, see also eta r.txt.
 yrep_r.txt: Contains the samples of the replicated data points yrepijr of
stratum r used to calculate the mean ranked probability score (RPS) and
the mean Dawid-Sebastiani score (DSS). The file has I × J columns, see
also eta r.txt.
 expected_r.txt: contains the samples of the expected counts of stratum r
in I × J columns, see also eta r.txt.
R-functions for model choice
To calculate the mean ranked probability score and the mean Dawid-Sebastiani
score, two functions implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2009) are
provided in the file scoring_rules.R. As input both functions need the path to
the outputfolder and a vector with the paths to the data files in which the numbers
of cases for each stratum are stored.
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Example: Mortality of Danish and Norwegian women (aPc)
In the directory dk_n the data files to re-analyse the overall mortality of Danish
and Norwegian women are provided (Jacobsen and others, 2004). According to
our model choice criteria, the model with separate age and cohort effects, but joint
period effects (aPc) was classified as the best model.
The corresponding ini-file, called aPc_dk_n_rw2.ini, is:
1 [mcmc ]
2 seed = 1234
3 burn in = 20000
4 post burn in = 100000
5 thinning = 20
6
7 [ data ]
8 number of strata = 2
9 number of age groups = 17
10 number of periods = 8
11 periods per age groups = 1
12
13 counts stratum 1 = ./ dk n / dk 1960 coun t s . t x t
14 population stratum 1 = ./ dk n / dk 1960 pop . t x t
15 counts stratum 2 = ./ dk n / n 1960 counts . t x t
16 population stratum 2 = ./ dk n /n 1960 pop . t x t
17
18 outputfolder = ./ aPc/
19
20 [ random walk ]
21 order = 2
22
23 [ age e f f e c t s ]
24 separate = yes
25 i n i t i a l = 10.0
26 parameter a = 1.0
27 parameter b = 0.00005
28
29 [ pe r i od e f f e c t s ]
30 separate = no
31 i n i t i a l = 200.0
32 parameter a = 1.0
33 parameter b = 0.00005
34
35 [ cohor t e f f e c t s ]
36 separate = yes
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37 i n i t i a l = 200.0
38 parameter a = 1.0
39 parameter b = 0.00005
40
41 [ o v e r d i s p e r s i on ]
42 i n i t i a l = 100.0
43 parameter a = 1.0
44 parameter b = 0.005
The first section of the ini-file specifies general settings for the MCMC
algorithm. Here, a burn-in of 20 000 iterations (line 3), followed by 100 000 post-
burn-in iterations (line 4) is defined. The thinning variable (line 5) specifies that
the samples of every 20th iteration should be stored.
The number of strata, age groups and periods, as well as the grid factor, e. g.
the number of periods per age group are specified in the second section (lines
8-11). Lines 13-16 specify the name of the files where the data are stored. The
directory in which the samples will be stored is defined in line 18.
In the third section the order of the random walk is set. Here, a second order
random walk is defined (line 21) for age, period and cohort effects.
The following three sections specify the settings of the age, period and cohort
effects. The shape and rate parameter of the gamma prior for the precisions are
set to 1.0 and 0.000 05 for all effects. Initial values for the precisions are set using
the variable initial . The type of model, here an aPc model, is specified using the
variable separate of each section. In the age effects and cohort effects section this
variable is set to “yes”, while in the period effects section it is set to “no”.
In the last section the initial value and parameters of the gamma prior for the
precision of the overdispersion are specified.
To run the program, type ./mapc aPc_dk_n_rw2.ini in the terminal. On a
laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T7200 processor 2.0GHz the analysis takes
about 6 minutes. For calculating the mean ranked probability score and the mean
Dawid-Sebastiani score type in R:
> source("./scoring_rules.r")
> dss(results_path="./aPc/",
+ data_path= c("./dk_n/dk_1960_counts.txt",
+ "./dk_n/n_1960_counts.txt"))
[1] 9.908019
> rps(results_path="./aPc/",
+ data_path= c("./dk_n/dk_1960_counts.txt",
+ "./dk_n/n_1960_counts.txt"))
[1] 86.81348
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Age-period-cohort (APC) models are used to analyse data from disease registers
given by age and time. When data are stratified by one further variable, for example
geographical location, multivariate APC (MAPC) models can be applied to identify
and estimate heterogeneous time trends across the different strata. In such models,
outcomes share a set of parameters, typically the age effects, while the remaining
parameters may differ across strata. In this paper, we propose a conditional ap-
proach for inference to directly model relative time trends. We show that in certain
situations the conditional approach can handle unmeasured confounding so that rel-
ative risks might be estimated with higher precision. Furthermore, we propose an
extension for data with more stratification levels. Maximum likelihood estimation is
performed using software for multinomial logistic regression. The usage of smooth-
ing splines is suggested to stabilise estimates of relative time trends, if necessary.
We apply the methodology to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease mortality data
in England & Wales, stratified by three different areas and gender.
Keywords: Conditional likelihood; Multinomial logistic regression; Multivariate age-period-
cohort model; Overdispersion; Relative risk.
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1 Introduction
Most developed countries collect information on morbidity and mortality rates by record-
ing new cases by diagnosis, gender, age and date of diagnosis. To detect temporal patterns
these epidemiological data can be analysed by age-period-cohort (APC) models (Holford, 1983;
Clayton and Schifflers, 1987; Holford, 1998). The starting point for APC analyses is the as-
sumption that the outcome under consideration is a result of separate contributions of age,
calendar period and birth cohort effects. Age effects seek to explain the changes in rates across
different age groups. Factors likely to affect all people at a particular date, regardless of their
age, are called period effects, e.g. air pollution or medical advances. In contrast, cohort effects
tend to be factors common in people born at a particular period in time, e.g. smoking habits.
It is important to be aware of the well-known non-identifiability problem in APC models
(Holford, 1998). Since, the date of diagnosis is the sum of the date of birth and age at di-
agnosis it is not possible to disentangle the three time trends. There are infinitely many linear
transformations that all lead to the same estimated incidence or mortality rates. For this rea-
son, non-linear trends, e.g. changes in slope, are interpretable but linear trends on a time scale
are not. To identify the model parameters a further constraint is required (Holford, 1983, 1991;
Robertson et al., 1999). The most direct approach is to remove one time effects group, i.e. set
all its effects to zero, so that not all three parameter groups are simultaneously in the model.
Another possibility is to equate, for example, two period effects. Unfortunately, there is often
no sound basis for equating a specific pair of effects. It might be equally appropriate to equate a
different pair. However, depending on the chosen pair the resulting parameter estimates might
vary considerably (Holford, 1991). For a contrast and comparison of more elaborate approaches
to derive the necessary extra linear constraint we refer to Robertson and Boyle (1998), see also
Fu (2000) and Yang et al. (2008).
Frequently, data are additionally stratified, for example by geographical region. Thus a vector
of observations is given for each age group at each period index. For such data multivariate
APC (MAPC) models have been considered (Hansell et al., 2003; Hansell, 2004; Jacobsen et al.,
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2004; Riebler and Held, 2010). A joint analysis may borrow strength from sharing a set of
parameters, typically the age effects, while estimating region-specific period and/or cohort
effects. Riebler and Held (2010) showed that differences of stratum-specific parameters are
identifiable and can be interpreted as log relative risks. They proposed a Bayesian hierarchical
model based on a Poisson likelihood for inference in MAPC models.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to fit MAPC models, in which we condition
on the sum of mortality or morbidity counts over the different strata. Conditioning is a useful
technique to remove nuisance parameters from a likelihood, see McCullagh and Nelder (1989,
Chapter 7) and Pawitan (2001, Chapter 10). For example, a conditional likelihood can be
constructed both for the rate ratio and the odds ratio (Clayton and Hills, 1993). Similarly,
Kelsall and Diggle (1998) have proposed a binary regression approach to estimate relative risk
in spatial case-control studies based on conditioning. In the case of MAPC models, we shall see
that the conditional formulation allows us to model the parameters of interest, the log relative
risks, directly.
A further attractive aspect of the conditional approach is that it may reduce the amount of
overdispersion typically encountered in registry data. When modelling data of comparable
strata, e.g. the same disease in neighbouring regions, it seems plausible that overdispersion is at
least partially caused by unobserved explanatory variables acting on all strata simultaneously.
In this case more precise relative risks will be obtained through conditioning, for which we will
give an intuitive explanation.
The conditional approach leads to a multinomial logistic regression model with stratum-specific
offsets. Maximum likelihood estimation and adjustments for overdispersion are straightforward
to implement. The optional usage of smoothing splines is suggested to stabilise the cohort-
specific relative risk estimates. Smoothing splines are mandatory in the case of unequal age
group and period intervals with stratum-specific period and cohort effects to avoid artificial
periodicities in the estimated relative risks (Holford, 2006; Riebler and Held, 2010). Model
choice can be based on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) or a suitable extension in the case
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of overdispersion. Furthermore, the approach can be extended to data stratified by up to three
additional stratification variables. The conditional approach is directly applicable and results in
separate multinomial logistic regression models to estimate relative risk parameters associated
with the different stratification variables.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces yearly data on chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD) mortality in England &Wales, 1950-1999, for 7 age groups (Hansell et al.,
2003; Hansell, 2004). The dataset is stratified by two additional variables, namely gender and
geographical regions and will be used throughout the paper to motivate the use of the con-
ditional approach. In Section 3 we review MAPC models. In Section 4 we describe the new
conditional approach to infer relative risk parameters in MAPC models. Section 5 describes
the extended model formulation for data with more than one additional stratification level and
the conditional approach for inference using separate conditional analyses. In Section 6 we
present a detailed analysis of the COPD dataset introduced in Section 2. First, we re-analyse
data among males only. In this case study overdispersion is considerably reduced using the
conditional approach. As a consequence relative risks can be estimated with higher precision
than using the corresponding unconditional formulations. To allow for a joint analysis of males
and females, we then consider an extended MAPC model with gender-specific age effects and
region-specific period and cohort effects.
2 COPD mortality rates in England & Wales
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a serious lung disease making it difficult
to breathe. The COPD mortality data we use are provided from 1950-1999 and stratified by
3 regions (Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London and rural areas) and by
gender (Hansell et al., 2003; Hansell, 2004). Age groups are given in ten-year bands: 15-24,
25-34, ldots, 75+, resulting in 7 age groups and 50 periods. Data on males were also analysed
in Riebler and Held (2010), who provide further background and references on epidemiological
aspects of the disease.
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3 Multivariate APC models
We describe our model formulation in terms of the COPD dataset, but of course it applies more
generally. To begin, let nijr denote the number of persons at risk in age group i (i = 1, . . . , I),
period j (j = 1, . . . , J) and stratum r (r = 1, . . . , R); here I = 7, J = 50 and R = 3 (r = 1:
Greater London, r = 2 conurbations, r = 3 rural areas). We follow Riebler and Held (2010)
and assume that the number of cases yijr in age group i during period j in stratum r has a
Poisson distribution with rate nijr · λijr, and that all observations yijr are independent, given
the unknown relative risk parameters λijr. In the most general formulation the linear predictor
ηijr = log{λijr} results as the sum of a stratum-specific intercept µr and stratum-specific age,
period and cohort effects θir, ϕjr and ψkr, respectively. Thus
ηijr = µr + θir + ϕjr + ψkr. (3.1)
Here, we refer to a particular birth cohort by the index k = 1, . . . ,K which is a linear function
of age group index i and period index j. In addition k depends on the ratio M of the widths of
the age group and period intervals, so that k =M × (I − i)+ j (Knorr-Held and Rainer, 2001).
Note that in our application the age groups are given in 10-years intervals while the periods are
provided yearly, so that M = 10 and K = 10 × (7 − 1) + 50 = 110. For identifiability of the
stratum-specific intercepts, additional sum-to-zero constraints have to be imposed on the time
effects, so that we set
∑
i θir =
∑
j ϕjr =
∑
k ψkr = 0 for all r = 1, . . . , R. However, note that
further identifiability problems remain due to the linear dependence between age, period and
cohort effects in each stratum.
Simpler model formulations result by allowing for effects that are identical across strata. Through-
out the paper we will use lower case letters a, p or c to denote effects which are allowed to vary
across strata while upper case letters A, P, or C to denote identical effects. For example, let
us consider the Apc model in the following. Here, the age effects are assumed to be identical
across the 3 regions of the COPD dataset, while the period and cohort effects are different. The
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linear predictor is
ηijr = µr + θi + ϕjr + ψkr. (3.2)
It is obvious how to modify this model in the case of unequal period but equal cohort effects
(ApC) or vice versa (APc). Similarly, age and cohort effects may vary across the regions but
the period effects may be fixed, for example (aPc). However, keep in mind that one further
identifiability problem still remains due to the linear dependence between age, period and cohort
effects.
Consider now the difference ∆(r)j = ϕj,r − ϕj,R of the j-th period effect in stratum r (r =
1, . . . , R − 1) and the j-th period effect in stratum R. To keep notation simple, we always use
the R-th stratum as reference stratum but any other stratum could be used as reference, of
course. Riebler and Held (2010) show that ∆(r)j is identifiable as long as the strata share the
same age effects. Differences ∆(r)k = ψk,r − ψk,R of two cohort effects are also identifiable.
Let ∆(r)µ = µr−µR. In the case where only the period effects are chosen to differ across strata,
the adjusted difference ∆˜(r)j = ∆
(r)
µ + ∆
(r)
j can then be interpreted as the log relative risk in
period j and stratum r, relative to stratum R. Similarly, if the cohort effects are chosen to differ
across strata, ∆˜(r)k = ∆
(r)
µ + ∆
(r)
k is the log relative risk of cohort k in stratum r, relative to
stratum R. If both period and cohort effects are allowed to vary across strata, the log relative
risk ∆˜(r)jk = ∆
(r)
µ + ∆
(r)
j + ∆
(r)
k depends both on period j and cohort k. In this case ∆˜
(r)
j and
∆˜(r)k can be interpreted as average log relative risk:
∆˜(r)j =
1
K
∑
k
∆˜(r)jk and ∆˜
(r)
k =
1
J
∑
j
∆˜(r)jk
due to
∑
k∆
(r)
k = 0 and
∑
j ∆
(r)
j = 0, respectively. For example, ∆˜
(r)
j is now the log relative
risk in period j, averaged over all cohorts k = 1, . . . ,K. Note that we average over all cohorts,
not just over those for which data have been observed at time j. This should be kept in mind
when interpreting ∆˜(r)j . In principle one could average only over the cohorts observed in period
j, but then the cohort effects would not cancel. Similarly, ∆˜(r)k is the log relative risk in cohort
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k, averaged over all periods j = 1, . . . , J .
Therefore, exp(∆˜(r)j ) is the geometrically averaged relative risk in period j and likewise exp(∆˜
(r)
k )
in cohort k. For simplicity we will use the term average relative risk (rather than geometrically
average relative risk) in the rest of the paper.
Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation in MAPC models can be performed with standard soft-
ware for Poisson regression. However, interpretation of the results is far from trivial. This
is due to the fact that the design matrix for the parameters is singular because of the non-
identifiabilities mentioned above. Statistical software will then delete columns in this design
matrix until regularity is achieved. Further singularities may arise if there are cell counts with
zero cases. Often a considerable number of cohort parameter estimates in a MAPC model will
be missing, especially if the data are given in unequal intervals. This is problematic, because
the sum-to-zero constraints apply to all parameters of a cohort block, so that it is impossible
to apply the constraint if some of them are missing. The interpretation of ∆˜(r)j and ∆˜
(r)
k as
average log relative risk is then difficult. Linear extrapolation of the missing effects might help
to recover the relative risk parameters, but it is ad-hoc. Spline smoothing has been suggested
(Heuer, 1997) but the linear dependence of age, period and cohort parameters still remains
an issue. For example, the computation of (pointwise) confidence bands for the relative risk
parameters is very cumbersome.
These problems with maximum likelihood estimates have led Riebler and Held (2010) to propose
a Bayesian smoothing approach. Similarly to Berzuini and Clayton (1994) and Besag et al.
(1995) for the univariate APC model, they used second-order random walk (RW2) smoothing
priors independently for the age effects θ, all period effects ϕr and all cohort effects ψr in
(3.2). This is a natural choice as it penalises the second differences, i.e. changes in trend, which
are identifiable in the APC model. For example, the prior density on the period effects ϕr in
stratum r is
p(ϕr|κr) ∝ exp
−κr
2
J∑
j=3
(ϕj,r − 2ϕj−1,r + ϕj−2,r)2
 ,
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where κr is the scale parameter that determines the amount of smoothing. Large values of κr
correspond to a high degree of smoothing, while small values correspond to a small amount
of smoothing. The prior distributions of θ and ψr take similar forms with different scale
parameters. All scale parameters were treated as unknown and highly dispersed but proper
gamma prior distributions were assigned.
Estimation of the relative risk parameters is then straightforward, since the smoothing priors
make latent parameters still identifiable, even if no data are observed for some values. The
only identifiability problem remaining is due to the linear dependence of age, period and cohort
parameters. However, the Bayesian approach allows to have unidentifiable posterior quantities,
as long as the quantities of interest (the relative risk parameters) are identifiable. This is
discussed in detail in Gelfand and Sahu (1999). They show that an embedded lower dimensional
parameter vector (in our case the relative risk parameters) may well have a proper posterior,
even if the posterior distribution of all parameters in the model is improper. In practice, one
can place any proper prior (including deterministic constraints) on nonestimable functions of
the parameters, but the posterior of the relative risk parameters will remain the same. See
Roberts et al. (1995) for additional discussion.
In real life applications, the Poisson assumption may be too restrictive and it will often be
necessary to adjust for overdispersion. In a frequentist framework this is easily done with a
quasi-likelihood approach (Zheng et al., 1996; Holford, 2006). Here an overdispersion parameter
φUC, computed from the regression output, can be used to inflate the variance of the parameter
estimates (Breslow, 1984). A full likelihood-based alternative is negative binomial regression
(Hilbe, 2007). Within the Bayesian approach, the usual way to adjust for overdispersion is to
introduce additional independent random effects in the linear predictor, for example mean-zero
normal variables with unknown variance (Besag et al., 1995).
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4 A conditional approach
A standard result from probability theory states that, if X and Y are independent Poisson
random variables with mean α and β, say, then the conditional distribution of X, given Z =
X + Y = z is binomial with denominator z and success probability α/(α+ β), see for example
Casella and Berger (1990, Chapter 4). A generalisation of this result states that a vector of n
independent Poisson random variables X1, . . . ,Xn with mean λ1, . . . , λn is, after conditioning
on the sum X• = X1 + . . . + Xn = x•, multinomial distributed with denominator x• and
individual success probabilities λi/(
∑n
i=1 λi). This result can be applied to the original MAPC
model in a way such that only the relative risk parameters enter the conditional distribution
(e.g. Agresti, 2002, Section 8.6.7). A multinomial logistic regression model can then be used to
infer the relative risk parameters.
For example, consider a multivariate MAPC model with R = 2 strata and joint age effects but
separate period and cohort effects (Apc). Let yij• = yij1 + yij2. Using (3.2) it follows that
yij1|yij• is binomial with denominator yij• and success probability
piij1 =
nij1λij1
nij1λij1 + nij2λij2
= expit
(
log
(nij1
nij2
)
+∆µ +∆j +∆k
)
,
(4.1)
here expit(x) = 1/[1+exp(−x)] is the inverse logit function. Note that through conditioning, the
original intercepts, period and cohort parameters are replaced by the differences ∆µ = µ1−µ2,
∆j = ϕj1−ϕj2 and ∆k = ψk1−ψk2. Age effects cancel in this conditional formulation. Equation
(4.1) is of the form of a logistic regression model with offset log(nij1/nij2).
A conditional likelihood argument can be used to motivate the usage of this logistic regression
model rather than the original Poisson regression model. Indeed, following the arguments in
Pawitan (2001, Section 10.3) or Clayton and Hills (1993, Section 13), we first transform the data
yij1, yij2 to yij1, yij• = yij1+yij2, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J without any loss of information. The
probability function of yij1 and yij• can be factorised into the conditional probability function
9
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of yij1|yij•, given above, and the marginal probability function of yij•:
f(yij1, yij•) = f(yij1|yij•)f(yij•).
An informal argument says that the total number of cases yij• tells us nothing about the
relative risk parameters, hence it should be sufficient to use the conditional distribution alone
for inference about the relative risk parameters.
In our example, we even observe the ideal case of orthogonal parameters (see Pawitan, 2001,
Section 10.2), so the conditional likelihood carries exactly the same information about the
relative risk parameters as the joint likelihood. To see this, let λ1 denote all λij1’s and likewise
λ2 all λij2’s. Because of conditional independence, the likelihood function implied by the MAPC
model introduced in Section 3 can be written as
L(λ1,λ2) =
∏
i,j
L(λij1, λij2)
with
L(λij1, λij2) = (nij1λij1)yij1(nij2λij2)yij2 exp(−(nij1λij1 + nij2λij2)). (4.2)
Our parameter of interest is the relative risk αij = λij1/λij2, and we consider βij = nij1λij1 +
nij2λij2 as nuisance parameter. Multiplying (4.2) with 1 = β
−yij•
ij β
yij•
ij we easily see that the
likelihood contribution L(λij1, λij2), expressed in terms of αij and βij , is
L(αij , βij) =
( nij1
nij2
αij
1 + nij1nij2αij
)yij1 (
1
1 + nij1nij2αij
)yij2
β
yij•
ij exp(−βij),
so L(αij , βij) = L1(αij)L2(βij) with
L1(αij) =
( nij1
nij2
αij
1 + nij1nij2αij
)yij1 (
1
1 + nij1nij2αij
)yij2
and L2(βij) = β
yij•
ij exp(−βij)
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and therefore L(α,β) = L1(α)L2(β) with
L1(α) =
∏
i,j
L1(αij)
and L2(β) =
∏
i,j
L2(βij).
This means that the likelihood implied by the MAPC model can be rewritten in terms of the
orthogonal pair (α,β), so that it can be factorised into two multiplicative terms L1(α) and
L2(β). Each term depends either on α or β, but not on both. Clearly, if our interest is in α
but not in β, it is sufficient to only consider L1(α) and to ignore L2(β). The term L1(α) is
precisely the product of the conditional probability mass functions of yij1|yij•. Thus estimating
α by fitting the logistic regression model (4.1) is valid.
We now turn to the case of more than two strata, i.e. R > 2. Let yij denote the vector
(yij1, . . . , yijR)T and yij• = yij1 + . . . + yijR denote the corresponding sum. The conditional
distribution of yij, given yij•, is then multinomial with individual success probabilities
piijr =
nijrλijr∑R
s=1 nijsλijs
=
nijr/nijR · λijr/λijR
1 +
∑R−1
s=1 (nijs/nijR · λijs/λijR)
=
exp
(
log
(
nijr
nijR
)
+∆(r)µ +∆
(r)
j +∆
(r)
k
)
1 +
∑R−1
s=1 exp
(
log
(
nijs
nijR
)
+∆(s)µ +∆
(s)
j +∆
(s)
k
)
for r = 1, . . . , R − 1. The success probability piijR is implicitly given by 1 −
∑R−1
s=1 piijs. Here
∆(r)µ = µr − µR, ∆(r)j = ϕjr − ϕjR, and so on. This can be identified as a multinomial logistic
regression model with offsets log(nijr/nijR), r = 1, . . . , R − 1, see e.g. McCullagh and Nelder
(1989, Chapter 5) or Fahrmeir and Tutz (2001, Section 3.2). A conditional likelihood argument
can be used in the same way as above to show that this multinomial likelihood carries the
same information about the relative risk parameters as the original Poisson likelihood. Thus
the unconditional analysis with a Poisson regression model and the conditional analysis using
11
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bi- or multinomial logistic regression will lead to the same ML estimates of (average) relative
risk.
However, for the case in which overdispersion is accounted for differences are possible. This
can be explained by recognising that overdispersion is often caused by additional unobserved
variables zijr, say, which act additively on the linear predictor (Breslow, 1984). The variance
of the zijr’s represents the amount of overdispersion. Suppose now that, for each i and j,
such unobserved explanatory variables act in fact simultaneously on the different strata, i.e.
zij1 = zij2 = zij3. In the calculation of the relative risk parameters based on the difference of
the extended linear predictor, the zijr’s would then cancel and overdispersion would be removed.
Of course, identical unobserved explanatory variables across strata are implausible. However, in
applications it may often be the case that the zijr’s are positively correlated across strata, if the
structural part of the model is specified adequately. The variance of the difference of the zijr’s
would then be smaller and overdispersion will be reduced in the conditional approach. Extra-
Poisson variation induced by correlated unobserved explanatory variables can thus be reduced
through conditioning. Indeed, in the application of Section 6 we observed that applying the
conditional approach to well-fitting models, i.e. models in which the structural part is specified
appropriately, overdispersion is reduced.
A further advantage of the conditional approach is that it ignores nuisance parameters which are
not of interest anyway. It estimates directly the log relative risk parameters, suitably smoothed if
appropriate. This is in contrast to the unconditional formulation, where the original age, period
and cohort parameters in the different strata are often smoothed (Knorr-Held and Rainer, 2001;
Bray, 2002). The number of time effects in the conditional formulation is hence smaller than in
the original formulation. This is a considerable simplification, since the number of smoothing
terms is reduced. For example, in the Apc model with R = 2 strata, only the difference in
stratum-specific cohort effects and perhaps also the difference in stratum-specific period effects
need to be smoothed, rather than the original period and cohort effects in the two strata and
the common age effect.
12
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In the following applications we estimate the multinomial logistic regression models using the R-
package VGAM (Yee, 2009, version 0.7-9). The approach allows for quasi-likelihood adjustments
for overdispersion based on Pearson’s statistic X2 for multinomial data (McCullagh and Nelder,
1989, Section 5.5). Here the standard errors of the parameter estimates are inflated by the square
root of an estimated overdispersion factor φˆC, equal to X2 divided by the residual degrees of
freedom. In the absence of overdispersion, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) can be computed
for model choice. Adjustments of AIC for a quasi-likelihood approach exist, for example the
so-called QAIC criterion (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). QAIC is defined as
QAIC = −2 logL/φˆapcC + 2p
where L is the value of the maximised likelihood function, p is the number of parameters and
φˆapcC is the estimated overdispersion parameter from the apc model, the largest model available
(Pan, 2001; Burnham and Anderson, 2002). If an overdispersion factor is estimated, then one
additional parameter must be added to p.
An attractive feature of the VGAM package is that it allows to smooth the parameter esti-
mates using cubic smoothing splines. For the COPD data introduced in Section 2, smoothing
the cohort effects is of primary interest, since there are 110 cohort parameters and the un-
smoothed ML estimates tend to be quite irregular. Of course, age or period effects could
also be smoothed, if necessary. Note that the Apc model induces an additional identifi-
ability problem if the width of the age and period intervals is not equal (Holford, 2006;
Riebler and Held, 2010). Smoothing of the period or cohort effects is then essential to avoid
artificial periodicities in the parameter estimates. Example code for the conditional esti-
mation of APC models for multiple outcomes with the package VGAM is given on the web-
site http://www.biostat.uzh.ch/research/Rpacks_en.html. Adjustments for overdisper-
sion and the fit of cubic smoothing splines are illustrated.
13
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5 Extension to data with more stratification levels
Suppose now that the data are further stratified by a variable g = 1, . . . , G, for example gender.
Counts yijrg are then available with corresponding population counts nijrg. We now propose
an extension of the ordinary MAPC model to account for the additional stratification variable.
The general construction is as follows. Those effects which do already depend on the original
stratification variable r are kept in the model as before. However, the effects assumed to be
identical across the original strata are allowed to depend on the new stratification variable g.
In addition, we let the intercept depend on both r and g.
For example, consider the Apc model (3.2). An extended formulation is
ηijrg = µrg + θig + ϕjr + ψkr, (5.1)
say, i.e. the age effects θig are allowed to vary across the new stratification variable whereas
period and cohort effects remain to vary across the original stratification variable. Of course,
other combinations are possible, for example period effects which do depend on g but not on
r. Note that the formulation is indeed more general than the original MAPC model, where
at least one time effect had to be identical across all strata. Now every time effect can vary
according to one of the two strata.
Suitable conditioning allows to remove either the time effects depending on r, or the remaining
time effects depending on g. Thus, two separate multinomial logistic regression models can be
fitted. For example, in model (5.1) conditioning on yijr• will enable to estimate the difference in
stratum-specific age effects, whereas conditioning on yij•g will be useful to estimate differences
in stratum-specific period and cohort effects. Note that the difference in stratum-specific age
effects does compare age effects in different strata of the new variable, whereas the differences
in stratum-specific period and cohort effects relate to the original strata r = 1, . . . , R. The
conditional approach in this specific model will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.
Incidentally, a third stratification variable h = 1, . . . ,H could also be incorporated with age
14
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effects depending on g, period effects depending on h and cohort effects depending on r, say:
ηijrgh = µrgh + θig + ϕjh + ψkr. (5.2)
Conditioning on yij•gh, yijr•h, and yijrg•, respectively, would then allow to estimate the differ-
ences ∆(r)k = ψkr−ψkR, ∆(g)i = θig−θiG, and ∆(h)j = ϕjh−ϕjH using three separate multinomial
logistic regression models.
6 Application: COPD mortality in England & Wales
We begin with a detailed analysis of males only. Then we consider an extended MAPC model
to analyse males and females jointly.
6.1 Analysis of heterogeneous time trends across regions
Different MAPC models have been applied to the data on males using the conditional formula-
tion proposed in this paper. Table 1 gives the estimated overdispersion parameter φˆC and the
QAIC value for model comparison. The apc model, see (3.1), is listed for comparison since it is
the largest model available. The estimated overdispersion parameter from this model is used in
the calculation of QAIC for all models. Of course, the estimates from the apc model suffer from
the usual identifiability problem in univariate APC models and cannot be displayed. Among
the three models with only one relative risk effect varying across strata, the ApC model with
stratum-specific period effects is considered the best model. Not taking into account the apc
model for which relative risks are not identifiable the model allowing period and cohort effects
(Apc) to differ across strata is clearly the best among all models. The findings are similar
to those obtained from an unconditional analysis using a Bayesian predictive model selection
criterion (Riebler and Held, 2010, Table 3).
For comparison, Table 1 lists also the estimated overdispersion φˆUC from an unconditional
analysis by ML using age, period and cohort effects as simple factor variables. For the models
15
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Table 1: QAIC from the conditional approach and dispersion parameters φC and φUC of both the
conditional and unconditional approach for all models. Shown is the difference of QAIC and
QAICapc = 4247.072. The apc model is the largest model; its estimated dispersion parameter
φapcC is used to calculate the QAIC values for all models. The last row gives the reduction of the
adjusted standard errors in the conditional approach, relative to the unconditional approach.
APC aPC ApC APc apC aPc Apc apc
QAIC 4638.15 2643.08 2085.02 2743.95 268.09 906.56 80.07 0.00
φˆC 9.28 6.02 5.32 6.14 1.81 2.98 1.34 1.18
φˆUC 33.30 5.48 4.89 6.17 2.24 3.01 2.10 1.91√
φˆC/φˆUC 0.53 1.05 1.04 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.80 0.79
with a relatively poor fit in terms of QAIC, the estimates of φˆC and φˆUC are quite similar. The
only exception is the (clearly inappropriate) APC model, where φˆC is much smaller than φˆUC.
For the two best fitting models (Apc and apc), however, φˆC is also considerably smaller than
φˆUC. The overdispersion parameter is used in both approaches to inflate the estimated variance
of the relative risk estimates. Without such adjustments, estimates and standard errors from the
unconditional and the conditional analysis must be identical, due to the arguments described in
Section 4. However, the adjusted standard errors in the Apc model from the conditional analysis
are 20% smaller than in the unconditional analysis (
√
φˆC/φˆUC = 0.80). The conditional analysis
hence leads to relative risk estimates of higher precision. As suggested in Section 4 this might
be, because the conditional approach can handle to some extent unmeasured confounding.
We have been able to confirm this hypothesis through an exploratory analysis of the Pearson
residuals resijr, obtained from the unconditional ML analyses. Table 2 gives the pairwise
correlations between all stratum-specific Pearson residuals resr, r = 1, 2, 3. With the exception
of the APC model, positive correlations for all three pairs of strata can be observed exactly for
those models where overdispersion has been reduced by 20% or more in the conditional analysis
(Apc and apc model).
Turning to the actual parameter estimates, Figure 1 shows the results of all MAPC models
when allowing one of age, period or cohort effects to vary across strata. The estimated relative
16
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Table 2: Correlation of stratum-specific Pearson residuals in the unconditional ML approach.
APC aPC ApC APc apC aPc Apc apc
Corr(res1,res2) 0.291 0.305 -0.552 -0.537 0.233 0.009 0.198 0.258
Corr(res2,res3) -0.783 -0.416 0.141 -0.282 0.174 0.178 0.341 0.453
Corr(res1,res3) -0.610 -0.583 -0.177 0.132 -0.129 -0.185 0.217 0.254
risk obtained from the APc model is based on a model with cubic splines for the differences in
stratum-specific cohort effects. We used cubic smoothing splines with knots placed in ten-year
intervals. This corresponds to the periodicity induced by the identifiability problem described
in detail in Holford (2006). Knots at higher indices than 70 were found to induce a non-
interpretable pattern at cohorts with a centre later than 1960 due to the limited amount of
data available for younger cohorts. Alternatively, regression splines constrained to be linear
in the tails have been proposed in Heuer (1997). For comparison, the estimates based on a
model without splines are also given. It is clear that smoothing of the difference in cohort
effects is important to remove spurious random variation in the ML estimates, especially for
younger cohorts. In the ApC model we have decided not to smooth the difference in period
effects since there was enough data available to obtain reliable estimates without smoothing.
In this application there is particular interest in year-to-year variation in COPD mortality
(Hansell et al., 2003) and smoothing may blur these time trends to some extent.
Figure 2 illustrates that unsmoothed relative risk estimates of period and cohort effects in
the Apc model, even when using the conditional approach, show artificial cyclical patterns
which make them not interpretable, see Riebler and Held (2010). The problem is resolved by
smoothing the cohort relative risks (Figure 3). As before, we used cubic smoothing splines with
knots placed in ten-year intervals. The estimates are very similar to those obtained using a
fully Bayesian approach based on the original Apc model, see Figure 4.
We now briefly interpret the relative risk estimates, for more details see Riebler and Held (2010).
The observed higher average relative risk exp(∆˜(2)j ) of conurbations compared to exp(∆˜
(1)
j ) of
17
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Figure 1: Results of the conditional approach analysing the aPC, ApC and APc models. The left column
shows the relative risks (ML estimates within 95% confidence intervals) of Greater London to rural
areas, the right column those of conurbations excluding Greater London to rural areas. Each row
corresponds to one model. In the last row (APc model), the grey lines represent the estimates based
on a spline-free model.
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Greater London can be explained by the fact that conurbations are mainly situated in northern
England, where the former predominance of heavy industries resulted in especially high levels
of air pollution. The colder climate in the North might also be related (Law and Morris, 1998;
Hansell, 2004). There is substantial year-to-year variation in the estimated average relative risk
of period effects from 1950 (j = 1) to 1999 (j = 50) with higher values in years of known air
pollution episodes. For example, the increased average relative risk in 1952 is probably related
to the 1952 “Great Smog” in London. Some peaks may also be caused by influenza epidemics
(Hansell, 2004; Wedzicha, 2004). The average relative risk of cohort effects differs remark-
ably between Greater London and conurbations. Possible reasons for the shifted occurrence of
pronounced estimates could be different smoking behaviour in these two strata.
6.2 Analysis of heterogeneous time-trends across regions and gender
Figure 5 gives estimates from a separate application of the Apc model to the corresponding
data on females. The estimates are very similar to the corresponding ones on males (Figure 3)
so a joint analysis of COPD mortality for males and females may be of interest. Let g be an
indicator for gender with g = ♂ for males and g = ♀ for females and let r = 1, 2, 3 denote the
strata Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London and rural areas. A potentially
useful model would allow age effects to be different across gender, while period and cohort
effects will be different across regions. Assuming a gender and region dependent intercept µrg
the corresponding linear predictor is as in (5.1). Females and rural areas are chosen in the
following as reference categories.
To estimate the difference in gender-specific age effects ∆i = θi♂− θi♀ of males to females and
the difference in region-specific period and cohort effects ∆(r)j = ϕjr−ϕj3 and ∆(r)k = ψkr−ψk3
of Greater London and conurbations (r = 1, 2) relative to rural areas (r = 3), two separate
conditional analyses are necessary. In the first we condition on the sum yijr• = yijr♂ + yijr♀
across gender to eliminate period and cohort effects. In the second we condition on the sum
yij•g = yij1g + yij2g + yij3g across regions to eliminate the age effects.
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Figure 2: Results of the spline-free Apc model. The left column shows the average relative risk estimates
of Greater London to rural areas, the right column those of conurbations excluding Greater London
to rural areas.
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Figure 3: Results of the Apc model for males obtained by smoothing the difference of cohort effects using
a cubic spline. The left column shows the average relative risks (ML estimates within 95% confidence
intervals) of Greater London to rural areas, the right column those of conurbations excluding Greater
London to rural areas.
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Figure 4: Results of the Apc model for males obtained by an unconditional Bayesian approach. The
left column shows the average relative risks (median estimates within 95% credibility intervals) of
Greater London to rural areas, the right column those of conurbations excluding Greater London to
rural areas.
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Figure 5: Results of the Apc model for females obtained by smoothing the difference of cohort effects using
a cubic spline. The left column shows the average relative risks (ML estimates within 95% confidence
intervals) of Greater London to rural areas, the right column those of conurbations excluding Greater
London to rural areas.
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For the first approach, it is easy to see that yijr♂|yijr• is binomial with success probability
piijr♂ = expit
(
log
nijr♂
nijr♀ +∆µ,r +∆i
)
(6.1)
for r ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Here ∆µ,r = µr,♂ − µr,♀. Thus the difference in gender-specific age effects
∆i can be estimated through a logistic regression model of the form (6.1), applied to all three
regions r = 1, 2, 3 with region-specific intercepts ∆µ,r.
Similarly, if we condition on yij•g, the vector yijg = (yij1g, yij2g, yij3g)T is trinomial distributed
with success probabilities
piijrg =
exp
(
log
(
nijrg
nij3g
)
+∆(r)µ,g +∆
(r)
j +∆
(r)
k
)
1 +
∑2
s=1 exp
(
log
(
nijsg
nij3g
)
+∆(s)µ,g +∆
(s)
j +∆
(s)
k
) (6.2)
for r = 1, 2 and g ∈ {♂,♀}. Here ∆(r)µ,g = µr,g − µ3,g. As before, the success probability piij3g is
given by 1 − piij1g − piij2g. Therefore the difference in region-specific period and cohort effects
∆(r)j and ∆
(r)
k can be estimated by a trinomial logistic regression model of the form (6.2), applied
to both males and females with gender- and region-specific intercepts ∆(r)µ,g.
Figure 6 shows in the top row the corresponding relative risk exp(∆µ,r + ∆i) of males to
females for Greater London (r = 1) and conurbations excluding Greater London (r = 2). With
increasing age the risk for a male to die of COPD increases to nearly four times that of a
female in Greater London, with a slightly lower risk for conurbations. In the two youngest age
groups, the risk is approximately equal. This pattern can be explained by the higher smoking
prevalence of males. Note that the estimates for each region differ only by the multiplicative
factor exp(∆µ,r). The corresponding estimates for rural areas (r = 3, not shown) are very
similar to those obtained for Greater London.
The second row in Figure 6 shows the average relative risk exp(∆(r)µ,g +∆
(r)
j ) in year j for strata
r = 1, 2 relative to rural areas (r = 3) and for both males and females. The last row gives
the corresponding average relative risks in cohort k. The relative risks for Greater London
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compared with rural areas show virtually no difference across gender. However the relative
risk for conurbations compared with rural areas is somewhat higher for females. The estimated
patterns are very similar to those obtained from a separate analysis of males and females (Figure
3 and 5).
7 Concluding Remarks
The conditional formulation presented in this paper simplifies the analysis and interpretation
of multivariate age-period-cohort models. One advantage of the new approach is that it mod-
els directly the parameters of interest, namely the (average) relative risks, whereas the un-
conditional approach includes a number of nuisance parameters not identifiable through the
likelihood. Additionally, the conditional approach can handle to some extent unmeasured con-
founding. Reduced overdispersion and relative risk estimates with smaller standard errors are
the consequence, as exemplified in our application. For model estimation standard software for
multinomial logistic regression can be used.
We have also proposed an extended MAPC model framework to analyse data stratified by more
than one variable. The conditional approach is still applicable and leads to separate multinomial
logistic regression models which enable the estimation of relative risks in the different strata.
This has been illustrated through an analysis of COPD mortality in England & Wales stratified
by geographical region and gender. In principle an unconditional approach using MCMC as
presented in Riebler and Held (2010) could be developed for data with more than one stratifi-
cation variable as well. However, this would require considerable additional programming effort
whereas the conditional approach is much simpler to apply.
If appropriate, the difference in stratum-specific time trends obtained from the conditional
formulation (rather than the original age, period and cohort parameters in the original formu-
lation) can be smoothed. However, complications of the Apc model due to unequal intervals of
age groups and periods are inherited from the unconditional formulation. Smoothing the dif-
ference in region-specific cohort effects with cubic smoothing splines resolved the identifiability
25
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Figure 6: Average relative risk (ML estimates within 95% confidence intervals) of COPD death. The
top row gives risk estimates for males relative to females in Greater London (left) and conurbations
excluding Greater London (right). The remaining figures give average period (second row) and cohort
(bottom row) risk estimates of Greater London (left) and conurbations excluding Greater London
(right), relative to rural areas, separately for males and females.
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problem in this case.
Of course, a smoothing approach which automatically estimates the smoothing parameters (here
implicitly specified by the number and location of the knots) may be preferable. For example,
penalised splines (P-splines) would offer this possibility, either in a frequentist (Eilers and Marx,
1996) or Bayesian framework (Lang and Brezger, 2004; Brezger and Lang, 2006). Alternatively,
second-order random walk priors with unknown variances could be used (Besag et al., 1995).
A fully Bayesian approach typically requires MCMC for inference, although approximate infer-
ence based on the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009) avoids
this. However, only the binomial, not the multinomial model is currently implemented in the
inla program (www.r-inla.org). The P-spline approach combined with a multinomial logistic
regression model is available in BayesX (Brezger et al., 2005) within either a fully or empirical
Bayes framework. However, adjustments for overdispersion, either based on correlated nor-
mal random effects (Aitchison and Shen, 1980) or using the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution
(Poortema, 1999), are difficult to implement and currently not available in BayesX. We plan
to consider such extensions in future work. For example, through applying the multinomial-
Poisson transformation (Baker, 1994) inference based on a Poisson likelihood might be possible
within the inla program. Model-based adjustments for overdispersion by including additional
random effects are then straightforward.
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Multivariate age-period-cohort models have recently been proposed for the ana-
lysis of heterogeneous time trends. For a fully Bayesian analysis Gaussian Markov
random field (GMRF) priors are typically used. However, standard GMRF priors
do not account for a potential dependence between outcomes. We present an ex-
tended approach based on correlated smoothing priors and correlated overdispersion
parameters. This approach is useful to improve the precision of relative risk esti-
mates and to extrapolate and forecast missing data. Algorithmic routines are based
on either Markov chain Monte Carlo or integrated nested Laplace approximations.
The methodology is applied to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease mortality of
males in England & Wales and to overall mortality of females in Scandinavia. For
model comparison we use the deviance information criterion (DIC), proper scoring
rules and the log marginal likelihood.
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1 Introduction
Projections of mortality or incidence data are important for the planning of public health
measures. For historical reasons projections into the past are interesting. Frequently, age-
period-cohort (APC) models are used to analyse and project data stratified by age group and
period. APC models analyse age-specific vital rates according to three time scales: age at
diagnosis (age), date of diagnosis (period) and date of birth (cohort). The linear dependence
of age, period and cohort induces the well-known identifiability problem, however predictions
based on APC models are uniquely determined and not affected (Holford, 1985).
To make projections, future values of the time effects, i.e. age, period and cohort effects, are
needed. Using classical maximum-likelihood (ML) approaches, predictions often rely on strong
parametric assumptions. For example, Osmond (1985) assumed constant age effects, and ob-
tained future period and cohort effects by a linear regression applied to a chosen number of
most recent effects on each scale. This method strongly depends on the chosen number of past
values and the type of regression applied (i.e. weighted or unweighted) (Bray, 2002). Bayesian
versions of the APC model facilitate prediction through the assumed smoothness of age, period
and cohort effects which can be extrapolated into both the future and past (Knorr-Held and
Rainer, 2001). A natural choice is to use second-order random walks (RW2s) as smoothing
prior, as they penalise the second differences which are identifiable from the likelihood.
So far, mortality or incidence data were mostly projected at the univariate level. However,
frequently age-specific rates may exist with a comparable progression, for example data from
a neighbouring country, the opposite sex or a related disease. Simultaneous modelling of these
rates can be valuable if the considered rates share risk factors. The precision of the projections
obtained via an univariate APC model may be considerably improved if the outcome-specific
rates are correlated.
For the case in which age-specific rates are available for different strata, multivariate APC
models have been proposed, see e.g. Jacobsen et al. (2004) or Riebler and Held (2010). Multi-
variate APC models share sets of parameters, frequently the age effects, while the effects of the
2
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remaining time scales, here period and cohort effects, may differ across strata. Bayesian formu-
lations are particularly attractive for estimating relative risks, since they avoid severe artefacts
of classical ML techniques through the use of smoothing priors. Furthermore, they can easily
account for unobserved heterogeneity (overdispersion) by introducing additional random effect
parameters. Typically, both overdispersion parameters and smoothing priors on the time trends
are assumed to be independent across strata. Hence, a potential dependence between them,
caused, for example, by the same risk factors, is not captured.
We propose to link the smoothing priors of one time scale and present an extended multivariate
approach based on correlated smoothing priors. This involves a Kronecker product precision
matrix composed of the inverse of a uniform correlation matrix and the precision matrix of the
univariate RW2, which results in a multivariate random walk. In the context of time series
analysis, the use of multivariate random walks plays a fundamental role in multivariate mod-
elling (Harvey, 1990). The multivariate random walk is an example of an improper correlated
Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) model. Correlated GMRF models with conditional
autoregressive (CAR) structure are sometimes called multivariate CAR (MCAR) models, see
for example Gelfand and Vounatsou (2003) or Carlin and Banerjee (2003). Proper multivariate
GMRF models have been introduced by Mardia (1988). Greco and Trivisano (2009) applied
MCAR models to handle general forms of spatial dependence occurring in multivariate spatial
modelling of area data. Within spatial APC models Lagazio et al. (2003) and Schmid and
Held (2004) used Kronecker product precision matrices to model different types of space-time
interactions (Knorr-Held, 2000). However, as far as we know, correlated RW2s have never been
used in standard multivariate APC models. In addition to correlated smoothing priors, we
further propose the incorporation of correlated overdispersion. Actually the use of correlated
overdispersion parameters is similar in spirit to seemingly unrelated regressions, where single
regression equations are linked by means of correlated error terms (Harvey, 1990).
Fully Bayesian inference is conducted by either Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) or inte-
grated nested Laplace approximations (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009). Model assessment is performed
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by means of deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002), proper scoring
rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007) and the log marginal likelihood.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review multivariate APC models and de-
scribe our extended correlated approach. Then we discuss Bayesian estimation using MCMC
(Section 2.1.1) and INLA (Section 2.1.2). Section 2.2 describes how model assessment is per-
formed. Further, we present two applications in Section 3. First, we use MCMC and INLA to
analyse annual data on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) mortality in England &
Wales, given in ten-year age groups and stratified by three regions (Section 3.1). We compare
relative risk estimates obtained by a standard multivariate APC model with those obtained by
different correlated formulations. In this case study, the precision of relative risk estimates is
considerably improved by the inclusion of correlated time effects and overdispersion parameters.
In the second application we analyse overall mortality rates of Scandinavian women aged 0−84
years during the period 1900 − 1999 using INLA (Section 3.2). Age groups and periods are
both given in five-year intervals, resulting in 20 periods and 17 age groups. Using multivariate
APC models we infer missing data of Norwegian women for 12 periods (1900 − 1959) and all
age groups. The quality of the predictions is assessed with data available from the Human
Mortality Database (2010). We summarise our findings in Section 4.
2 The correlated multivariate APC model
Let nijr denote the number of persons under risk in age group i (i = 1, . . . , I), period j
(j = 1, . . . , J) and stratum r (r = 1, . . . , R). We assume that the number of disease cases
or deaths yijr follows a Poisson distribution with mean nijrλijr, where in the most general
formulation
ηijr = log(λijr) = µr + θir + ϕjr + ψkr.
Here, µr is the stratum-specific intercept, and θir, ϕjr and ψkr are stratum-specific age, period
and cohort effects, respectively. The cohort index k is a linear function of the age index i and the
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period index j. If the time interval widths of age group and period are equal k = (I− i)+j. For
the case in which the time interval widths are unequal, a slightly different definition has to be
used. Suppose age group intervals are M times wider than period intervals. Then, k = M×(I−
i) + j (Heuer, 1997). We apply the usual constraints,
∑I
i=1 θir =
∑J
j=1 ϕjr =
∑K
k=1 ψkr = 0 for
r = 1, . . . , R, to ensure identifiability of the stratum-specific intercepts. However, parameter
estimates are still not identifiable because an additional constraint is necessary to obtain a
specific set of parameter estimates (Holford, 2006). In contrast, second differences or projections
based on the APC model are not affected by the identifiability problem and can be uniquely
determined (Clayton and Schifflers, 1987; Holford, 1985).
Simpler model formulations can be obtained, for example by assuming common age effects.
Then, the linear predictor is
ηijr = log(λijr) = µr + θi + ϕjr + ψkr. (2.1)
It should be noted that stratum-specific differences are identifiable (independent of an additional
constraint), provided that not all time effects differ across strata (Riebler and Held, 2010).
Since we are in a Bayesian context, all parameters are treated as random variables and prior
distributions need to be assigned. We use independent flat priors for each stratum-specific
intercept µr. A standard multivariate APC model assigns independent smoothing priors to the
age effects θ = (θ1, . . . , θI)>, each stratum-specific set of period effects ϕr = (ϕ1r, . . . , ϕJr)>
and cohort effects ψr = (ψ1r, . . . , ψKr)>, r = 1, . . . , R. Consider, for example, the period effects
for a specific stratum r. The RW2 is a smoothing prior based on second differences and penalises
deviations from a linear trend. This improper prior can be written as:
f(ϕr|κϕ) ∝ κ(J−2)/2ϕ exp
−κϕ
2
J∑
j=3
((ϕjr − ϕ(j−1)r)− (ϕ(j−1)r − ϕ(j−2)r))2

= κ(J−2)/2ϕ exp
(
−1
2
ϕ>r R
(2)
ϕ ϕr
)
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with precision matrix R(2)ϕ , which depends on an unknown precision parameter κϕ:
R(2)ϕ = κϕ

1 −2 1
−2 5 −4 1
1 −4 6 −4 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 −4 6 −4 1
1 −4 5 −2
1 −2 1

.
The RW2 is a natural choice since it is defined on the second differences which are identifiable
in the likelihood (Clayton and Schifflers, 1987). Here, we assume that κϕ does not depend on
stratum r.
We propose the use of correlated smoothing priors for stratum-specific time effects, so that a
potential dependence between strata can be captured. Let C = (1− ρ)I + ρJ denote a uniform
correlation matrix, where ρ is the unknown correlation parameter, I the identity matrix and
J a matrix of ones. The random walks of the stratum-specific period effects ϕ1, . . . ,ϕR, for
example, can be correlated using the stacked vector ϕ˜ = (ϕ>1 , . . . ,ϕ>R)
>:
f(ϕ˜|Cϕ, κϕ) ∝ (|C−1ϕ ⊗R(2)ϕ |?)
1
2 exp
(
−1
2
ϕ˜>{C−1ϕ ⊗R(2)ϕ }ϕ˜
)
= |C−1ϕ |
J−2
2 · (|R(2)ϕ |?)
R
2 exp
(
−1
2
ϕ˜>{C−1ϕ ⊗R(2)ϕ }ϕ˜
)
∝ κ
R(J−2)
2
ϕ |C−1ϕ |
J−2
2 exp
(
−1
2
ϕ˜>{C−1ϕ ⊗R(2)ϕ }ϕ˜
)
.
Here, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and | · |? the generalised determinant defined as the
product of all non-zero eigenvalues. The determinant |C−1ϕ | is [(1 + (R− 1)ρϕ)(1− ρϕ)R−1]−1,
see the proof in Appendix A. This formulation corresponds to a multivariate RW2 with corre-
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lated increments and is an example for an improper (intrinsic) correlated GMRF (Gelfand and
Vounatsou, 2003; Rue and Held, 2005).
To adjust for unobserved heterogeneity, we introduce further stratum-specific variables zijr
into the linear predictor (2.1). Typically, these overdispersion parameters are assumed to be
independent Gaussian variables with mean zero and unknown variance (Besag et al., 1995). We
propose correlated overdispersion parameters and set zij = (zij1, . . . , zijR)> ∼ N (0, κ−1z Cz) for
all i and j, where κz denotes the precision of the overdispersion.
All of the up to eight hyperparameters (four precisions and up to four correlations) are treated
as unknown. Suitable gamma-hyperpriors are assigned to the precisions. As in Knorr-Held and
Rainer (2001), we use Ga(1, 0.000 05) for the precisions of the time (age, period and cohort)
effects and Ga(1, 0.005) for the precision of the overdispersion.
Correlation parameters ρ are reparameterised using the general Fisher’s z-transformation (Fisher,
1958, page 219):
ρ =
exp(ρ?)− 1
exp(ρ?) +R− 1 ρ
? = log
(
1 + ρ · (R− 1)
1− ρ
)
, (2.2)
where ρ? can take any real value. It should be noted, that this transformation ensures that
ρ only takes values within the interval (−1/(R − 1), 1), so that C is positive definite without
imposing an additional constraint. Using R = 2 in (2.2) we obtain:
ρ =
exp(ρ?)− 1
exp(ρ?) + 1
ρ? = log
(
1 + ρ
1− ρ
)
,
which is frequently used for constructing confidence intervals for ρ (Konishi, 1985). Fisher’s
z-transformation is a variance stabilising transformation. In a Bayesian context this transfor-
mation is of particular interest since it is linked to Jeffreys’ prior. Indeed, the derivative of
a variance stabilising transformation corresponds to Jeffreys’ prior for the original parameter
(Lehmann, 1999, pages 491-492). For example, for R = 2, Jeffreys’ prior is pi(ρ) ∝ 1/(1 − ρ2),
the derivative of log
(
1+ρ
1−ρ
)
(Lindley, 1965, pages 215-220).
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Figure 1: Prior distribution for correlation parameters ρ derived from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
for ρ? with three different values for the precision κρ? (top to bottom: 0.2, 0.4, 0.8) and three different
numbers of strata R (left to right: R = 2, R = 3, R = 4).
We assign a normal prior with mean zero and fixed precision κρ? to ρ?. Thus, the prior prob-
ability that ρ is larger than zero is, independent of R, equal to 0.5. Figure 1 shows for three
different values of κρ? and three different values of R the resulting prior for ρ. For R = 2 strata,
setting κρ? to 0.2 corresponds to a U-shaped prior, κρ? = 0.4 to a roughly uniform prior and
κρ? = 0.8 to a bump-shaped prior for ρ, compare the first column of Figure 1. Note that κρ? = 0
corresponds to the improper Jeffreys’ prior. For a larger number of strata, the left boundary for
the correlation is shifted towards zero, resulting in an asymmetric prior distribution for ρ, since
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half of the total density is distributed to a smaller interval, (−1/(R− 1), 0). We use κρ? = 0.2,
so that sufficient probability mass is assigned to the boundary values as well, making extreme
posterior correlation estimates possible.
2.1 Implementation
Bayesian inference for the presented models is not straightforward, since the posterior distri-
bution is not analytically available. The common tool of choice is MCMC sampling. Recently,
INLA has been presented as a new Bayesian deterministic approach. INLA replaces time-
consuming MCMC sampling with fast and exact approximations to the posterior marginal
distributions (Rue et al., 2009). We implemented correlated multivariate APC models based
on a uniform correlation structure using both MCMC and INLA. In the following we briefly
present both methodologies.
2.1.1 Analysis with MCMC
Algorithmic routines based on MCMC are implemented in the low-level programming language C
using the GMRFLib library (Rue and Held, 2005). Following Besag et al. (1995) we reparameterise
the model from zijr to ηijr to obtain multivariate normal full conditional distributions for the
stratum-specific intercepts µ = (µ1, . . . , µr)> and all sets of time effects. Block updating allows
the proper incorporation of the sum-to-zero constraints for the time effects. It is also possible
to omit the sum-to-zero constraint for stratum-specific effects of one time scale, for example
ϕ˜, and simultaneously remove the stratum-specific intercepts µ from the algorithm. For the
precisions also Gibbs sampling is used. The vector ηij = (ηij1, . . . , ηijR)> has a non-standard
distribution. It is updated using multivariate Metropolis-Hastings steps with a GMRF proposal
distribution based on a second-order Taylor approximation of the log likelihood (Rue and Held,
2005, Section 4.4). For the correlation parameters Metropolis-Hastings updates based on a
random walk proposal are used, such that acceptance rates around 40% are achieved.
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2.1.2 Analysis with INLA
A promising alternative to MCMC in the class of latent Gaussian random field models is INLA
(Rue et al., 2009). A detailed description of INLA and a comparison to MCMC results can be
found in Rue et al. (2009). During a research visit of the first author in the group of H˚avard
Rue, correlated GMRF models were integrated into INLA enabling the analysis of correlated
multivariate APC models based on a uniform correlation structure and using the general Fisher’s
z-transformation. However, the implementation of correlated GMRF models in INLA is not
only useful in the context of multivariate APC models, but can also be used in more general
structured additive regression models to correlate a wide range of GMRF models, e.g. seasonal
models or models with a user-defined structure matrix. The methodology is integrated in the
R-package INLA (see www.r-inla.org). Here, we use the INLA package built on 16.05.2010.
2.2 Model choice
In a Bayesian framework, frequently DIC is proposed for model comparison (Spiegelhalter et al.,
2002). The DIC is the sum of the posterior mean of the deviance D¯ and the effective number
of parameters pD, that penalises increasing model complexity. Smaller values of D¯ indicate
a better model fit, but the value decreases with an increasing number of parameters. Thus,
the model with the lowest DIC values provides the best trade-off between model fit and model
complexity. However, in hierarchical models with many random effects, DIC has been criticised
for underpenalising complex models (Plummer, 2008). Cross-validatory checks might be more
appropriate, but full cross-validation is very time-consuming using MCMC.
Hence, we use approximate cross-validatory predictive checks proposed by Marshall and Spiegel-
halter (2003) to calculate sound model choice criteria based on proper scoring rules in MCMC
(Gneiting and Raftery, 2007). Riebler and Held (2010) used this approach in the context of stan-
dard multivariate APC models and calculated the mean ranked probability score RPS and the
mean Dawid-Sebastiani score DSS. To account for the correlation potentially present between
multiple strata and captured by using correlated smoothing priors and correlated overdispersion
10
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parameters we use the multivariate analogues of these measures (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007;
Gneiting et al., 2008). We denote these generalised forms as MDSS and MRPS. Note that the
MRPS corresponds to the mean energy score ESβ=1,m=R described in Gneiting and Raftery
(2007, page 367).
Within MCMC we use approximate leave-one-block-out cross-validation based on replicating
the vector ηij and subsequently the observation vector yij = (yij1, . . . , yijR)> at each iteration.
In doing so we do not only lessen the influence of one observation data point yijr, but of a
whole observation block yij . The replicated data points can now be used to calculate the
MRPS. Assume we have an even number N of MCMC samples. Then
MRPS =
1
I · J
∑
i,j
 1
N
N∑
n=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣yrepij(n) − yij∣∣∣∣∣∣− 1N
N/2∑
n=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣yrepij(n) − yrepij(n+N/2)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ,
where || · || denotes the Euclidean distance and yrepij(n) = (y
rep
ij1(n)
, . . . , yrepijR(n)
)> the nth replicate
of observation vector yij . The MDSS can be calculated as
MDSS =
1
I · J
∑
i,j
[(
yij − yrepij
)>
{Σrepij }−1
(
yij − yrepij
)
+ log
∣∣∣Σrepij ∣∣∣
]
,
where yrepij = (y
rep
ij1 , . . . , y
rep
ijR)
> and yrepijr is the mean of the N replicated observation samples
yrepijr = (y
rep
ijr(1)
, . . . , yrepijr(N))
> of observation data point yijr. Analogously, Σ
rep
ij represents the
empirical covariance matrix of (yrepij1 , . . . ,y
rep
ijR)
>.
Thus, using MCMC we use deviance summaries and MRPS and MDSS for model comparison.
In INLA deviance summaries are also returned as standard output. Furthermore, the log
marginal likelihood log(p(y)) is returned. Usually the marginal likelihood is difficult to use for
hierarchical GMRF models in which the underlying prior distribution is improper (here because
of the RW2). However, for comparing models that only differ by the inclusion of correlation
between separate priors, but have the same underlying latent structure, e.g. (2.1), log(p(y))
can be used for model choice (J.O. Berger, 2010, personal communication). Comparing two
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models the posterior odds involves the ratio of their marginal likelihoods, which makes the key
role of the marginal likelihood for Bayesian model comparison explicit (Bernardo and Smith,
1994, page 390).
3 Applications
We consider two applications. In the first application on COPD mortality of males in three
different areas of England & Wales, we apply MCMC and INLA to estimate relative risks of
death using a standard multivariate APC model and different correlated formulations. We use
a MCMC run of 350 000 iterations, discarding the first 50 000 iterations and storing every 20th
sample thereafter, resulting in 15 000 samples. We have routinely examined convergence and
mixing diagnostics. All analyses, except of two MCMC analyses, were run on a laptop with
an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T7200 processor 2.00 GHz. The remaining two MCMC analyses
were run on a server with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) X3460 processor 2.80 GHz.
In our second application on overall mortality of females in Scandinavia, we use INLA to project
mortality rates of Norwegian women into the past using the existing mortality rates of Danish
and Swedish women. The quality of the predictions is assessed with data available from the
Human Mortality Database (2010). For both applications we apply the standard approximation
settings of INLA.
3.1 COPD mortality among males in England & Wales
In this study, we analyse COPD mortality data of males in three different regions in England &
Wales. COPD is a serious lung disease making it difficult to breath as a consequence of limited
airflow. Known risk factors are smoking, air pollution, smog, dust, chemical fumes, etc. Data
are given on an annual basis from 1950−1999 for seven age groups: 15−24, 25−34, . . . , 75+ and
three regions: Greater London, conurbations excluding Greater London, and nonconurbations
(Hansell et al., 2003; Hansell, 2004). Note that age groups (ten-year intervals) and periods
(one-year intervals) are unequally spaced. Thus, there are R = 3 regions, I = 7 age groups,
12
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J = 50 periods and K = 10× (7− 1) + 50 = 110 birth cohorts.
Riebler and Held (2010) analysed these data using uncorrelated multivariate APC models. The
most general model, in which all sets of parameters are assumed to be region-specific, was
classified as the best model. However, since the relative risk estimates obtained by this model
are not identifiable, they discussed the model with common age effects, but region-specific
period and cohort effects, which was only slightly worse. Here, we compare this model (but
assuming region-independent precision parameters) to three different correlated models. Either
period and cohort effects, the overdispersion parameters or both, time effects and overdispersion
parameters, are correlated. For all models MCMC and INLA produce virtually identical results,
see Figure 2 for a comparison of precision and correlation estimates. Table 1 presents the running
time and model choice criteria for all models. The running time of INLA increases with the
number of hyperparameters, but is always less than the computational time of MCMC. Each
model criterion prefers a different model. The MRPS prefers the uncorrelated model, while DIC
classifies the model with correlated overdispersion parameters as the best. The model with both
correlated time effects and overdispersion has the smallest effective number of parameters pD,
and is preferred by both MDSS and the log marginal likelihood. We regard these two scores
as the most reliable since they are based on well-established theories. As can be seen from
the hyperparameter estimates of the proposed model (Figure 2), the correlation estimates for
ρϕ, ρψ and ρz are clearly different from zero confirming the classification of MDSS and log(p(y)).
Hence, we regard this model as the best, and compare the relative risk estimates of this model
with those obtained from the ordinary multivariate APC model. All results are presented
relative to nonconurbations. The estimates of average relative risks are shown in Figure 3. The
results of both models are very similar. The average relative risk of period effects shows the
typical year-to-year variation with higher values in years of known air pollution events, such
as the “Great Smog” in London in 1952. In the average relative risks of cohort effects different
smoking behaviour may be visible. For a detailed interpretation of the relative risks we refer to
Riebler and Held (2010). Because of less observations the credible intervals are getting wider
13
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Table 1: Model choice criteria obtained by MCMC and INLA for the COPD mortality among males
in England & Wales. For both approaches the running time and deviance summaries are given.
In addition, the multivariate mean Dawid-Sebastiani score MDSS, the multivariate mean ranked
probability score MRPS and the log marginal likelihood log(p(y)) are shown. For DIC, MDSS,
MRPS and log(p(y)) the best value is indicated in bold. The ? indicates that the analysis was run
on a different machine.
Correlation for
No correlation Overdispersion Time effects Both
MCMC model choice
Time 46 min 45 sec 169 min 39 sec? 53 min 36 sec 162 min 17 sec?
D¯ 1268.22 1203.94 1270.44 1252.12
pD 424.34 419.96 415.97 394.17
DIC 1692.57 1623.91 1686.41 1646.29
MDSS 18.87 19.23 18.96 18.80
MRPS 44.86 70.65 45.64 47.51
INLA model choice
Time 31 sec 42 sec 6 min 35 sec 68 min 3 sec
D¯ 1267.14 1203.53 1270.77 1252.09
pD 425.30 420.13 415.66 393.97
DIC 1692.43 1623.66 1686.43 1646.06
log(p(y)) -4694.76 -4645.77 -4644.73 −4632.35
for younger birth cohorts. However, adjusting for correlation clearly improves the precision of
the relative risks estimates, in particular for younger birth cohorts.
3.2 Extrapolation of overall mortality of Norwegian females
In this application, we analyse age-specific overall mortality rates of Scandinavian women. The
mortality counts are stratified by five-year age group and period intervals and given for R = 3
regions: Denmark, Sweden and Norway (Jacobsen et al., 2004). For all countries there are
I = 17 age groups: 0–4, 5–9, . . . , 75–79, 80–84. For Danish and Swedish women data exist
for J = 20 periods 1900–1904,. . . , 1995–1999 and therefore K = 36 birth cohorts, while for
Norwegian women data exist only for eight periods 1960–1964, . . . , 1995–1999 resulting in
K = 24 birth cohorts. However, for historical reasons mortality data of Norwegian women
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Figure 2: Approximated posterior marginals of precision and correlation parameters for the fully cor-
related model obtained by INLA and corresponding histograms of 15 000 MCMC samples obtained
from a run with 50 000 burn-in iterations and a thinning of 20.
before 1960 would be very interesting. Figure 4 shows the mortality counts per 1 000 for all
three countries stratified by age groups. The peak in mortality of both young Danish and
Swedish women in the 1915–1920 period is supposed to be related to the 1918–1919 Spanish
flu pandemic, which killed about 50 million people worldwide. Especially young adults showed
high mortality rates. During the summer of 1918 there were strong influenza waves in Denmark,
Sweden and Norway (Andreasen et al., 2008; Kolte et al., 2008). Thus, we expect for young
Norwegian women a similar rise in mortality rates in the period 1915–1920.
Our goal is to extrapolate female mortality in Norway 1900–1959. However, extrapolation for
future or past periods requires the knowledge of the corresponding population at risk for each
age group. Population counts of Norwegian women for all age groups were obtained on an annual
basis from Statistics Norway (2010), and were aggregated to five-year periods. We consider the
model with separate age and cohort, but joint period effects, which Riebler and Held (2010)
classified as the best model in an analysis of female mortality data of Denmark and Norway
from 1960–1999. We compare the results of the ordinary multivariate “joint period effects”
models to those obtained when using correlated time effects and overdispersion parameters.
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Figure 3: Average relative risk of death for Greater London and conurbations excluding Greater London
compared with nonconurbations analysed by an uncorrelated multivariate “joint age effects” and a
correlated “joint age effects” model assuming correlated time effects and overdispersion. Shown are
the median estimates within 95% pointwise credible bands.
Table 2: Running time and model choice criteria obtained by INLA for extrapolating Norwegian mortal-
ity data. Deviance summaries and the log marginal likelihood log(p(y)) are shown. The best value
for DIC and log(p(y)) is indicated in bold.
Model Time D¯ pD DIC log(p(y))
ordinary model 20 sec 817.66 789.19 1606.85 -6357.15
correlated model 14 min 11 sec 830.68 771.32 1602.01 −6228.45
Table 2 shows deviance summaries and estimates of the log marginal likelihood for both models.
The correlated “joint period effects” model is preferred by both DIC and log marginal likeli-
hood. The posterior correlation estimates clearly indicate the dependence present between the
outcomes, compare Figure 5. Figures 6–9 give observed and median predicted number of deaths
per 1 000 together with 80% pointwise credible intervals for all age groups (except the last). The
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Figure 4: Mortality rates for women in Norway, Denmark and Sweden by age from 1900 to 1999. The
grey shaded area shows the time range for which data for all three countries are available.
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Figure 5: Posterior correlation estimates of the correlated “joint period effects” model. Approximated
posterior marginals obtained by INLA are shown.
observed cases are marked by green bullets. Since INLA only returns estimates for the future
linear predictors, but not for the predictive distribution of the response itself, we adjusted the
predictions for the linear predictor manually for the missing Poisson variation. Otherwise, the
credible intervals would be slightly narrower.
For both models, the credible intervals are getting wider as time goes into the past. Until
the age of 40 years the prediction intervals overlap. However, for women older than 40 the
projections of the ordinary model are clearly higher than those of the correlated model. It is
interesting that the predictions of the correlated model show different temporal patterns for
the different age groups, while the predictions of the uncorrelated model are almost straight
lines. If the Spanish flu were captured in the period effects, the projections of the ordinary
model would also show a peak for the period 1915–1920, because the period effects are assumed
to be common. However, since not all age groups were affected by the influenza pandemic,
the peak is not captured by the period effects, but by the overdispersion parameters. By using
correlated overdispersion parameters the influenza peak is captured in the predictions for young
Norwegian women obtained by the correlated model.
After we had projected the mortality rates of Norwegian women, we found in the Human Mor-
tality Database (2010) (www.mortality.org) mortality counts for Norwegian women stratified
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Figure 6: Observed and median predicted mortality rates within 80% credible regions in age groups
0–4, 5–9, 10–14 and 15–19 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model. Left
panel: Denmark. Middle panel: Sweden. Right panel: Norway.
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Figure 7: Observed and median predicted mortality rates within 80% credible regions in age groups
20–24, 25–29, 30–34 and 35–39 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model.
Left panel: Denmark. Middle panel: Sweden. Right panel: Norway.
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Figure 8: Observed and median predicted mortality rates within 80% credible regions in age groups
40–44, 45–49, 50–54 and 55–59 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model.
Left panel: Denmark. Middle panel: Sweden. Right panel: Norway.
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Figure 9: Observed and median predicted mortality rates within 80% credible regions in age groups
60–64, 65–69, 70–74 and 75–79 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model.
Left panel: Denmark. Middle panel: Sweden. Right panel: Norway.
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by five-year age group and period intervals since 1864. Thus, we assessed the quality of the
predictions using these data. However, it should be noted, that although the Human Mortality
Database provides the mortality rates for Danish and Norwegian women as well, not all rates
are available for the same time period. Hence, nevertheless a projection of the rates for one
country given the two others would have been interesting.
Figures 10 and 11 compare the predictions of the correlated and uncorrelated model with the
Human Mortality Database data. For age groups below 40, both models tend to underestimate
the overall mortality rate. However, the temporal patterns and especially the peak of the
Spanish flu are very well captured by the correlated model. For older age groups the projections
of the correlated model coincide very well with the Human Mortality Database data. In contrast,
the projections of the ordinary model are too high.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed the use of correlated smoothing priors and correlated overdispersion
parameters for multivariate APC models. The former involves a Kronecker product precision
structure for the outcome-specific time effects, i.e. age, period and/or cohort effects. We im-
plemented correlated multivariate APC models based on a uniform correlation structure in
MCMC and INLA. In the first application we analysed COPD mortality among males in Eng-
land & Wales using MCMC and INLA, and compared the results of an ordinary multivariate
APC model with those obtained from different correlated model formulations. A comparison of
MCMC and INLA showed virtually identical results. However, the computation time of INLA
was always smaller. By means of multivariate scoring rules, the log marginal likelihood and
the inspection of posterior correlation estimates, the model formulation with both correlated
overdispersion and correlated time effects was classified as the best. As shown in the relative
risk estimates, the correlated model structure considerably improved the precision of the relative
risk estimates compared to the ordinary model.
In a second application on overall mortality of Scandinavian women, we used INLA to ex-
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Figure 10: Median predicted mortality rates of Norwegian women within 80% credible regions for age
groups 0–4, . . . , 35–39 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model. In
addition data available from the Human Mortality Database (2010) (HMD) are shown.
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Figure 11: Median predicted mortality rates of Norwegian women within 80% credible regions for age
groups 40–44, . . . , 75–79 obtained by a correlated and uncorrelated multivariate APC model. In
addition data available from the Human Mortality Database (2010) (HMD) are shown.
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trapolate mortality rates of Norwegian women into the past by means of a joint analysis with
complete age-specific rates of Danish and Swedish women. Data were available in five-year time
intervals for age group and period with a total of 17 age groups and 20 (1900–1999) periods for
Denmark and Sweden, and 8 periods (1960–1999) for Norway. We compared the projections
of Norwegian mortality rates for 1900–1959 obtained by an ordinary uncorrelated model with
those from a correlated formulation and showed that the correlated structure is useful to forecast
missing data. The joint analysis of all datasets borrowed strength from shared period effects
and, in the case of the correlated formulation, especially from the correlated overdispersion
parameters. Thus, time patterns such as the Spanish flu were well captured in the predictions
of the correlated model. Note that MCMC can also be used for this application. However,
applying MCMC, problems in the mixing and convergence of single parameters, especially of
the Norwegian intercept, occurred. A longer burn-in period and better initial values may help
in this context.
Longterm predictions of mortality or disease rates into the future are difficult to made using
the proposed approach, since usually there are no data from comparable time-series available.
For short term predictions, data for some strata may be already available while for others they
are still missing. Here, the correlation approach will be useful to forecast the missing units.
Another interesting field of application is similar in spirit to the inference on collapsed margins,
proposed by Byers and Besag (2000). In the context of collapsed margins, complete data are
available on several risk factors, but a subsequent analysis indicates that information on an
additional variable is relevant. For this variable the numbers of persons at risk are available but
not the numbers of cases. Byers and Besag (2000) propose a Bayesian method to estimate the
effect of the variable. In the context of multivariate APC models a similar problem may occur.
Here, sets of age-specific rates are available for a specific time period. However, it might be the
case that these multiple data sets are only available since a specific date in time, while, before
this date, data were only available for the conjunction of outcomes. A typical example could
be Korea which was formerly unified, but is now divided into two states. If age-specific data on
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the number of risks for the two states were available for the time when they were unified, it may
be possible to project mortality rates for both states separately into the past, by exploiting the
correlation present since they are divided. That means the observations for the conjunctions
of both states could be separated. However, further investigations are required to explore the
applicability.
The use of a Kronecker product structure is very exciting, as different correlation structures
can easily be combined with different precision matrices. Based on the uniform correlation
structure INLA can, by now, correlate a wide range of other GMRF models as components
of more general additive regression models. Examples are: non-parametric seasonal models,
continuous-time random walks or models with a user specified precision matrix. However, the
uniform correlation structure is rather restrictive and may only be plausible for a few outcomes.
Future work encompasses the integration of other correlation structures, for example depending
on the distance between units, so that the approach can be extended to the space-time context,
for example.
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A Uniform correlation structure
Let C be a R×R correlation matrix with uniform correlation structure, so that C = (1−ρ)I+ρJ:
C =

1 ρ · · · ρ
ρ
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . ρ
ρ · · · ρ 1

where ρ is the correlation parameter, I denotes the R×R identity matrix and J a R×R matrix
of ones. Then the inverse C−1 is given by:
C−1 =

a b · · · b
b
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . b
b · · · b a

with
a = − (R−2)·ρ+1(ρ−1){(R−1)·ρ+1}
b = ρ(ρ−1){(R−1)·ρ+1} .
Proof. If C−1C = I then C−1 is the inverse of C. For the diagonal elements of C−1C it follows:
(C−1C)(i,i) = a+ (R− 1) · b · ρ
=
−(R− 2) · ρ− 1 + (R− 1) · ρ2
(ρ− 1){(R− 1) · ρ+ 1}
=
−Rρ+ 2ρ− 1 +Rρ2 − ρ2
Rρ2 − ρ2 −Rρ+ ρ+ ρ− 1 = 1
for all i = 1, . . . , R. For the non-diagonal elements, i.e. i 6= j, we get:
(C−1C)(i,j) = a · ρ+ b+ (R− 2) · b · ρ
=
{−(R− 2) · ρ− 1}ρ+ ρ+ (R− 2) · ρ2
(ρ− 1){(R− 1) · ρ+ 1}
=
−Rρ2 + 2ρ2 − ρ+ ρ+Rρ2 − 2ρ2
(ρ− 1){(R− 1) · ρ+ 1} = 0
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The determinant |C−1| is given by:
|C−1| = |C|−1 = [(1 + (R− 1)ρ)(1− ρ)R−1]−1
Proof. We show that |C| = (1 + (R − 1)ρ)(1 − ρ)R−1, as the inverse case follows immediately.
Remember that |C| = |I − ρI + ρJ|. The identity matrix has R times the eigenvalue 1. The
matrix J has once the eigenvalue R and R − 1 times the eigenvalue 0. Since both matrices (I
and J) share the same eigenvectors, the eigenvalues for C are (1− ρ+ ρ · R) and (1− ρ) with
multiplicity R− 1, so that the determinant of C, the product of the eigenvalues, is:
|C| = (1− ρ+ ρ ·R)(1− ρ)R−1 = (1 + (R− 1)ρ)(1− ρ)R−1.
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Suicide has become one of the leading causes of death of Swiss males aged be-
tween 15 and 44 years. The age-standardised rates are about three times higher
than for females. We compare suicide mortality of males and females in Switzerland
and investigate gender-specific differences over the last 58 years. Multivariate age-
period-cohort (APC) models are applied to jointly analyse age-specific suicide rates
for Swiss men and women aged 15–79 during the period 1950–2007. This approach
avoids age aggregation and explores heterogeneous time trends across age, period
and birth cohort. We found strong gender-specific differences in suicide mortality.
While the same risk factors may act on age and overdispersion there is no signif-
icant correlation between cohort effects. Following the well-known Durkheimian
theory, we further explore whether measures of family integration can explain sui-
cide trends of males and females. Here, APC models provide a new way to explain
suicide mortality through explanatory variables. Effects of covariates related to fam-
ily integration are found to be similar for males and females and exert an inverse
influence on suicide risk. However, since suicide is influenced by a combination of
different risk factors, a measure of social integration can only partially explain the
underlying trends.
Keywords: Age-Period-Cohort model; Suicide; Switzerland; Bayesian; Family integration.
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1 Background and objectives
Age and gender are well established risk factors of suicide. In many countries especially elderly
have a higher risk to commit suicide (Granizo et al., 1996; Shah and De, 1998). Suicide rates
of males are generally higher than those of women. Besides age- and gender-specific factors,
environmental factors occurring at a specific date in time may influence suicide risk. For
example, Lester (1990) examined suicide rates in Switzerland during the period when domestic
gas was detoxified. This study did not only indicate a decline of suicide by means of domestic
gas, but also a decline of the overall suicide rate, indicating that people did not switch to
alternative methods. Thus, if one method of suicide is made less available, such as detoxification
of domestic gas or strict gun control rules, a reduction in the overall suicide risk might be
observed. Experiences common to a particular birth cohort, e.g. war, might also influence the
suicide risk. Hence a better understanding of age, period and cohort effects might help to
target effective preventive strategies. Over the last years a number of age-period-cohort (APC)
analyses of suicide rates have been published, see for example Granizo et al. (1996); Etzersdorfer
et al. (1996); Snowdon and Hunt (2002); Stockard and O’Brien (2002); Gunnell et al. (2003);
Ajdacic-Gross et al. (2006).
Although Switzerland is an affluent country the suicide rates observed are quite high compared
to other countries (Levi et al., 2003). To gain more information on gender-specific differences
in Switzerland Ajdacic-Gross et al. (2006) performed univariate APC analyses on suicide data
over the last century. They found similar age and period effects, but stronger cohort effects
for males than for females. However, since males and females might be subject to similar risk
factors it seems justified to model them jointly suggesting the possibility of common time (age,
period, cohort) effects.
In this paper we will apply multivariate APC models to capture trends in the sex ratio. Such
models borrow strength from both genders for estimating common sets of time effects, for
example the age effects, while the remaining parameter sets can be different across gender. The
well-known identifiability problem of APC models is avoided since differences of gender-specific
2
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time effects are identifiable and can be interpreted as log relative risk (Riebler and Held, 2010).
Since social aspects are strongly associated with suicide risk, we will further investigate whether
changes in variables related to family integration can explain suicide trends. Following the
theory of Durkheim (Durkheim, 1897) numerous papers were published investigating the rela-
tionship between marital status and suicide mainly based on time-series analyses (Breault and
Barkey, 1982; Lester, 1986; Stack, 1987, 1990a,b, 1992; Surault, 1992; Rossow, 1993; Lester,
1994). Populations with high divorce rates, for example, were found to have high suicide rates
even when controlling for confounding variables such as socio-economic status (Stack, 1990a).
Nowadays only few publications investigate a correlation between family integration and suicide.
Stack (1990b) assumed that the association between being divorced and committing suicide has
changed over the years. For example, divorce and unmarried couples are more common and
more accepted. We will apply univariate APC models separately to males and females replacing
the period effects by an explanatory variable on family integration assuming either a parametric
or non-parametric effect. Replacing one set of effects by an explanatory variable is also a valid
solution to the non-identifiability problem of APC models (Brown and Kessler, 1988). However,
this is only the case if the covariate-effect does not depend on the time scale for which it is
used. Otherwise a linear dependence between the three time scales remains, see the introduc-
tion of Riebler (2010, page 4) for a discussion of this topic. Further, we apply a multivariate
age-cohort (AC) model replacing the period effects by a correlated non-parametric covariate
effect of family integration. The rate of unemployment is included in the model formulation to
account for confounding. However, as the Swiss unemployment rate is so low, variation may be
quite small to affect the overall suicide trends (Stack, 1989).
2 Data and Methods
Annual age- and gender-specific suicide mortality counts and mid-year population data, 1950–
2007, were obtained from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office (statistics of causes of death). Age
groups are stratified by five-year intervals: 15–19, . . . , 75–79, resulting in 13 age groups and
3
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Figure 1: Suicide rates from 1950-2007. Top: Age-specific crude rates for males and females. Bottom:
Crude and age-standardised rates of all periods for males and females.
58 one-year periods. We omitted data for children under the age of 15, when suicide is rare,
and for adults over the age of 79 because for elderly assisted suicides have become frequent in
Switzerland. Figure 1 shows age-specific crude rates and both crude and age-standardised rates
per 100 000 persons of all periods for males and females. Age-standardisation was performed
using the WHO world standard population (Ahmad et al., 2001).
First, the data were analysed using Bayesian APC models for multiple outcomes (Riebler and
Held, 2010). We assume that the number of suicides yijg of age group i = 1, . . . , 13, period
j = 1, . . . , 58 and sex g is Poisson distributed with rate nijg × λijg. Here nijg is the number
of persons at risk and log(λijg) denotes the linear predictor. Under the assumption of joint
age effects, for example, differences of gender-specific period and birth cohort estimates are
identifiable. The linear predictor is
log(λijg) = µg + θi + ϕjg + ψkg (2.1)
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where µg represents the gender-specific mean (intercept), θi the common age effect for age group
i, ϕjg the effect of period j for sex g and ψkg the effect of the kth cohort for sex g. Note that
the cohort index k = 1, . . . ,K depends on the age index i and period index j, but also on the
width of age group and period intervals. We use the definition of Heuer (1997) which results
in K = 118 birth cohorts. For identifiability of the gender-specific intercepts, we constrain all
sets of time effects to sum to zero, i.e. here
∑I
i=1 θi = 0,
∑J
j=1 ϕjg = 0 and
∑K
k=1 ψkg = 0 for
both males (g = 1) and females (g = 2). If suitable, the linear predictor (2.1) can be modified
to allow for separate period but common cohort effects or vice versa. Similarly, age and cohort
effects may vary across gender but the period effects may be common, for example. However,
keep in mind that differences are not identifiable if all sets of effects are allowed to vary (Riebler
and Held, 2010).
Since we are in a Bayesian setting we treat all parameters as random and assign prior distribu-
tions. We follow Riebler and Held (2010) and use independent flat priors for the gender-specific
intercepts. For the age, period and cohort effects we expect similarities between effects adjacent
in time. Thus, we choose a Gaussian prior distribution based on independent second differences
for all time effects, also known as random walk of second order (Besag et al., 1995). This is a
natural choice since second differences of time effects are identifiable (Clayton and Schifflers,
1987). Note that variance parameters are not gender-specific. Thus, there is one variance pa-
rameter for each time scale resulting in three variance parameters in total. The variances are
treated as random and suitable prior distributions are assigned.
As is well known when working with registry data there are often inconsistencies in reporting
systems or changes in reporting behaviour (Brillinger, 1986). For example the coding of causes of
death might change over time. To adjust for such overdispersion, i.e. unobserved heterogeneity,
we introduce further gender-specific variables zijg with mean zero and unknown variance into
the linear predictor (2.1) (Besag et al., 1995).
To validate and compare the “joint age effects” model (2.1) with other models we use the well-
known deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). However, this criterion
5
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has recently been criticised for models with many random effects, e.g. (2.1), because complex
models tend to be under-penalised (Plummer, 2008). For this reason we additionally calculate
cross-validated proper scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007), such as the mean Dawid-
Sebastiani score (mean DSS), the mean ranked probability score (mean RPS) and the log score.
Both DIC and proper scoring rules are negatively oriented such that smaller values are better.
Having found the best model the question arises whether it is necessary to allow for correlation
between gender-specific time effects and/or gender-specific overdispersion parameters. A model
with correlated overdispersion parameters is similar in spirit to a seemingly unrelated regression
models (Zellner, 1962). In this class of models, there are several regression equations which
are assumed to be correlated via their error terms. Regarding the time effects (age, period
and cohort effects) the inclusion of a correlation would actually represent a balance between
separate and joint effects. More precise relative risk estimates may be obtained. For comparing
models with and without correlation structure we additionally use the log marginal likelihood.
Although improper priors are used, the use of the marginal likelihood is valid because the
candidate models only differ by the inclusion of correlation between the priors, for more details
see Riebler et al. (2010).
All models are estimated using both Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques as de-
scribed in Riebler and Held (2010) and Riebler et al. (2010), and integrated nested Laplace
approximations (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009). INLA represents a deterministic alternative to
MCMC. It computes directly very accurate approximations to the posterior marginal distribu-
tions and thus avoids time-consuming sampling. The INLA-program is freely available under
www.r-inla.org and runs on Windows, Mac and Linux. Here we use the INLA version built
on 16.05.2010. DIC can be calculated within both settings. The log score and marginal likeli-
hood are calculated using INLA, in contrast mean DSS and the mean RPS are calculated with
MCMC. For comparing correlated multivariate APC models the multivariate analogues of the
mean RPS and DSS score are used to capture the potential correlation present between the
male and female suicide rates (Riebler et al., 2010).
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For the MCMC analyses without inclusion of correlation we use a run of 120 000 iterations,
discarding the first 20000 iterations and storing every 20th sample thereafter, leading to a
total of 5000 samples. When including correlation we use a run of 520 000 iterations omitting
the first 20000 iterations and storing every 200th sample thereafter, resulting in 2500 samples.
This is necessary because of the high autocorrelations when accounting for correlations between
time-effects and/or overdispersion parameters.
Explanatory variables on family integration are available for all observation years (1950–2007)
and obtained for the 1970 to 2007 period from The Swiss Federal Statistical Office (2009) and
for the period before 1970 from Calot (1998). Since social integration is difficult to measure,
there are several proposals and it is debatable which one to choose as an indicator. Breault
and Barkey (1982) proposed to measure family integration by the marriage rates minus divorce
rates divided by marriage rates plus divorce rates, since married people are supposed to be
better integrated than single persons. A high value is related to a better integration. We will
call this indicator F-index throughout the paper. The F-index is preferable to a crude measure,
such as divorce rates alone as there is a high correlation between divorce rates and marriage
rates. Alternatively the number of divorces per 100 marriages could be used.
To calculate the F-index we first adjusted the divorce rate for the introduction of a new divorce
law in 2000 in Switzerland. The new law resulted in an extreme increase of divorces in 1999
and a strong decrease in 2000. First there were more divorce proceedings terminated in 1999
to have more time to adjust to the new legal situation in 2000. Then the introduction of the
new divorce law in 2000 caused a prolongation of proceedings and thus less decisions. Thus,
we substituted the divorce rates in the years 1999 and 2000 by the average of this two years.
Alternatively a moving average of first or second order could be applied to the whole time-series
to smooth random variations over the whole period.
As an alternative measure for family integration we consider the total marriage rate. This index
represents the mean percentage of unmarried persons aged below fifty who would marry in the
course of time, if they showed the same age-specific marriage behaviour as in the observation
7
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year.
For analysing the association of family integration and suicide we start with the calculation of
pairwise correlations and perform standard time-series analyses, as proposed in Stack (1989,
1990a). Then, we use INLA to estimate separate univariate APC models for males and females
substituting the period effect block by a time-constant regression variable related to the rate of
unemployment and an explanatory variable on family integration assuming either a parametric
or non-parametric effect. Finally, we use the multivariate APC model classified as the best
model without covariates and replace the period effects by a non-parametric covariate effect of
the F-index assuming a correlation between the effect on males and females. Figure 2 shows
the F-index, the total marriage rates for males and females, and the unemployment rate from
1950–2007. Both the F-index and also the total marriage rates strongly decrease from 1950 to
2007. Especially around the middle of the 1970s there is a big drop. Around the early 1990s a
local maximum is visible while afterwards all markers are decreasing again. The unemployment
rates show the typical economical patterns indicated within the figure. However, note that the
rates are always below five per cent.
3 Results
We will first present the results of the multivariate APC analysis for detecting trends in the sex
ratio in suicide mortality of males and females. Then we will explore whether the inclusion of
explanatory variables related to family integration can explain changes in suicide rates.
3.1 Analysis of gender-specific differences
The model diagnostics for all models obtained by MCMC and INLA are shown in Table 1. The
“joint period effects” model is classified by all model choice criteria as the best model, so that
we assume gender-specific age and cohort effects. Including a correlation for overdispersion is
clearly preferred to the model without correlation. The model with correlated overdispersion
and the model with both correlated gender-specific effects and overdispersion are very similarly
8
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Figure 2: Covariate information from 1950–2007. Top (left to right): Total marriage rate for males
and females given in per cent. Bottom (left to right): F-index measured as (marriage rate - di-
vorce rate)/(marriage + divorce) and unemployment rate measured as unemployed/(unemployed +
employee).
classified. The log-marginal likelihood slightly prefers the model with a correlation for both time
scales and overdispersion, see Table 2. In this model, the correlation between overdispersion
parameters was estimated as 0.56 with 95% credible interval (0.18, 0.84). For the gender-specific
age-effects the correlation was estimated as 0.82 (0.50, 0.95) and for the cohort effects to 0.20
(−0.61, 0.79). Thus, except for the cohort effects, the posterior distributions of all correlation
estimates are clearly greater than zero, indicating that partly the same risk factors act on age
and overdispersion for males and females.
Figure 3 shows the relative risks of suicide for males compared to females for the “joint period
effects” model with both correlated age and cohort effects, and correlated overdispersion. Men
have an about three times higher risk to commit suicide than women. Especially men between
16 and 25 have a high risk compared to the corresponding age group of females. While the risk
9
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Table 1: Model choice criteria obtained from MCMC and INLA. For both approaches DIC estimates
are given. In addition the mean Dawid-Sebastiani score DSS and the mean ranked probability score
RPS are shown for MCMC and the log score for INLA. The column names indicate which effects
(Age, Period, Cohort) are assumed to be the same for males and females. The remaining effects are
assumed to be gender-specific. The best value for each criterion is indicated in bold.
Joint effects used for
A,P,C P,C A,C A,P C P A
MCMC model diagnostics
Mean DSS 5.10 4.99 5.06 4.96 4.95 4.88 4.92
Mean RSS 4.62 4.37 4.53 4.34 4.28 4.15 4.21
DIC 2064.87 1971.86 2037.82 1942.87 1936.84 1864.43 1899.70
INLA model diagnostics
Log Score 3.48 3.44 3.47 3.43 3.42 3.39 3.40
DIC 2064.68 1971.39 2037.47 1942.88 1936.74 1864.16 1899.29
Table 2: Model choice criteria obtained from MCMC and INLA for the “joint period effects” model
without correlation, correlation between overdispersion parameters, between gender-specific age and
cohort effects, between both overdispersion and gender-specific age and cohort effects. The best
value for each criterion is indicated in bold.
Correlation included for
- overdispersion time effects both
MCMC model diagnostics
Mean multivariate DSS 9.758 9.752 9.763 9.756
Mean multivariate RPS 6.653 6.636 6.647 6.640
DIC 1864.372 1854.804 1864.270 1854.788
INLA model diagnostics
Log marginal likelihood -5215.39 -5214.86 -5215.78 −5214.72
Log Score 3.390 3.386 3.390 3.386
DIC 1864.16 1854.56 1864.07 1854.60
for males between 30 and 74 is almost three times as high as in women it is increasing again
for elderly men.
For cohorts born around 1870 the risk for males is about four times as high compared to females.
10
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Figure 3: Relative risk of suicide for males compared to females for the “joint period effects” model
assuming a correlation between males and females for the age and cohort effects, and also the
overdispersion parameters.
However, with successive cohorts the average relative risk falls to being about twice as high for
cohorts born around 1940. Then it increases again reaching a local maximum for cohorts born
around 1970. For the youngest cohorts a decreasing trend is visible.
Posterior marginal distributions of MCMC and INLA were virtually identical for all variance
parameters. For the gender-specific intercepts we found a small shift between MCMC and
INLA which is probably related to the fact that the time effects (especially for the cohorts) of
INLA do not exactly fulfil the sum-to-zero constraints. This may be solved by changing one of
the default INLA specifications. Inspecting the identifiable linear predictor MCMC and INLA
coincide perfectly.
3.2 Analysis of the impact of family integration
Following the Durkheim tradition, one may ask whether explanatory variables on social inte-
gration can explain changes in suicide rates. The usual approach to study this is to look at the
age-standardised male and female suicide rates. The matrix of pairwise correlations is shown
11
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Table 3: Pair-wise Spearman correlations.
Y1 Y2 X1 X2 X3
Male suicide rate (Y1)
Female suicide rate (Y2) 0.86
F-index (X1) 0.40 0.29
Total male marriage rate (X2) 0.39 0.26 0.94
Total female marriage rate (X3) 0.27 0.14 0.92 0.98
Unemployment (X4) -0.25 -0.27 -0.81 -0.75 -0.70
in Table 3. Note, that neither the male suicide rates nor the female suicide rates in Switzerland
are negatively correlated to the F-index. The total gender-specific marriage rates are positively
correlated to both rates. Also the correlation between the unemployment rate and suicide mor-
tality has the contrary sign of what we expected and indicates an inverse effect. Note that
some of the explanatory variables are highly correlated, for example unemployment and the
F-index have a correlation of −0.81 (p < 0.05). However, since correlations alone might not be
meaningful we continued fitting a linear model using ordinary least squares. We used separate
models for male and female mortality rates including three regressors, namely an intercept, the
rate of unemployment and one covariate on family integration. To detect autocorrelation of
first order between two successive residuals we used the Durbin-Watson test (Harvey, 1990).
For each analysis the Durbin-Watson statistic was smaller than the lower bound of 1.50 for
58 observations and three regressors, indicating positive autocorrelation. Hence, we included a
one-year lagged dependent variable as a regressor to eliminate autocorrelation. In autoregres-
sive models the Durbin-Watson test statistics tends to underestimate autocorrelation, so that
we used Durbin’s h statistic (Harvey, 1990). Durbin’s h is a normally distributed variable, so
that the h-statistics should be within −1.96 and 1.96, which was the case for all models.
Table 4 shows the regression estimates for all models. The first two columns show the results
for the models including the F-index as marker for family integration. In contrast the second
two columns show the results when including total gender-specific marriage rates. The lagged
suicide rate is positively related to the dependent variable for both gender in all regressions.
12
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Table 4: The effect of family integration on suicide for men and women in Switzerland from 1950 to
2007. Standard errors are given in parentheses.
Suicide
Males Females Males Females
Suicide rate lag 0.880(0.061) 0.769(0.078) 0.875(0.061) 0.719(0.079)
F-index −2.280(2.744) −2.518(1.502) - -
Tot. marriage rate (males) - - −0.037(0.025) -
Tot. marriage rate (females) - - - −0.041(0.015)
Unemployment −0.665(0.351) −0.461(0.199) −0.728(0.301) −0.505(0.164)
Constant 6.065(3.080) 4.972(1.787) 7.659(3.192) 7.231(2.048)
Adjusted R-squared 0.858 0.771 0.862 0.786
Durbin’s h statistic -1.49 -1.74 -1.73 -1.94
Inspecting the results of the models including the F-index we see that neither the male nor the
female suicide rate is related to the F-index. Unemployment is significantly negatively related
to the female suicide rate.
Turning to the regressions that include the total gender-specific marriage rate the unemployment
rate is again significantly negatively related to male and female suicide rates. For males the
coefficient of the total male marriage rate is −1.48 (−0.037/0.025) times its standard error.
For females the coefficient of the corresponding female rate is −2.73 (−0.041/0.015) times its
standard error. Hence for higher values of the total marriage rate the female suicide mortality
decreases.
To be able to keep the age-specific structure of the data, so that all information can be used, we
integrate the explanatory variables into the APC model and estimate the models using INLA. In
the following we assume a time-constant effect of the rate of unemployment. Thus, we replace
the period parameters with one linear effect of the unemployment rate and either a linear,
quadratic or non-parametric effect of the F-index or the total gender-specific marriage rates.
Modelling the covariate in a non-parametric fashion we assume a random walk of second order as
non-parametric prior for the covariate effect. This is a natural prior as it models deviations from
13
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Table 5: Log score and DIC of univariate APC models including either no covariate, or a time-constant
effect of unemployment rate and either a time-constant (linear), quadratic or non-parametric effect
of an explanatory variable on family integration.
Females Males
Log score DIC Log score DIC
No covariate 3.090 849.23 3.677 1001.25
Time-constant linear effect
F-index 3.158 930.03 3.849 1135.35
Tot. marriage rate 3.151 922.39 3.814 1113.61
Time-constant quadratic effect
F-index 3.116 881.53 3.721 1042.10
Tot. marriage rate 3.152 923.71 3.811 1113.00
Random walk of second order on covariate
F-index 3.107 870.07 3.697 1021.06
Tot. marriage rate 3.119 885.49 3.730 1049.77
a linear trend but reduces to the linear model if its variance goes to zero (Natario and Knorr-
Held, 2003). In Natario and Knorr-Held (2003) an inverse gamma distribution with shape equal
to 1 and scale equal to 0.00005 is proposed as prior for non-equally spaced covariates with an
average distance equal to one. We used this prior and scaled each covariate on family integration
appropriately. In addition, a sum-to-zero constraint is applied on the covariate effects to ensure
identifiability of the intercept.
Table 5 shows the model choice criteria for all models. For both sexes the model without
covariates is clearly classified as the best model, which indicates that the covariates we proposed
cannot fully replace the period effects. However, note that assuming a non-parametric effect of
the F-index is much better than the corresponding parametric formulations assuming a linear or
quadratic effect. In addition, this model is also not so far away from the standard APC model
for both sexes. Table 6 shows the parameter estimates of all models with parametric covariate
effects. The unemployment rate has a slight negative effect on the log female suicide rate in all
models and on the log male suicide rate in models with a linear effect of F-index or total marriage
14
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Table 6: Parameter estimates (posterior median, 2.5% and 97.5% quantile) for models with parametric
covariate effects.
Females Males
2.5% qu. Median 97.5% qu. 2.5% qu. Median 97.5% qu.
Time-constant F-index
(Intercept) -8.05 -7.85 -7.66 -7.27 -7.11 -6.95
F-index -1.96 -1.65 -1.34 -1.42 -1.17 -0.92
Unemployment -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.07 -0.05 -0.04
Time-constant total marriage rate
(Intercept) -8.03 -7.85 -7.66 -7.10 -6.95 -6.80
Tot. marriage rate -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
Unemployment -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02
Time-constant quadratic F-index
(Intercept) -9.52 -9.15 -8.78 -9.11 -8.84 -8.57
F-index 1.58 2.69 3.79 3.82 4.65 5.47
F-index2 -4.31 -3.45 -2.61 -5.27 -4.63 -4.00
Unemployment -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.01
Time-constant quadratic total marriage rate
(Intercept) -9.23 -8.18 -7.13 -8.46 -7.78 -7.10
Tot. marriage rate -0.03 -0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.03
Tot. marriage rate2 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00
Unemployment -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.00
rate. The F-index has a negative linear effect for both males and females. Thus, increasing the
F-index by 0.1 units reduces the female suicide risk by 15% (= 100·(1−exp(−0.165))). Modelling
the F-index in a quadratic way β0·F-index +β1·F-index2, the estimate of β0 is positive while the
estimate of β1 is negative for both males and females. Figure 4 shows the parametric and non-
parametric estimates for the F-index and the total male and female marriage rate. Assuming
a quadratic and non-parametric effect for the F-index results in very similar estimates. In
contrast for the total marriage rate the quadratic and linear effect are very similar. Regarding
the model choice criteria presented in Table 5 the inclusion of the F-index is preferred compared
to the inclusion of the total marriage rate.
15
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Figure 4: Estimated parametric (linear and quadratic) and non-parametric effects of covariates related
to family integration. For the non-parametric trend 95% pointwise credible bands are shown.
Figure 4 shows that the effect of the F-index is very similar for males and females which suggests
a joint analysis with correlated non-parametric F-index effects. We use the best-classified
correlated multivariate APC model of Section 3.1, namely the “joint period effects” model
with correlated age and cohort effects and correlated overdispersion parameters, and replace
the period effects by a non-parametric effect of the F-index which is assumed to be correlated
between males and females. Figure 5 shows the resulting age effects, cohort effects and covariate
effects. The estimated time variables exhibit a similar pattern for males and females. Table 7
shows that the correlation estimates are, except for the cohort effects, very high and significantly
different from zero. Thus, similar risk factors may act on age and overdispersion. In addition,
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Figure 5: Estimated age effects, cohort effects and non-parametric effects of the F-index obtained from a
multivariate AC model assuming correlation between each pair of gender-specific effects: age effects,
covariate effects, cohort effects and overdispersion.
the F-index has a similar effect on males and females indicated by the high estimated correlation.
Figure 5 shows that the age effects strongly increase from the youngest ages to the 20–24 years
old persons. Then, for females, the effects slightly increase until the age of around 60 when
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Table 7: Model choice criteria and correlation estimates obtained from INLA for the AC model with
correlated Age and Cohort effects, correlated Overdispersion and a correlated non-parametric effect
of the F-index (third column). For comparison the corresponding model without correlation (second
column) and the correlated model without covariate but joint period effects (first column) is given.
The triple notation LPU for the correlation parameters denotes the posterior median P with 2.5 per
cent quantile L and 97.5 per cent quantile U .
Period effects replaced by F-index
A,C,O no correlation A,F-index,C,O
Model choice
Log Score 3.386 3.402 3.393
DIC 1854.60 1890.05 1870.26
Correlation coefficients
Correlation age 0.500.820.95 - 0.500.820.95
Correlation F-index - - 0.500.941.00
Correlation cohort −0.61+0.20+0.79 - −0.61+0.23+0.81
Correlation overdispersion 0.180.560.84 - 0.260.630.85
they start to decrease again. For males the age effects clearly drop from the 20–24 age group
to the 25–29 years old. Similar to the females the effects slightly increase until the age of 60,
then start decreasing. For the oldest ones the age effects increase again. The cohort effects
show a negative slope for both sexes from the oldest to the youngest cohorts. In contrast to
males, the cohort effects in women stop decreasing for those born at the early 1970s. Finally,
the effect of the F-index on females stays almost constant for values between 0.3 and 0.55. For
larger values, representing a higher degree of social integration, the effect decreases. The effect
on males increases slightly from a value of 0.3 to a maximum of about 0.55 and decreases for
higher values as well. The joint time-constant effect of the unemployment rate is estimated
as −0.00 (95% CI: −0.02, 0.01). Thus the effect of the unemployment rate is not significantly
different from zero.
Figure 6 shows the estimated relative risks of suicide of males compared to females. The
estimates are very similar to those obtained in Figure 3, but slightly lower and with larger
credible bands.
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In Table 7 the log score and DIC estimate compared to the corresponding model without
assuming correlation for any of the effects and compared to the model regarded best in Section
3.1 are given. The correlated version is clearly preferred. However, the standard correlated
multivariate “joint period effects” model is classified as the best model.
4 Discussion
The results of the present multivariate age-period-cohort analysis confirm previous findings
of strong gender-specific differences in suicide rates. Nevertheless the correlation estimates
between gender-specific effects were, except for the cohort effects, very high. So it seems that
similar risk factors act especially on age and overdispersion, which results in similar effect
curves but on different overall levels. For all years and all age groups men have, compared to
women, a three-fold risk to commit suicide. Elderly men and those between 16 and 25 show a
especially high relative risk compared to their female peers in the same age group. This is quite
surprising considering the higher number of suicide attempts of females compared to males. An
explanation might be that males use more lethal methods like hanging or firearms, while the
most frequent method of females is poisoning (Ajdacic-Gross et al., 2008).
We further found a pronounced elevation for males born around 1970. Ajdacic-Gross et al.
(2006) found in univariate APC models an inflexion point in cohort effects around 1970 for
males as well, but not for females. Explaining this observed pattern is difficult. There should
be risk factors related to cohorts born around 1970, but not to those born before or after 1970.
Since the effect seems to be present especially in males and not females, also reflected in an
insignificant correlation estimate, we suppose that the causal factor must occur in later life.
This is plausible in the context of suicide. Relevant risk factors for suicide are complex, so a
better understanding is necessary to explain the observed pattern. Stockard and O’Brien (2002)
suggested that cohorts experiencing less social integration and having a large relative cohort
size have higher suicide rates. However, in Switzerland the persons around 1964 are the largest
cohort and therefore do not explain the peak for cohorts born after 1970.
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We further explored whether family integration could explain gender-specific differences in
suicide rates. We started with standard time-series analysis based on age-standardised rates.
A significant influence was only found for the total female marriage rate on female suicide
rate, indicating that with a higher total female marriage rate suicide rates of women decrease.
Exploiting the age-specific structure of the data we applied univariate age-period cohort models
and replaced the period effects by parametric and non-parametric effects of variables related
to family integration. To adjust for confounding induced by the rate of unemployment we
additionally included a linear effect of the unemployment rate. The inclusion of the so-called F-
index measured as (marriage rate - divorce rate)/ (marriage rate + divorce rate) was preferred
compared to the gender-specific total marriage rate. Higher values, corresponding to better
integration, have a decreasing effect on suicide risk. Of note, the effect of the F-index on males
and females is very similar. Thus, we used a multivariate APC model and replaced the period
effects by a correlated non-parametric effect of the F-index. The estimated correlation was
very high. A difference we found for women and men was, that median values of the F-index,
interpretable as normally integrated, have a higher effect on male suicide than being worse
integrated. As the computation of the F-index is only based on marriage and divorce rates, this
marker might be not suitable to measure bad integration. Many males might be not married,
but nevertheless well integrated and happy.
By means of model choice criteria the standard APC model without covariates was preferred.
This indicates that the measures of social integration we used cannot fully replace the period
effects. If we had analysed only data from 1950 to 1980, we probably would have found a strong
linear dependence between the F-index and the suicide rates, because from 1950 to 1970 the
F-index value was almost constantly at 0.8. This indicates a high degree of social integration.
In the same time-period suicide rates were strongly decreasing for both sexes. From 1970 to
1980 the F-index dropped and almost inversely the suicide rates increased. However after 1980
this linear relationship has vanished.
A problem of the present analysis is that it is very difficult to decide how to measure social or
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family integration. There are several proposals and all of them are controversially discussed.
In addition, it is not completely clear how to properly include information on explanatory
variables in the APC model (Knorr-Held and Rainer, 2001). Since social integration might
not be the main risk factor for committing suicide, it could be necessary to adjust for further
confounding variables, for example mental disease or religiousness. Note that it is also possible
to include more covariates in a non-parametric fashion. In our analysis the two markers on
social integration are strongly correlated, so that in this cases it is not meaningful to include
both. Alternatively, the period effects could be kept in the model, but then the identifiability
problem well known for APC models remains.
It could also be that the covariates on social integration exert a lagged influence on suicide
mortality. For example, Wasserman (1984) determined a lag of nine months of the influence of
divorce on suicide reported in the United States. Including a lagged covariate into a Bayesian
APC model is particularly attractive, because then projections of suicide rates can be generated
for future periods without any parametric assumptions. More research would be necessary to
explore whether such a lagged effect is also present for Swiss suicide data. However, it is
difficult to determine an exact time-lag because the separation of couples starts much earlier
than the divorce proceeding is completed. Hence, the exact time-point which is relevant for
suicide behaviour is difficult to determine.
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Figure 6: Estimated relative risk of suicide for males compared to females obtained from a multivariate
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Abstract: Multivariate age-period-cohort models have recently been proposed
for the analysis of heterogeneous time trends. For a fully Bayesian analysis, Gaus-
sian Markov random field (GMRF) priors are typically used. However, standard
GMRF priors do not account for a potential dependence between outcomes. We
present an extended approach based on correlated smoothing priors and corre-
lated overdispersion parameters. Algorithmic routines are based on either Markov
chain Monte Carlo or integrated nested Laplace approximations. Results are dis-
cussed for data on female mortality in Denmark and Norway and compared by
means of DIC, proper scoring rules and the marginal likelihood.
Keywords: Bayesian analysis; Gaussian Markov random field; INLA; Multivari-
ate age-period-cohort model; Uniform correlation matrix.
1 Introduction
Age-period-cohort (APC) models are used to analyse mortality or disease
counts stratified by age and period. For the case in which rates are available
for multiple health outcomes multivariate APC models have been proposed,
see e. g. Jacobsen et al. (2004) or Riebler and Held (2010). A joint analysis
may borrow strength from a set of shared effects, for example, the age
effects while possibly identifying different period or cohort effects. Within a
Bayesian setting, typically, both overdispersion parameters and smoothing
priors on the time trends are assumed to be independent across outcomes.
Hence, a potential dependence between the outcomes is not captured.
We present an extended approach based on correlated overdispersion pa-
rameters and correlated smoothing priors. The latter involves a Kronecker
product structure composed of the inverse of a uniform correlation ma-
trix and the precision matrix of the univariate second-order random walk
(RW2). Fully Bayesian inference is conducted by either Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) or integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA) (Rue
et al., 2009). The methodology will be applied to mortality rates among
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Danish and Norwegian women and models will be compared based on
proper scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007), the well-known deviance
information criterion (DIC) and the marginal likelihood.
2 The correlated multivariate APC model
Let nijs denote the number of persons under risk in age group i (i =
1, . . . , I), period j (j = 1, . . . , J) and health outcome s (s = 1, . . . , S). We
assume that the number of disease cases or deaths yijs follows a Poisson
distribution with mean nijsλijs, where in the most general formulation
ηijs = log(λijs) = µs + θis + φjs + ψks. (1)
Here, µs is the outcome-specific intercept, and θis, φjs and ψks are outcome-
specific age, period and cohort effects, respectively. The cohort index k
depends on age index i and period index j and is defined as M × (I− i) + j
where M is the ratio of the widths of the age group and period intervals.
Simpler models can be obtained, for example by assuming shared period
effects. Then, the linear predictor is
ηijs = log(λijs) = µs + θis + φj + ψks. (2)
Since we are in a Bayesian context all parameters are treated as random
variables and prior distributions need to be assigned. We use a flat prior
for each µs and assume that second differences of shared time effects, here
the period effects, are independent Gaussian variables. For outcome-specific
time effects, here the age and cohort effects, we use a correlated GMRF
prior with precision matrix P = C−1 ⊗ R. Here, C−1 is the inverse of
the S × S uniform correlation matrix C = (1− ρ)I + ρJ, where ρ denotes
the correlation parameter, I the identity matrix and J is a matrix of ones,
and R is the precision matrix of the univariate RW2 (see Rue and Held,
2005, page 110). This formulation corresponds to a multivariate RW2 with
correlated increments. Note that we assign to each time-scale an individual
precision and in the case of outcome-specific effects an individual correla-
tion parameter. Sum-to-zero constraints are assumed for each parameter
vector, in (2) θs, φ and ψs with s = 1, . . . , S.
To adjust for unobserved heterogeneity we introduce further outcome-
specific variables zijs into the linear predictor (1). Typically, these overdis-
persion parameters are assumed to be independent Gaussian variables with
mean zero and unknown variance (Besag et al., 1995). We propose corre-
lated overdispersion parameters and set zij = (zij1, . . . , zijS)> ∼ N(0, τ−1z C)
for all i and j, where τz denotes the precision of the overdispersion.
All of the up to eight hyperparameters (four precisions and up to four corre-
lations) are treated as unknown. Suitable gamma-hyperpriors are assigned
to the precisions. To each correlation ρ we apply Fisher’s z-transformation
ρ˜ = log
(
1 + ρ
1− ρ
)
, −1 < ρ < 1,
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and assign a Gaussian prior with mean zero and variance 0.2−1 to ρ˜, cor-
responding to a U-shaped prior for correlation ρ. To ensure positive defi-
niteness of C the additional constraint ρ > −1/(S − 1) is required.
3 Implementation
Algorithmic routines based on MCMC were implemented in the low-level
programming language C using the GMRFLib library (Rue and Held, 2005).
Following Besag et al. (1995), we reparameterised the model from zijs to
ηijs to obtain multivariate normal full conditional distributions for the
intercepts and time effects. Block updating allows the proper incorpo-
ration of the sum-to-zero constraints for the time effects. For the preci-
sions also Gibbs sampling is used. The vector ηij = (ηij1, . . . , ηijS)> has
a non-standard distribution. It is updated using multivariate Metropolis-
Hastings steps with a GMRF proposal distribution based on a second-order
Taylor approximation of the log-likelihood. For the correlation parameters
Metropolis-Hastings updates based on a random walk proposal are used,
such that acceptance rates around 40% are achieved.
An attractive and fast alternative to MCMC in the class of latent Gaus-
sian random field models is INLA (Rue et al., 2009). This approach directly
computes very accurate approximations to the posterior marginal distribu-
tions, so that MCMC sampling becomes redundant. We included a new
option in the inla programme to correlate a wide range of latent GMRF
models based on a uniform correlation structure. The methodology can be
applied using the R-package INLA (see www.r-inla.org). Here, we use the
INLA package built on 09.04.2010.
4 Model choice
The DIC is frequently used for model comparison. It is the sum of the poste-
rior saturated deviance D¯, a measure for model fit, and the effective number
of parameters pD, a measure for model complexity. Within both MCMC
and INLA, estimates for DIC can be calculated. However, for hierarchical
models with many random effects, as in (1) with included overdispersion
parameters, the use of DIC has recently been criticised (Plummer, 2008).
An alternative are proper scoring rules, e.g. the mean Dawid-Sebastiani
score (Riebler and Held, 2010). To account for the correlation potentially
present in multiple outcomes and captured by using correlated GMRF
priors, this score needs to be adapted. We denote this generalised form
as multivariate mean David-Sebastiani score MDSS. Within MCMC we
used approximate leave-one-block-out cross-validation based on replicating
the vector ηij = (ηij1, . . . , ηijS)> and subsequently the observation vector
yij = (yij1, . . . , yijS)> (Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2003). These replicated
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data points can now be used to calculate the MDSS as:
MDSS =
1
IJ
∑
i,j
[(
yij − yrepij
)>
{Σrepij }−1
(
yij − yrepij
)
+ log
∣∣Σrepij ∣∣
]
where yrepij = (y
rep
ij1 , . . . , y
rep
ijS)
> and yrepijs is the mean of the N replicated
observation samples yrepijs = (y
rep
ijs(1)
, . . . , yrepijs(N))
>. Analogously, Σrepij repre-
sents the empirical covariance matrix of (yrepij1 , . . . ,y
rep
ijS)
>.
Furthermore, INLA returns an estimate of the log marginal likelihood
log(p(y)). Usually the marginal likelihood is difficult to use for hierarchical
GMRF models in which the prior is improper (here because of the RW2).
However, for comparing models that only differ by the inclusion of correla-
tion but have the same underlying first-level structure, e.g. (2), log(p(y))
can be used for model choice.
5 Mortality of Danish and Norwegian women
We analyse data on overall mortality, aggregated to 5-year age group and
period intervals (i.e. M = 1), for all Danish and Norwegian women aged
0-84 years during the period 1960-1999 (Jacobsen et al., 2004). In an un-
correlated multivariate APC analysis Riebler and Held (2010) classified the
aPcz model with separate age and cohort effects but joint period effects as
best. Here, we compare the aPcz model with independent RW2 priors for
θs, φ and ψs, s = 1, 2, to three different correlated models. Either age
and cohort effects (a?Pc?z model), or the overdispersion parameters (aPcz?
model) are correlated. Both correlated time and overdispersion parameters
are specified in model a?Pc?z? . For all models MCMC and INLA produce
virtually identical results. The posterior correlation estimates of the a?Pc?z?
model clearly indicate the dependence present between the outcomes, com-
pare Figure 1. Table 1 shows the model choice criteria obtained by MCMC
and INLA for all models. The a?Pc?z? model is clearly preferred.
Figure 2 shows estimates of relative risks for the a?Pc?z? model together
with estimates of the uncorrelated aPcz model. The estimates of the cor-
related model are smoother and the credible regions are smaller. For some
interpretation of the relative risks see Riebler and Held (2010).
6 Conclusion
We proposed the use of correlated GMRF priors for multivariate age-
period-cohort models and implemented these models based on a uniform
correlation structure in MCMC and INLA. We illustrated the methodol-
ogy on female mortality in Norway and Denmark and received virtually
identical results with both approaches, MCMC and INLA. A correlated
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FIGURE 1. Posterior correlation estimates of the a?Pc?z? model. Approximated
posterior marginals of INLA and corresponding histograms based on 5000 MCMC
samples after 20 000 burn-in iterations and a thinning of 20 are shown.
TABLE 1. Model choice criteria obtained from MCMC and INLA. For both
approaches deviance summaries are given. In addition, the multivariate mean
Dawid-Sebastiani score MDSS and the log marginal likelihood are shown. (For
each measure the best value is indicated in bold.)
aPcz a?Pc?z aPcz? a
?Pc?z?
MCMC model choice
D 301.2 304.4 293.5 292.4
pD 201.1 194.4 183.6 176.4
DIC 502.2 498.8 477.1 468.8
MDSS 19.79 19.71 19.40 19.39
INLA model choice
D 301.6 304.6 293.6 292.5
pD 201.1 194.2 183.7 176.3
DIC 502.7 498.9 477.3 468.8
log(p(y)) -1799.6 -1765.6 -1776.3 −1741.1
model structure lead to more precise relative risk estimates and was clearly
preferred in this application.
However, benefits of correlated multivariate APC models might not only
be in terms of model choice criteria and the improved precision of relative
risk estimates. When projecting e.g. mortality rates of one health outcome
a correlated joint analysis with a set of comparable outcomes may borrow
strength from these and thus lead to more accurate projections.
Acknowledgments: This work received support from the Swiss National
Science Foundation and the Research Council of Norway.
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women analysed by the aPcz and a
?Pc?z? model.
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APPENDIX II
Full conditional distributions

First, we will derive the full conditional distributions for the ordinary multivariate APC model.
Then, we will generalise them to the correlated case. Note that we continue using the notation
of the introduction. By adding additional overdispersion parameters accounting for unobserved
heterogeneity, the implementation of APC models is considerably simplified, as the model for-
mulation can be reparameterised according to Besag et al. (1995). The advantage of the repa-
rameterised model is that the full conditional distributions for all latent parameters are now
multivariate Gaussian, so updating can be performed with a simple (multivariate) Gibbs step
(Knorr-Held and Rue, 2002). We use a block update for each set of age, period and cohort effects
and single site updates for all hyperparameters. The full conditional distribution of the linear
predictor as well the update of the linear predictor is discussed in the Introduction, Section 6.2.
1 Ordinary multivariate age-period-cohort models
We first present the full conditional distributions for the components of the latent field. Subse-
quently, we present those of the precision and correlation parameters.
1.1 Latent field
For simplicity, let the precision parameters be stratum-independent, i.e. there is only one pre-
cision for each time scale. The derivation of the full conditional distributions in the case of
stratum-dependent precision parameters proceeds in an analogous way.
Using a prior based on second differences, the full conditional distribution for separate age effects
θr, r = 1, . . . , R, is given by:
f(θr|·) ∝ f(ξ|·)f(θr|κθ)
∝ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2
)
· exp
−κz
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(ξijr − (µr + θir + ϕj(r) + ψk(r)))2

= exp
[
−1
2
θ>r R
(2)
θ θr −
κz
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(θir − [ξijr − µr − ϕj(r) − ψk(r)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
mθijr
)2
]
= exp
−12θ>r R(2)θ θr − κz2
J∑
j=1

θ1r −mθ1jr
θ2r −mθ2jr
...
θIr −mθIjr

>
I

θ1r −mθ1jr
θ2r −mθ2jr
...
θIr −mθIjr


θr|· ∼ N (E−1θ eθr ,E−1θ ) where
Eθ = R
(2)
θ + κzJI eθr = κz ·
 J∑
j=1
mθ1jr, . . . ,
J∑
j=1
mθIjr
> ,
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with mθijr = ξijr − µr − ϕj(r) − ψk(r). Using a random walk of first order the precision matrix
R(2)θ is substituted by R
(1)
θ . If joint age effects θ are assumed the full conditional distribution
is defined as θ|. ∼ N (E−1θ eθ,E−1θ ) with
Eθ = R
(2)
θ + κzRJI eθ = κz
 R∑
r=1
J∑
j=1
mθ1jr, . . . ,
R∑
r=1
J∑
j=1
mθIjr
> .
Analogously, the full conditional distribution for each ϕr using separate period effects is ϕr|. ∼
N (E−1ϕ eϕr ,E−1ϕ ) where
Eϕ = R(2)ϕ + κzII eϕr = κz ·
(
I∑
i=1
mϕi1r, . . . ,
I∑
i=1
mϕiJr
)>
,
with mϕijr = ξijr−µr−θi(r)−ψk(r). For common period effects ϕ the full conditional distribution
is ϕ|. ∼ N (E−1ϕ eϕ,E−1ϕ ) where
Eϕ = R(2)ϕ + κzRII eϕ = κz
(
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=1
mϕi1r, . . . ,
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=1
mϕiJr
)>
.
Using separate cohort effects ψr the full conditional distribution is ψr|. ∼ N (E−1ψ eψr ,E−1ψ ) with
Eψ = R
(2)
ψ + κzdiag(q1, . . . , qK)
qk =
∑
i,j:k(i,j)=k
1 with k = 1, . . . ,K
eψr = κz ·
 ∑
k(i,j)=1
mψijr, . . . ,
∑
k(i,j)=K
mψijr
>
mψijr = ξijr − µr − θi(r) − ϕj(r).
While for common cohort effects ψ the full conditional distribution is ψ|. ∼ N (E−1ψ eψ,E−1ψ )
with
Eψ = R
(2)
ψ + κzdiag(q1, . . . , qK)
qk =
R∑
r=1
∑
i,j:k(i,j)=k
1 with k = 1, . . . ,K
eψ = κz
 R∑
r=1
∑
k(i,j)=1
mψijr, . . . ,
R∑
r=1
∑
k(i,j)=K
mψijr
> ,
with mψijr = ξijr − µr − θi(r) − ϕj(r).
For each stratum r = 1, . . . , R a separate intercept µr with a flat prior p(µr) ∝ const. is used, so
that the full conditional distribution is a univariate normal distribution: µr|. ∼ N (E−1µ eµr , E−1µ )
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where
Eµ = κzIJ
eµr = κz
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
mµijr
mµijr = ξijr − θi(r) − ϕj(r) − ψk(r).
1.2 Hyperparameters
In the case of ordinary multivariate APC models there are only precision parameters. As prior
distributions for the precision parameters gamma distributions Ga(a, b) are used. We exemplify
the derivation of the full conditionals for precision κθ. Similarly, the full conditional distributions
for κϕ, κψ and κz follow. Using a random walk of second order and assuming separate age effects,
the full conditional for κθ is given by
f(κθ|·) ∝
R∏
r=1
f(θr|κθ)f(κθ)
∝
R∏
r=1
κ
I−2
2
θ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2
)
·κaθ−1θ exp(−bθκθ)
=
R∏
r=1
κ
aθ+
I−2
2
−1
θ exp
(
−κθ
(
bθ +
1
2
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2
))
,
which is gamma distributed:
κθ|· ∼ Ga
(
aθ +
R(I − 2)
2
, bθ +
1
2
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2
)
.
Assuming joint age effects, the full conditional of κθ is given by
f(κθ|·) ∝ f(θ|κθ)f(κθ)
∝ κ
I−2
2
θ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θ(i−1) + θi−2)2
)
·κaθ−1θ exp(−bθκθ)
= κ
aθ+
I−2
2
−1
θ exp
(
−κθ
(
bθ +
1
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2)2
))
which is gamma distributed with
κθ|· ∼ Ga
(
aθ +
I − 2
2
, bθ +
1
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2)2
)
.
Using RW1 priors the derivation of the full conditional distributions is similar.
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2 Correlated multivariate age-period-cohort models
We first present the full conditional distributions for the components of the latent field. Subse-
quently, we present those of the precision and correlation parameters.
2.1 Latent field
Consider the case of stratum-specific effects. Using a correlated random walk for the age effects
θ˜ = (θ11, . . . , θI1, θ12, . . . , θI2, . . . , θIR)> the full conditional is given by
f(θ˜|·) ∝ f(ξ|η, κz,Cz)f(θ˜|κθ,Cθ)
∝
I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
exp
(
−1
2
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)
)
exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>{C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ }θ˜
)
= exp
−1
2
θ˜>{C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ }θ˜ −
1
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)

= exp
−1
2
θ˜>{C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ }θ˜ −
1
2
J∑
j=1
(ξj − ηj)>{κzC−1z ⊗ II×I}(ξj − ηj)

= exp
−1
2
θ˜>{C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ }θ˜ −
1
2
J∑
j=1
(θ˜ −mθj)>{κzC−1z ⊗ II×I}(θ˜ −mθj)
 ,
where ξij = (ξij1, . . . , ξijR)>, ξj = (ξ1j1, . . . , ξIj1, ξ1j2, . . . , ξIj2, . . . ξIjR)>, ηij = (ηij1, . . . , ηijR)>
and ηj = (η1j1, . . . , ηIj1, η1j2, . . . , ηIj2, . . . ηIjR)>. Thus, θ˜|· ∼ N (E−1θ eθ,E−1θ ) with
Eθ = (C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ + κzJ{C−1z ⊗ II×I})
eθ = {κzC−1z ⊗ II×I}
 J∑
j=J
mθ1j1, . . . ,
J∑
j=1
mθIj1, . . . ,
J∑
j=1
mθ1jR, . . . ,
J∑
j=1
mθIjR
>
mθijr = ξijr − µr − ϕj(r) − ψk(r).
For the period and cohort effects it follows analogously, that ϕ˜|· ∼ N (E−1ϕ eϕ,E−1ϕ ), where
Eϕ = (C−1ϕ ⊗R(2)ϕ + κzI{C−1z ⊗ IJ×J})
eϕ = {κzC−1z ⊗ IJ×J}
(
I∑
i=1
mϕi11, . . . ,
I∑
i=1
mϕiJ1, . . . ,
I∑
i=1
mϕi1R, . . . ,
I∑
i=1
mϕiJR
)>
mϕijr = ξijr − µr − θi(r) − ψk(r)
and ψ˜|· ∼ N (E−1ψ eψ,E−1ψ ), where
Eψ = C−1ψ ⊗R(2)ψ + κz{C−1z ⊗ diag(q1, . . . , qk)}
qk =
∑
{ij:k(i,j)=k}
1 with k = 1, . . . ,K
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Figure 1: Image illustrating the constraint matrix A for sampling joint effects from the full conditional
distribution of separate effects. Red squares represent the value 1 and blue squares the value −1.
eψ = {κzC−1z ⊗ IK×K}
( ∑
k(i,j)=1
mψij1, . . . ,
∑
k(i,j)=K
mψij1, . . . ,
∑
k(i,j)=1
mψijR, . . . ,
∑
k(i,j)=K
mψijR
)>
mψijr = ξijr − µr − θi(r) − ϕj(r).
The full conditional distribution derived for joint effects across strata, for example θ = (θ1, . . . , θI)>,
is not multivariate Gaussian, so that a Metropolis-Hastings step is required for sampling. How-
ever, instead we continue sampling from the full conditional distribution of the separate effects,
but under (R − 1) × (N − 1) additional constraints. In addition to the sum-to-zero constraint
imposed on each block, we constrain the effects θr to be equal for all r = 1, . . . , R. Thus,
we sample θ˜ under a constraint Aθ˜ = v, see (Rue and Held, 2005, pages 36 − 40). Figure
1 illustrates the constraint matrix A for I = 4 and R = 3. Red compartments represent the
value 1, blue compartments the value −1 and white comparments the value 0. The vector ν is
zero-vector of length R + (R − 1) × (N − 1). From the obtained sampled vector θ˜, the first I
elements are used as sample for θ (then θ repeats).
For each stratum a separate intercept µr with a flat prior p(µr) ∝ const. is used, so that the
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full conditional distribution for µ = (µ1, . . . , µR)> is given by
f(µ|.) ∝
I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
f(ξij |ηij , κz,Cz)f(µ)
∝
I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
exp
(
−1
2
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)
)
= exp
−1
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
[
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)
]
= exp
−1
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
[
(µ− (ξij − θi −ϕj −ψk))>{κzC−1z }(µ− (ξij − θi −ϕj −ψk))
] ,
so that µ|· ∼ N (E−1µ eµ, e−1µ ) with
Eµ = I · J · κzC−1z
eµ = κzC−1z
 I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
mµij1, . . . ,
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
mµijR
>
mµijr = ξijr − θi(r) − ϕj(r) − ψk(r).
2.2 Hyperparameters
The full conditional distribution for the precision of the linear predictor/overdispersion is given
by:
f(κz|·) ∝ f(ξ|η, κz,Cz)f(κz)
∝
I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
|κzC−1z |
1
2 exp
(
−1
2
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)
)
κaz−1z exp(−bzκz)
∝ κaz+
RIJ
2
−1
z exp
(
−1
2
(ξ − η)>{κzC−1z ⊗ IIJ×IJ}(ξ − η)− bzκz
)
= κ
az+
RIJ
2
−1
z exp
(
−κz
(
bz +
1
2
(ξ − η)>{C−1z ⊗ IIJ×IJ}(ξ − η)
))
⇒
κz|· ∼ Ga
(
az +
RIJ
2
, bz +
1
2
(ξ − η)>{C−1z ⊗ IIJ×IJ}(ξ − η)
)
.
The full conditional distribution for precision κθ, if the age effects are common across strata, is
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given by:
f(κθ|·) ∝ f(θ|κθ)f(κθ)
∝ κ
I−2
2
θ exp
(
−κθ
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2)2
)
κaθ−1θ exp(−bθκθ)
= κ
aθ+
I−2
2
−1
θ exp
(
−κθ
(
bθ +
1
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2)2
))
⇒
κθ|· ∼ Ga
(
aθ +
(I − 2)
2
, bθ +
1
2
I∑
i=3
(θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2)2
)
.
Analogously, the full conditional for the precision of the period effects would be
κϕ|· ∼ Ga
aϕ + (J − 2)2 , bϕ + 12
J∑
j=3
(ϕj − 2ϕj−1 + ϕj−2)2

and
κψ|· ∼ Ga
(
aψ +
(K − 2)
2
, bψ +
1
2
K∑
k=3
(ψk − 2ψk−1 + ψk−2)2
)
for the cohort effects.
In the case of stratum-specific age effects, the full conditional for the precision κθ follows as:
f(κθ|·) = f(θ˜|κθ,Cϕ)f(κθ)
∝ (|C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ |?)
1
2 exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜
)
× κaθ−1θ exp(−bθκθ)
= |C−1θ |
I−2
2 · |R(2)θ |?
R
2 exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜
)
× κaθ−1θ exp(−bθκθ)
∝ κaθ+
R(I−2)
2
−1
θ exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜ − bθκθ
)
= κ
aθ+
R(I−2)
2
−1
θ exp
(
−κθ
(
bθ +
1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗ R˜(2)θ
}
θ˜
))
so that
κθ|· ∼ Ga
(
aθ +
R(I − 2)
2
, bθ +
1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗ R˜(2)θ
}
θ˜
)
,
where R˜(2)θ = κ
−1
θ R
(2)
θ . Here, we used that (|C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ |?)
1
2 = |C−1θ |
I−2
2 (|R(2)θ |?)
R
2 , which follows
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from (Rue and Held, 2005, page 87). Note that 12 θ˜
>{C−1θ ⊗ R˜(2)θ }θ˜ can be calculated as:
1
2
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2 · aθ+
R−1∑
r=1
R∑
m=r+1
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r) · (θim − 2θ(i−1)m + θ(i−2)m) · bθ
Analogously, it follows:
κϕ|· ∼ Ga
(
aϕ +
R(J − 2)
2
, bϕ +
1
2
ϕ˜>
{
C−1ϕ ⊗ R˜(2)ϕ
}
ϕ˜
)
,
and
κψ|· ∼ Ga
(
aψ +
R(K − 2)
2
, bψ +
1
2
ψ˜>
{
C−1ψ ⊗ R˜(2)ψ
}
ψ˜
)
.
Correlations
The full conditional distribution of the transformed correlation parameter ρ?θ is given by
f(ρ?θ|·) ∝ f(θ˜|κθ,Cθ)f(ρ?θ)
=
(|C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ |?)
1
2
(2pi)
R(I−2)
2
exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜
)
× a
1
2
ρθ
(2pi)
1
2
exp
(
− ρ
?
θ
2
2a−1ρθ
)
=
|C−1θ |
I−2
2 · |R(2)θ |?
R
2
(2pi)
R(I−2)
2
exp
(
−1
2
θ˜>
{
C−1θ ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜
)
× a
1
2
ρθ
(2pi)
1
2
exp
(
− ρ
?
θ
2
2a−1ρθ
)
,
where C−1θ is parameterised in terms of ρ
?
θ. The parameter ρ
?
θ is updated using Metropolis-
Hastings steps and a random walk proposal. Let ρ?θ
(t) be the current value at iteration t.
1. Propose a new value ρ?θ
new = ρ?θ
(t) +  with  ∼ N (0, σ2), whereby σ2 can be chosen by the
user.
2. Simulate u ∼ Uniform[0, 1] and update
ρ?θ
(t+1) =
ρ?θ
new if u ≤ f(ρ?θnew|·)
f(ρ?θ
(t)|·) ,
ρ?θ
(t) else.
The quotient f(ρ
?
θ
new|·)
f(ρ?θ
(t)|·) can be simplified to:
f(ρ?θ
new|·)
f(ρ?θ
(t)|·) =
|C−1θ
new| I−22 exp
(
−12 θ˜>
{
C−1θ
new ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜ − 12(ρ?θnew)2aρθ
)
|C−1θ
(t)| I−22 exp
(
−12 θ˜>
{
C−1θ
(t) ⊗R(2)θ
}
θ˜ − 12(ρ?θ(t))2aρθ
) .
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The variance σ2 is chosen to achieve acceptance rates around 40%. Note that 12 θ˜
>{C−1θ ⊗R(2)}θ˜
can be calculated as:
1
2
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r)2 · κθaθ+
R−1∑
r=1
R∑
m=r+1
I∑
i=3
(θir − 2θ(i−1)r + θ(i−2)r) · (θim − 2θ(i−1)m + θ(i−2)m) · κθbθ.
Analogous derivations follow for ρ?ϕ and ρ
?
ψ.
The full conditional for the correlation of the overdispersion is given by
f(ρ?z|·) ∝ f(ξ|η, κz,Cz)f(ρ?z)
∝
I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
|κzC−1z |
1
2 exp
(
−1
2
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)
)
× a
1
2
ρz
(2pi)
1
2
exp
(
− ρ
?
z
2
2a−1ρz
)
∝ |C−1z |
IJ
2 exp
−1
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(ξij − ηij)>{κzC−1z }(ξij − ηij)−
1
2
ρ?z
2aρz

= |C−1z |
IJ
2 exp
(
−1
2
(ξ − η)>{κzC−1z ⊗ IIJ×IJ}(ξ − η)−
1
2
ρ?z
2aρz
)
.
The update of ρ?z is analogous to the update of the other correlation parameters using a
Metropolis-Hastings step. Note that 12(ξ − η)>{κzC−1z ⊗ IIJ×IJ}(ξ − η) can be calculated
by
1
2
R∑
r=1
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(ξijr − ηijr)2 · κzaz+
R−1∑
r=1
R∑
m=r+1
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(ξijr − ηijr) · (ξijm − ηijm) · κzbz.
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APPENDIX III
Program description

Multivariate Age-Period-Cohort Models:
Program Manual
Andrea Riebler and Leonhard Held
Biostatistics Unit, Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine,
University of Zurich, Hirschengraben 84, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Abstract
This manual describes the mapc_cor program for the analysis of (correlated) multivariate
age-period-cohort models. First, we give a reference manual for the program and then we
provide a worked out example to illustrate the usage of mapc_cor in detail.
Introduction
This is a short description of the program mapc_cor for the analysis of (correlated) multivari-
ate age-period-cohort models, see Riebler et al. (2010) for a detailed model description. The
program was primarily written to include correlated overdispersion parameters and can analyse
all types of ordinary and correlated multivariate APC models. The program was developed
under Kubuntu 9.04 on a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T7200 processor 2.0 GHz and
is written in the low-level programming language C. It uses the GNU Scientific Library (Galassi
et al., 2009), a numerical library for C and C++, and GMRFLib (Rue and Held, 2005, Appendix
B), a library in C for fast and exact simulation from Gaussian Markov random fields. The
components of the model are to be specified in an ini-file. Then the program is started by
typing
./mapc_cor ini-file
in the terminal.
Format of the input files
There are two types of input files: the data file containing the number of persons at risk nijr
and the number of cases yijr for all i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J and r = 1, . . . , R, and optionally
a file with initial values for the linear predictor.
The format of the data file is:
nijr yijr
The first column contains the number of persons at risk:
n111 n211 . . . nI11 n121 n221 . . . nI21 . . . nIJ1 n112 . . . nIJR.
The second column contains the observations in the same order
y111 y211 . . . yI11 y121 y221 . . . yI21 . . . yIJ1 y112 . . . yIJR.
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The format of the file with starting values (without offset) for the linear predictor is:
ξijr
Thus, the file has only one column with values for the linear predictor
ξ111 ξ211 . . . ξI11 ξ121 ξ221 . . . ξI21 . . . ξIJ1 ξ112 . . . ξIJR.
Structure of the ini-file
The ini-file specifies all parameters for the algorithm. It is divided in nine sections. Each
section starts with a tag written in squared brackets ([ tag ]). The following sections are to be
specified:
The mcmc section
This section specifies the general settings of the MCMC algorithm. It consists of the following
fields:
seed: The seed used for the random number generator.
Default: 1102534
burn in: The number of burn-in iterations.
Default: 20 000
post burn in: The number of iterations after the burn-in.
Default: 100 000
thinning: The thinning interval.
Default: 20
The data section
This section specifies parameters of the data to be analysed. The following fields need to be
specified:
number of strata: The number of strata R.
number of age groups: The number of age groups I. (Note: All strata must have the same
number of age groups.)
number of periods: The number of periods J . (Note: All strata must have the same number of
periods.)
periods per age groups : The number of periods per age group, namely the grid-factor M . For
example, M = 1 for the case in which age group and period have equally spaced intervals.
(Note: The data of all strata must have the same intervals.)
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datafile : The path to the data file which contains the number of cases yijr and the correspond-
ing number of persons at risk for all i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J and r = 1, . . . , R.
outputfolder : The name of the sub-directory where the results are stored.
The linear predictor section
starting values : The path to a file that includes starting values for the linear predictor (without
offset). This is an optional field, if this field is deleted the linear predictor is internally
initialised by log(yijr/nijr) for yijr > 0 and by log(1/nijr) otherwise.
The intercept section
joint with : One of the strings “age”, “period” or “cohort”. This field is used to update the
stratum-specific intercepts jointly with a stratum-specific (!) time effect. A joint update
might improve the acceptance rates of the linear predictor. If this field is missing the
intercepts are separately updated.
The random walk section
order: Order of the random walk (1 or 2) used for age, period and cohort effects.
The age effects section
In this section options for the age effects are specified.
separate: A boolean variable indicating whether the age effects should be the same or should
vary across strata. Strings starting with ”y”, ”Y”, ”t”, ”T” or ”1” can be used to specify
true values (return 1), strings starting with ”n”, ”N”, ”f”, ”F”, ”0” represent false values
(return 0).
initial prec : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 4.0
parameters prec a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameters prec b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
initial cor : Starting value for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.0
prec cor : Precision of the Gaussian prior for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.2
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error sd: Standard deviation for the random walk proposal of the transformed correlation.
This values should be set to achieve acceptance rates between 25% and 45%.
Default: 0.5
fixed cor : A boolean variable indicating whether the transformed correlation should be fixed
to its initial value.
Default: no
exclude: A boolean variable indicating whether this time-scale shall be excluded from the
analysis.
Default: no
The period effects section
In this section options for the period effects are specified.
separate: A boolean variable indicating whether the period effects should be the same or should
vary across strata. For details on specification see also age effects section.
initial prec : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 4.0
parameters prec a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameters prec b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
initial cor : Starting value for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.0
prec cor : Precision of the Gaussian prior for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.2
error sd: Standard deviation for the random walk proposal of the transformed correlation.
This values should be set to achieve acceptance rates between 25% and 45%.
Default: 0.5
fixed cor : A boolean variable indicating whether the transformed correlation should be fixed
to its initial value.
Default: no
exclude: A boolean variable indicating whether this time-scale shall be excluded from the
analysis.
Default: no
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The cohort effects section
In this section options for the cohort effects are specified.
separate: A boolean variable indicating whether the cohort effects should be the same or should
vary across strata. For details on specification see also age effects section.
initial prec : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 4.0
parameters prec a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameters prec b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.000 05
initial cor : Starting value for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.0
prec cor : Precision of the Gaussian prior for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.2
error sd: Standard deviation for the random walk proposal of the transformed correlation.
This values should be set to achieve acceptance rates between 25% and 45%.
Default: 0.5
fixed cor : A boolean variable indicating whether the transformed correlation should be fixed
to its initial value.
Default: no
exclude: A boolean variable indicating whether this time-scale shall be excluded from the
analysis.
Default: no
The overdispersion section
In this section options for the overdispersion are specified.
initial prec : Starting value for the precision.
Default: 4.0
parameters prec a: Shape parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 1.0
parameters prec b: Rate parameter for the gamma prior of the precision.
Default: 0.005
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initial cor : Starting value for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.0
prec cor : Precision of the Gaussian prior for the transformed correlation.
Default: 0.2
error sd: Standard deviation for the random walk proposal of the transformed correlation.
This values should be set to achieve acceptance rates between 25% and 45%.
Default: 0.5
fixed cor : A boolean variable indicating whether the transformed correlation should be fixed
to its initial value.
Default: no
Output files
All output files are stored in the specified outputfolder . The following output files are generated:
 dic.dat: Contains estimates for the posterior mean deviance, deviance of the mean,
effective number or parameters and deviance information criterion (DIC) separately for
each stratum.
 trace-acc-cor.dat: Contains acceptance rates for each of the transformed correlation
parameters. The acceptance rate is zero at each iteration if time effects are common or
not correlated.
 trace-acc-xi.dat: Contains acceptance rates for each linear predictor block ξij =
(ξij1, . . . , ξijR)>, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J . The file has (I × J) columns and (burn in+
post burn in)/5000 rows. The order of the columns is :
ξ11 ξ21 . . . ξI1 ξ12 ξ22 . . . ξI2 ξ13 . . . ξIJ
 trace-age.dat: Contains the samples of the age effects in R × I columns. When the
effects are common the samples are in the first I columns (ordered 1, . . . , I), then they
repeat. If the effects are stratum-specific the samples of the first I columns correspond to
the first stratum, the following I columns to the second and so on.
 trace-cohort.dat: Contains the samples of the cohort effects in R×K columns. When
the effects are common the samples are in the first K columns (ordered 1, . . . ,K), then
they repeat. If the effects are stratum-specific the samples of the first K columns corre-
spond to the first stratum, the following K columns to the second and so on.
 trace-cor.dat: Contains the estimated correlation parameters on both transformed and
original scale in the order: age, period, cohort and overdispersion. The first two columns
correspond to the age effects, the second two to the period effects, the third two to the
cohort effects and the last two to the overdispersion. Note, however that columns for age,
period or cohort are not provided if the effects are not correlated.
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 trace-expected.txt: contains the samples of the expected counts for all strata in I ×
J ×R columns:
yexp111 y
exp
211 . . . y
exp
I11 y
exp
121 y
exp
221 . . . y
exp
I21 . . . y
exp
IJ1 y
exp
112 . . . y
exp
IJR
 trace-mu.dat: Contains the samples of the stratum-specific intercepts in R columns.
 trace-period.dat: Contains the samples of the period effects in R× J columns. When
the effects are common the samples are in the first J columns (ordered 1, . . . , J), then they
repeat. If the effects are stratum-specific the samples of the first K columns correspond
to the first stratum, the following J columns to the second and so on.
 trace-prec.dat: Contains the samples of all precision parameters in 4 columns: κz, κθ,
κϕ, κψ (overdispersion, age, period, cohort).
 trace-xi.txt: Contains the samples of the linear predictor (without offset) for all strata
in I × J ×R columns:
ξ111 ξ211 . . . ξI11 ξ121 ξ221 . . . ξI21 . . . ξIJ1 ξ112 . . . ξIJR
 trace-yrep.txt: Contains the samples of the replicated data points yrepijr , i = 1, . . . , I,
j = 1, . . . , J , r = 1, . . . , R. The values are used to calculate the mean (multivariate)
ranked probability score and the mean (multivariate) Dawid-Sebastiani score (DSS)
yrep111 y
rep
211 . . . y
rep
I11 y
rep
121 y
rep
221 . . . y
rep
I21 . . . y
rep
IJ1 y
rep
112 . . . y
rep
IJR
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Example: Mortality of Danish and Norwegian women
We illustrate the usage of mapc_cor by re-analysing overall mortality rates of Danish and
Norwegian women (Jacobsen et al., 2004). Data are provided for R = 2 strata, I = 17 age
groups (0−4, 5−9, . . . , 80−84) and J = 8 periods (1960−1964, . . . , 1995−1999). We assume
that the number of deaths is Poisson distributed with mean nijrλijr. Assuming shared period
effects, the linear predictor is defined as
ξijr = log(λijr) = µr + θir + ϕj + ψkr + zijr,
with i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J , k = 1, . . . ,K and r = 1, . . . , R. Since age group and period
intervals are equally spaced K = (I−1) +J = (17−1) + 8 = 24. Here, µr, is the region-specific
intercept, θir the region-specific age effect, ϕj the joint period effect, ψkr the region-specific
cohort effect and zijr the overdispersion parameter.
Assume we would like to analyse a model in which the age effects, cohort effects and overdis-
persion parameters are correlated between Danish and Norwegian women. The corresponding
ini-file, called dk_n_coraPc_z.ini, is:
1 [ mcmc ]
2 seed = 1102534
3 burn in = 20000
4 post burn in = 100000
5 thinning = 20
6
7 [ data ]
8 number of strata = 2
9 number of age groups = 17
10 number of periods = 8
11 periods per age groups = 1
12
13 dataf i le = dk n mcmc . dat
14
15 outputfolder = . / dk n / coraPc z /
16
17 [ l i n e a r p r e d i c t o r ]
18 starting values = i n i t i a l v a l u e s d k n a P c . dat
19
20 [ i n t e r c e p t ]
21 joint with = c o h o r t
22
23 [ random walk ]
24 order = 2
25
26 [ age e f f e c t s ]
27 separate = yes
28 in i t ia l prec = 0 .8
29 parameters prec a = 1 .0
30 parameters prec b = 0.00005
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31 in i t ia l cor = 0 .0
32 prec cor = 0 .2
33 error sd = 1 .2
34 fixed cor = no
35 exclude = no
36
37 [ p e r i o d e f f e c t s ]
38 separate = no
39 in i t ia l prec = 5 .0
40 parameters prec a = 1 .0
41 parameters prec b = 0.00005
42 in i t ia l cor = 0 .0
43 prec cor = 0 .2
44 error sd = 0.45
45 fixed cor = yes
46 exclude = no
47
48 [ c o h o r t e f f e c t s ]
49 separate = yes
50 in i t ia l prec = 5 .0
51 parameters prec a = 1 .0
52 parameters prec b = 0.00005
53 in i t ia l cor = 0 .0
54 prec cor = 0 .2
55 error sd = 0.85
56 fixed cor = no
57 exclude = no
58
59 [ o v e r d i s p e r s i o n ]
60 in i t ia l prec = 5 .7
61 parameters prec a = 1 .0
62 parameters prec b = 0.005
63 in i t ia l cor = 0 .0
64 prec cor = 0 .2
65 error sd = 0.35
66 fixed cor = no
The first section of the ini-file specifies general settings for the MCMC algorithm. Here,
a burn-in of 20 000 iterations (line 3), followed by 100 000 post-burn-in iterations (line 4) is
defined. The thinning variable (line 5) specifies that the samples of every 20th iteration should
be stored.
The number of strata, age groups and periods, as well as the grid factor, e. g. the number of
periods per age group are specified in the second section (lines 8-11). Lines 13 specifies the
path to the data file. The directory in which the samples will be stored is defined in line 15.
In the third section, a file with initial values for the linear predictor can be specified (line 18).
In the fourth section it can be specified whether the intercept should be directly sampled (then
line 21 would be removed) or whether it should be updated together with a region-specific time
effect (here the cohort effects). Updating the intercept together with a time effect might be
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sometimes beneficial in terms of mixing and convergence.
In the fifth section the order of the random walk for age, period and cohort effects is set. Here,
a second order random walk is defined (line 24) for age, period and cohort effects.
The following three sections specify the settings of the age, period and cohort effects. We specify
separate age and cohort, but joint period effects using the variable separate (lines 27, 38, 49).
The initial values for the correlations are set to zero. To specify correlated age and cohort
effects we set fixed cor=no in the two corresponding sections (lines 34, 56). The precision of
the Gaussian prior for the transformed correlation parameters is set to 0.2 (lines 32, 54). The
shape and rate parameter of the gamma prior for the precisions are set to 1.0 and 0.000 05 for
all time effects. Initial values for the precisions are set using the variable initial prec.
In the last section the initial value and parameters of the gamma prior for the precision of the
overdispersion are specified. In addition, the use of correlated overdispersion parameters can
be specified using the variable fixed cor, which is set to “no” for our model.
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